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Abstract 

Conventionai angular-correlation experiments were performed in several simple con- 

densed media to study the effects of various physical and chemicai processes on positronium 

(Ps) yields. Momentum spectra were obtained wit h static magnetic fields appiied to tiquid 

helium, neon, argon, and nitrogen and to soiid neon and argon. Experiments wit h electric 

fields appiied and with Oz impurity deiiberately added were aiso done in liquid argon and 

N2. AU of the results show at Least two momentum components: a narrow component due to  

para-positronium self-annihilations from a Iocalized bubble state; and a broad component 

due to positron and Ps pick-off annihilations. 

Apart irom liquid helium, the existing theoretical estimates for the positron broad 

component were not good enough to ailow a reasonable separation of the broad and narrow 

components. Realistic posit ron-rare gas potentiais were generated and used to calculate 

the positron band structure and wave functions in the heavier rare gas solids. The positron 

momentum distributions and lifetimes were then calculated taking proper account of the 

positron-core electron correlations. The resulting predictions are in good agreement with 

experiment . 

The measurernents in iiquid helium, neon, argon and N2 in zero magnetic field ail 

show a narrow component that is weiI described by the spherical square-well bubble model. 

Both the predicted shape of the narrow component and the bubble radius are in good 

agreement with experiment. in iiquid helium, the increases seen in the narrow component 

intensity with magnetic field foilow theoreticd predictions. A fit to the Ps yield in Liquid 

neon as a function of magnetic field gives an estimate of 4.8-6.5 ns for the long-lived ortho- 

positronium Lifetime. The  magnetic field effect in iiquid axgon was surprisingly s m d .  It is 

expected that another quenching mechanism, spin-exchange conversions between para and 

ortho-positroniurn induced by either O2 impurity or free electrons in the positron spur, is 

competing with the magnetic field. A simple theoreticd model was developed to describe 

the magnetic and spin-exchange quenching. 

The electric field and O2 impurity experiments in iiquid argon and N2 provide usefui 

insight in to  the Ps  formation process. Liquid N2 shows a significant decrease in Ps yield 

with electric field. The effect in iiquid azgon is much smaller. In both Liquids, the O2 
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impurity data shows a sharp increase in the narrow component at low O2 concentrations, 

foUowed by a maximum and a gradua1 decrease at higher impurity concentrations. These 

resdts are explained in terms of the usual Ps formation modeis, positron thermalization 

times and the possible positron spur interactions. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The study of positron annihilation has had, and continues to have, a significant 

impact on a diverse range of fields in physics and chemistry. A survey of the more recent 

international positron annihilation conferences shows that the field deds with theory and 

experiments in quant urn electrodynamics, weak interactions and atomic physics, wit h many 

aspects of solid state physics, with surface, interface and thin film studies, wit h the physics 

and chernistry of gases and liquids, and even with some biophysics and biochemist ry, inctud- 

ing some rnedicd imaging applications. This thesis focused on studying and understanding 

some of the simplest condensed matter systems. 

Positron annihilation techniques have proven t hemselves to be powerfd met hods 

in the study of condensed matter. Since the early results of the 19.50's a wide variety of 

positron annihilation experiments have been performed in a broad range of materials includ- 

ing metals and ailoys, bot h normal and wit h defects, semiconductors, insulators, polymers 

and more recently high-T, superconductors and buckeyballs. Numerous sophisticated the- 

oretical models have also been developed to both describe and predict t hese experirnental 

results. However, des pite the many successes of positron annihilation techniques, many 

important and interesting problems within the field remain unresolved. The motivation be- 

hind this t hesis is t o  obtain a better understanding of some of t hese problerns by studying 

several simple insulating materiais, namely, the condensed rare and diatomic gases. 

To appreciate the problems being addressed it is useful to  first have a brief, quali- 

tative description of what happens when a positron enters a condensed insulating materid. 

In most experiments, positrons are obtained from the P decay of certain radioactive nuclei 

and therefore have a broad energy spectrum on the order of several hundred keV . Once the 

positron enters into the sample i t  begins to lose its init id high energy through excitations 

and ionizations in the medium. The trail of free electrons, ions, excited atoms and other 

species left by the positron is u s u d y  referred t o  as a radiation spur. Within picoseconds 

the positron's energy has been reduced to several tens of eV, its motion has become more 

diffusive and the terminal part of the radiation spur, calied the positron spur, has formed. 

The positron spur can crudely be thought of as a positron in the centre of a spherical dis- 
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tribution of spur species (ions, free electrons, etc.). Annihilation during the slowing down 

process is rare. From this time onward there are, in generai, several different modes of 

thermaüzation and eventual annihilation. The positron may simply continue slowing d o m  

until it reaches thermal energies, polarizing and interacting with the medium and even tudy  

annihilating with either a free spur electron or  with one bound to an atom. In insulating 

media, some fraction of the positrons WU form a bound, hydrogen-like state with a n  elec- 

tron called positronium (Ps). in the Ore gap Ps formation model the positron captures 

an electron from an atom during a collision. The spur formation model suggests that the 

positron combines with one of the free electrons created dong  the ionization t rail. in most 

insulating iiquids Ps formation is followed by a rather spectacular phenornenon - the self- 

trapping of Ps into a 'bubble' state. The lowest energy s ta te  of the system is one in which 

the Ps minimizes the exchange repulsion between its electron and the medium by creating 

and eventually annihiiating from inside a cavity in the medium. The lack of 'free volume' in 

the interstitial regions of the rare-gas solids makes delocalized Ps unlikely. Instead the Ps is 

expected to either form inside or  trap into a pre-existing defect. The eventual annihilation 

of positrons and Ps t yp i cdy  produces two j l l  keV y-rays. By detecting the y-rays it is 

possible to  measure the average positron and Ps lifetimes and the momentum distribution 

of the elect ron-positron pair. These results not only reflect the propert ies of the sample but 

d s o  the behaviour of the positrons and Ps. 

The experiments reported in t his t hesis were performed using the convent ional 

angular-correlation technique to  measure the momentum distribution of the annihilating 

electron-positron pair. The experiments were performed in Liquid helium, neon, argon and 

nitrogen and in solid neon and argon. The angular-correlation spectra typicaily show at 

least two momentum components. The Brst is a narrow momenturn component that results 

from singlet Ps self-annihilating from the bubble s ta te  in liquids, or, as wiil be shown, from 

pre-existing defects in solids. This narrow component is then superimposed on top of a 

much broader momentum cornponent. The width of this broad peak is comparable t o  the 

elect ron moment um distribution of the medium and is therefore attributed t o  positrons 

annihilating with core electrons and t o  Ps pick-off annihilations ( i e .  the positron in the Ps 

annihilates with an electron other tban its own). The aim of the thesis was t o  measure the 

effects of various physicd and chemicd process on these distributions. To t his end, angular- 

correlation experiments were perforrned for the first time with static magnetic fields applied 

t o  the samples. Experiments with static electric fields applied and with small amounts of O2 
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impurity deliberateiy added were also done in liquid argon and N1. The broad cornponent 

showed iittle change throughout these experiments. However, the effects on the narrow Ps 

momentum component were significant and sornetimes dramatic. 

In order t o  study the effects of various physicd and chernical processes on Ps it is 

necessary t o  separate the broad and narrow components. In helium the narrow peak is suffi- 

ciently different from the broad component that this separation is relatively easy. Previous 

theoretical calculations of the heiium broad component are also of high enough quality to  

be useful in this separation. However, this was not the case in the heavier condensed media 

where the wider narrow components make the separation from the broad cornponent far 

more difficult. Furt hermore, the existing t heoretical estirnates are consistent Iy too wide 

and of Little use in separating the components. If the  existing estimates are assumed to be 

correct, then t hey impIy the existence of ot her intermediate momentum components whose 

width is in between the broad and narrow components. However, it rnight also be that 

these estimates are not yet adequate. More specificdy, it is expected t hat a proper account 

needs t o  be taken of the annihilation enhancement factors that arise from the positron-core 

dec t  ron correlations. 

The  t hesis began as a study of the dynamics of Ps bubble formation. It was hoped 

that  if the time scale for Ps  bubble formation was comparable to its Lietirne, then different 

magnetic fields could be used to change the Ps Lifetime and observe the bubble a t  different 

times during its growth. However, it appears that the Ps bubble is formed and cornes to 

equilibrium on a time scale t hat is short compared t o  the Ps iifetimes. The experiments did, 

however, show an anomalous magnetic field effect in iiquid argon. The results suggested 

that  sorne quenching o r  spin-exchange process was occurring in iiquid argon that did not 

occur in iiquid helium and  neon. The most likely cause of the anomaiy was Ps spin-exchange 

collisions with either free electrons in the positron spur or with O2 impurity. Electric fields 

were applied to liquid argon and N2 to see what the effects would be on Ps formation and 

on the possible spin-exchange collisions with spur electrons. These results provide a simple 

resolution to  the cont roversy over whether the Ore gap or the spur Ps formation mode1 is 

correct in condensed media. S m d  arnounts of O2 impurity were d s o  added to  Liquid argon 

and N2 to  help determine if it was the cause of the Ps spin-exchange conversions. The  

O2 had a drarnatic effect on the observed narrow peak intensities that can be qualitotively 

understood in terms of the two Ps formation models, positron t hermalization times and 

various positron spur interactions. 
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The thesis starts with a discussion of some of the introductory concepts and detâils 

requked to understand the results presented in this work. Chapter 2 focuses on describing 

the thermalization and eventud annihilation of a positron inside a condensed materid. This 

includes a description of t heories and techniques t hat can be used to  caiculate the positron 

energies, wave functions, iifetimes and annihilation momeatum distributions. Chapter 3 

describes the interesting and often complicated history of Ps immersed in condensed mat- 

ter. This includes a discussion of the Ps formation models, a simple square-well mode1 used 

to describe the self-trapped Ps bubble state, and the effects of magnetic and electric fields 

and spin-exchange collisions on Ps. The experirnental apparatus and procedure used to 

measure the 27 angular distributions is described in Chapter 4. The experimentai results 

in each of the media studied are presented and summarized. Summaries of relevant angular 

correlation and positron lifetime results from other authors are also given. Chapter 5 is con- 

cemed with understanding and analyzing the broad components. This chapter begins with 

a summary of the reIe-t results from previous aut hors. The possibility t hat other 'inter- 

mediate' momentum components exist is discussed. Positron potentiais and wave functions 

are cdculated and used with more recent positron-core electron annihilation enhancements 

to  obtain improved t heoreticd estimates of the broad momentum component and positron 

Lifetimes. The narrow momentum component is studied and analyzed in Chapter 6. The 

simple bubble model is used to  anaiyze the data. The Ps formation fraction, both with and 

wit hout electric and magnetic fields applied and wit h O2 impurity added, is discussed. A 

model that describes the magnetic-field effects in the presence of spin-exchange collisions is 

applied to  the anomalous results in liquid argon. Conclusions are drawn in Chapter 7. 



Chapter 2 

Introduction to Positron Physics 

In this thesis, positron-annihilation experiments were performed in which energetic 

positrons from a radioactive source were injected into simple condensed gases. Once in 

the sample, the positrons gene rdy  slow down to  thermal energies in a very short time 

(- 1 ps). Their rnean implantation depth of 10-1000 pm ensures that the positrons sample 

the bulk material. Once thermalized, the positrons exist in delocaiized Bloch states un- 

tiI they eventudy annihilate with an electron from the surrounding medium - typically 

producing two 51 1 keV y-rays. Usefui information, such as  the average positron lifetime 

and the moment urn distribution of the annihiiating eiectron-positron pair, can be obtained 

by detecting t hese y-rays. The average positron lifetime is characterist ic of each materi- 

ai, varying from 100-500 ps, and provides a measure of the electron density seen by the 

positron. The aim of this chapter is t o  provide the details necessary to  understand t hese 

processes and the experimentai results arising from annihilating positrons. In insulating 

condensed media some fraction of the positrons may form positronium during the slowing 

down process. The interesting and often complicated history of positronium wiii be the sub- 

ject of chapter 3. Much of the mater id  presented in these next two chapters is common to 

many positron-annihilation studies, Furt her details can be found in several of the excellent 

books (Hautojarvi 1979; Brandt and Dupasquier 1983; Schrader and Jean 1988), reviews 

(Berko and Hereford 1956; Ferrell 1956; W d a c e  1960; Goldanskii 1968: and West 1973) 

and conference proceedings. 

This chapter begins with a brief description of the positron, its properties and its 

creation in 52.1 and 52.2. Further details are given in Appendix B. The mechanisms 

by which energetic positrons slow down in condensed rnatter are described in 52.3. This 

includes a discussion of the ionization trail and 'positron spur' which becorne important 

considerations later on. The possibility t hat positrons do not reach thermal equilibrium 

before annihilating in the condensed rare gases is explored in Appendix C. Section 2.4.1 

describes severd techniques that are used t o  cdculate the energies and wave functions for 

thermal B!och state positrons. Using these wave functions it is possible to  calcuiate both 

the positron Lifetime and the annihilating pair moment um distribution. The annihilation 



process is described in $2.5. This will include a discussion of the many-body positron- 

eiectron correlations which significant ?y affect the annihilation characteristics. Whenever 

possible, the discussion WU focus on the condensed rare and diatomic gases of interest to 

this work. Appendix A contains a summary of the properties useful to this thesis for the 

rare gases and Hz, N2 and Oz- 

2.1 Introduction 

The conceptual origin of the positron can be traced to  Dirac's (1930) relativistic 

treatment of quantum mechanics. The solution to his relativistic wave equation for a free 

electron, of mass me and rnomentum p, resdts in an energy spectrurn E = f J p W  + m:c4 

that consists of two continuous bands separated in energy by an interval 2m.c2, where c is 

the speed of light. The negative-energy solutions to Dirac's equation produced an energy 

spectrum that wa. no longer bounded from below and implied the seerningly unphysical 

situation t hat the positive-energy states were unstable. To overcome t his it was postulated 

that in the 'vacuum' the negative-energy states were completely filled by an infinite sea of 

unobservable negative-energy electrons. Pauü exclusion ensured the stability of the positive- 

energy st  ates by preventing the positive-energy elect rons from falling into the negative- 

energy states. Given enough energy, Say by absorbing a photon with hw > 27n,c2, an 

elect ron in the negative-energy sea could be excited into an observable positive-energy st ate 

leaving behind a 'hole' in the negative-energy sea. This hole makes the negativeenergy 

sea less negative in both energy and charge, compared to the original vacuum. The hole 

therefore appears as a positive energy, positively charged particle - i -e.  a positron (e+). 

Within this framework, the annihilation of an electron with a positron can be viewed as 

a positive-energy electron de-exciting back into a hole in the negative-energy sea, with 

the energy typicaily being given off as y-rays. The positron's existence was verified soon 

after Dirac's prediction by Anderson (1932a' 1932b, 1933) while performing cloud chamber 

experiments on cosmic rays. 

2.2 The Creation and Physical Properties of Positrons 

The positron is a stable elementary particle (r > 2 x years for an isolated 

positron (Bellotti et al. 1983)) which, like electrons, muons, taus and neutrinos (u), belongs 
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to the lepton family. As leptons, positrons are fermions which obey Fermi-Dirac statistics 

and do not participate directly in the strong interaction. The CPT theorem. which re- 

quires that a system be invariant under a transformation in which spatial inversion ( P) and 

time reversal ( T )  are accompanied by charge conjugation (C), implies that particles and 

antiparticles must have the same rest mass, and t hat t heir electric and magnetic moments 

and spin vectors differ only in sign. As the electron's antiparticle, the positron has the same 

rest mass and spin (s = 1/2) but opposite charge ( f e )  and Iepton number (-1). X com- 

parison of the magnitudes of electron and positron properties in Table B. 1 shows t hat t hey 

are identical t o  within the rather impressive accuracies achieved so far. In fact, measure- 

ments of the g-factor anomdy by Van Dyck et  al. ( 1987) are the most sensitive tests of the 

particle-antiparticle symmetry predicted by CPT invariance and one of the most stringent 

tests of quantum-electrodynamic (QED) calculations. The difference in charge implies that 

while positrons must obey the Pauii exclusion principle with respect to  each ot her, there is 

no Pauli exclusion between an electron and a positron. 

Positrons do not exist naturaily on earth except for short times and in relatively 

smail numbers. They are created by various nuclear reactions including pair production 

and radioisotope decay. They also occur as one of the decay products of various unstable 

particles, such as  the positive muon. Most positron-annihilation experiments use positrons 

emit ted from neutron-deficient radioisotopes. There are more t han 200 posi tron-emit t ing 

nuclides, of which only about a dozen are usefui as positron sources. The characteristics 

of the cornmon radioisotopes used in positron experiments are summarized in Appendix 

B. The positron P-decay process, in which a proton of the nucleus is transformed into a 

neutron (p + n +et + v), is very sirnilar t o  the 0--decay of nuciides having a neutron excess 

(n  + p + e- + fi). In both processes the nuclide decays by emitting particles with a simple 

continuous energy spectrum, typicdy from several hundred keV to  severd MeV wide, with a 

cutoff a t  an energy E,,. The interaction of the particle wit h the Coulomb potential of the 

nucleus reduces the low-energy portion of the P+ spectrum, relative to  the ,û- spectrum, and 

so the average initiai positron energy (E,,, -0.4Em,) is higher than the average electron 

energy (- 0.3Em,). Positrons emitted in radioisotope decay are highly spin polarized since 

parity is not conserved in this weak-interaction process. The degree to which the positron's 

spin is oriented parailel to its momentum is v l c ,  where v is the positron's speed. 



2.3 Positron Thermalization 

2.3 Positron Thermalbation 

In between t heir creation and eventual annihiIation, positrons have an interesting 

and cornpiicated history. Some of the typicd processes t hat may occur in condensed insulat - 
ing media are shown in Figure 2.1. A nat ural starting point for a discussion of the positron's 

history in condensed mat ter is the slowing-down, or t hermalization, process. These process- 

es are very similar t o  those for energetic electrons, despite a number of important differences 

- the sign of the charge, the absence of exchange effects, and the  possibility of Ps forma- 

tion and annihilation. This means that with some care, much of the understanding that 

radiation chemists and physicists have achieved concerning the slowing down of energetic 

electrons may also be applied to positrons. 

2.3.1 The Slowing-Down Process 

f ositrons emitted from typicd radioisotopes have initial kinetic energies on the 

order of several hundred keV (Appendix B). When injected into a condensed medium, they 

g radudy  lose this energy through interactions with the electrons and nuclei and eventually 

corne to  a thermal equilibrium with the surrounding medium ( i e .  Ep rr ?ksT).  - The initial 

positron energy is low enough that energy losses due to  brernsstrahlung radiation can be 

ipored t .  Ini t idy,  there are, therefore, only two types of physicai processes to consider: 

inelastic collisions - the excitation and ionization of target atoms, plasmon exci t ationsl , 

etc.; and elastic scattering off the target atoms. Most of the positron's initial energy is lost 

within a few picoseconds t hrough inelastic collisions wit h the electrons. Energy losses from 

elastic scat tering is unimportant a t  the initial high energies. 

In metals, core ionizations, the creation of elect roa- hole pairs and plasmon excita- 

tions reduce E, to  a few tens of eV very quickly (Oliva 1980). The average energy loss per 

path length reaches a maximum at Ep -20 eV and then decreases rapidly as core ionizations 

and plasmon excitations become energeticdy impossible. Elect ron- hole excitation, which 

is dowed  down to  tens of meV, also becomes less efficient with decreasing positron energy. 

+ ~ u r i n ~  an inelastic collision with a nucleus, a positron can emit bremsstrahlung radiation resulting 
from a change in velocity due to the electrostatic repulsion of the nucleus. At very high positron energies, 
Ep > 10 MeV, bremsstrahlung is the dominant energy l o s  mechanism. [t remains efficient until about 
1 MeVand disappears below 0.5 MeV. 

$plasruons are collective longitudinal excitations of the conduction electron gas and/or valence electrons. 
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Figure 2.1 : Typicd positron processes in a condensed insulating materid. The  darker 

Lines represent processes that are usudy  dominant. Energetic positrons from a radioisotope 

injected into a sample slow down very quickly and create an ionization trail in the process. 

Once thermalized, the positrons exist in a Bloch state  until they eventually annihilate 

with an electron. Evidence of positrons trapping a t  large voids in rapidiy condensed solid 

argon has been observed (Schrader et al. 1982b). It is uncertain if positrons c m  trap at 

s m d e r  vacancies in the rare-gas solids. The possibility of positrons, and/or positronium, 

binding to raregas atoms or interacting strongly with some of the products in the ionization 

trail has not yet been considered in detail. In most insulating materials, some fraction 

of the positrons capture an electron to form positronium. Uniike positrons, thermalized 

positronium typically exists in a localized state - either inside a defect in rare-gas solids 

or inside a zero-point energy bubble in Liquids (see 93.4.2). The possibility of conversions 

between the two different positroniurn spin states, para- and ortho-positronium, is discussed 

in 53.5.3. The positron in positronium can either self-annihilate with the electron to which 

it is bound or undergo pick-off annihilation with another electron in the medium. 
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Below about 0.1 eVit is replaced by inelastic phonon scattering as the dominant thermal- 

ization process (Brandt and Arista 1982; Perkins and C a b o t t e  1970). The  average energy 

loss rate is a rapidly decreasing function of positron energy which means the  later stages of 

t hermalization require a longer time t han the initial elect rortic slowing down. Nevert heless, 

it has long b e n  known that positrons injected into metals thermalize in tens of picoseconds 

or less (Brandt and Arista 1982), which is short compared to their Lifetime of about 200 ps. 

Therefore, only a negligible fraction of the annihilations will occur before the positron is 

t hermalized and established in a definite, weii-defined energy state. This is important, as it 

is usuaily assumed t hat the positron momenturn is s m d  compared to the moment um of the 

electron with which it annihilates - i.e. that positron annihilation can provide information 

about the electronic states sampled by the positron wave function. 

In condensed insulating media, electronic excitations also bring the positron's energy 

down to a few tens of eV in times on the order of picoseconds (see Appendix C). However, 

t hese media have a large band gap which allows the positron to faU below the threshold 

for inelastic scattering with a signiftcant amount of energy remaining ( i .e.  - 10 eV ). Ln 

solids, the electronic excitation threshold u s u d y  lies just below the band gap energy, E,., 

(see Table A.5), due to exciton excitationst which require a minimum energy of Ex = 

EgaP-ExBb to  form, where Ex,b is their binding energy. In the rare-gas Liquids, it is reasonable 

t o  describe these excitations in terrns of either broadened atomic transitions or excitons 

(Schwentner et al. 1985). Positronium formation may become another important inelastic 

process inside a narrow range of energies, known as the 'Ore gap', around the electronic 

excitation threshold. Below the Ore gap Ps formation threshold, the final approach to 

thermal equilibrium for the monoatornic rare-gas solids is again determined by the rather 

inefficient p honon scattering processes. In liquids, the loss of long-range order makes it more 

appropriate t o  Say that the slowing down is determined by scattering from long-wavelength 

density fluctuations (Basak and Cohen 1979). If the medium is very weakly interacting, as 

in a gas, the positron-atom interaction is better described in terrns of two-particle elastic 

scattering. Appendix C shows that most of the thermaiization time is spent in this final 

stage of slowing down. 

~xc i tons  are electron-hole pairs bound together by their attractive electrostatic interaction. The rare-gas 
solids typically have tightly bound Frenkel excitons in which the excitation is localized on or near a single 
atom. A Frenkel exciton corresponds to an excited state of a single atom except that the exciton can hop 
between atoms by virtue of the coupling between neighbours. Ex,b ranges irom - 5 eVor tes  in neon to - 1 eV or less in xenon. 
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Unlike metals, it is not at  ail obvious that the positron thermalization time in the 

condensed rare gases is short compared to  the positron Lifetime. The difficulty is that the 

f ind 5-10 eV of positron energy must be dissipated by phonon scattering in solids or density 

fluctuations in liquids. in the rare gases, the absence of optical phonon o r  vibrat ional modes 

reduces the efficiency of t hese energy loss processes even further. Gullikson and Milis ( 1986) 

have estimated that in soiid argon the average positron energy loss per collision below the 

Ore gap Ps formation threshold is 6 J: 2 meV - comparable to the average acoustic phonon 

energy (compare this to hw, in Table 4.5). Thermaiization times for electrons and an 

estimate of the positron t herrnalization time in Appendix C indicate t hat the positrons may 

not be completely t hermalized prior to annihilation. Lncomplete t hermaiization would have 

the effect of increasing the annihilating electron-positron pair moment um t hus broadening 

the experimental angular correlation curves. In what foilows, it is simplest to  assume that 

the positrons are completely t hermalized and t hen compare t heory to  experiment looking 

for the effects of non- t hermalization. 

Molecular media have several additiona.1 slowing-down mechanisms availa ble w hich 

rnakes positron t hermalization significantly faster . The lowest elect ronic excit ations a 

positron can generate must have the same spin rnultiplicity as the ground state, since 

positrons can only cause spin changes through their very weak magnetic interaction. For 

example, a thermalizing positron can not excite an electron from the triplet X3C; ground 

state of O2 to either of the two lowest singlet excited states a L 4 ,  or blC:at 0.98 and 

1.63eV, respectively. Instead, the lowest available excitation is the triplet A3C$ state at 

4.48 eV. Energetic electrons, on the other hand, are able to excite aii of these states quite 

readily t hrough their exchange interactions. Once below the Ps formation and elect ronic 

excitation thresholds, positrons may continue to lose energy by breaking bonds and by ex- 

cit ing int ramolecular and collective vibrational and rotational modes of the molecules. The 

efficiency of these processes is unknown and difficult to calculate. Dissociation reactions 

require a considerable momentum transfer from the positron to  the molecule and so are 

probably not very important. h t  ramolecular vibration excitation by a scat tering elect ron 

is thought to proceed via an intermediate compound resonance state not available to the 

positron, so this process is probably not important as weil. The average positron energy loss 

of -30 meV at these low energies in solid N2 (Gdikson and Mills 1990) suggests that collec- 

tive vibrational modes (optical phonons) are the most important additional thermalization 

mechanism available in simple condensed molecular media. 
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Condensed 
media 

Figure 2.2: A schematic diagram of the positron ionization trail in a condensed 

medium. -4 is the mean implantation depth. The final portion of the trail, known as the 

'positron spur', consists of a positron, or positronium, initidy surrounded by the ionization 

products - excited atoms, ions and secondary electrons. Once the positron's energy f d s  

below the inelastic scattering threshold it continues to scatter off of phonons in solids or 

density fluctuations in Liquids. A thermalized positron continues to diffuse about until it 

eventually annihilates with an electron, which typically produces two 5 1 1 keV -y-rays. 

2.3.2 The Implantation Profile 

Since the positron is a light particle, it undergoes large angular deflections during 

the inelastic coilisions described above. However, elastic Mott scattering on target nuclei is 

also very important when calculating the positron's implantation profile. The reason is that 

posit ron-electron scattering is very peaked in the forward direction corn pared to positron- 

nucleus scat tering due to the different particle-scatterer rnass ratios. Since elastic scat tering 

has a collision frequency comparable to that for inelastic scattering, its contribution to the 

average angular spread in the positron trajectory cannot be ignored. The main contribution 

to the penetration depth occurs initidy, when the high-energy positron has a large average 

path length between collisions with only s m d  angular deflections, as shown in Figure 2.2. 

The final stages of therrnalization do not increase the penetration dept h significantly. Below 
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- 1 keV the positron's motion becomes diffusive, with the average angular deflections 

becoming so large that the positron's scattering is completely isotropic. This large angle 

scattering simply results in a range straggiing about the mean implantation depth A. As 

expected, the implantation dept h increases wit h positron energy, while the straggiing about 

the mean is essentially energy independent. The spatial implantation of positrons can be 

thought of as a spherical cloud centred at  A with a radius of .- 1000 A. 

The multiple scattering of positrons of initial energy Ewg produces an implantation 

profile of the form 

where I(x)/I. is the fraction of positrons left after they have passed through a distance x of 

the material, and a+ = A-I is the positron linear-absorption coefficient. For 6 4 C ~  and 

sources, the m a s  absorption coefficient cr+/e, where e is the mass density, is approximately 

(Paulin 198 1) 

where E = 0.20 MeV for 6 4 C ~  and 0.41 MeV for "Ge. Using (2.2) for 6 4 C ~  the mean 

implantation depth for positrons in liquid He, Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe is about 4.8, 0.33, 0.25, 

0.12 and 0.09 mm, respectively. The relatively large penetration depth in He is a result of 

its low density. These implantation depths ensure that the positrons are probing the bulk 

material. 

Once thermalized, the positron diffuses in thermal equilibrium continuing to  scatter 

off phonons, or density fluctuations, and impurities until it finaüy annihilates. As a useful 

first approximation, this diffusion is generally described classically in terms of an isotopic 

random walk process characterized by a mean free path AD and a collision frequency to' 

(ie. the phonon scattering rate). The diffusion constant D+ may then be defined by the 

Einstein relation 

where p+ is the positron mobility. A direct measurement of p+ is all but impossible in most 

condensed media due to experimentai difficult ies. Positron diffusion constants in metals 

and semiconductors typicaily range from 0.1-1 .O cm2s- ' a t  room temperature (Nieminen 
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and Manninen 1979), which implies a total average diffusion lengt h L prior to  annihilation 

of 1000-2000 a where 

L = J ~ D ; ;  (2.4) 

and r - 200 ps is a typicai positron lifetime. Thermalized positrons therefore typicdy 

scan a volume containing - IO9 atoms before annihilating. The diffusion constants in the 

condensed rare gases are estimated to be about an order of magnitude Iarger than those 

for metals and semiconductors. This is a direct result of the small deformation potential 

constant which d s o  gives the long positron t hermalization times. Assuming t hese estimates 

are reasonable, a positron in a condensed rare gas will have an average diffusion length t hat 

is an order of magnitude Iarger than is typical for most other materids. 

2-3.3 The Positron Spur 

High-energy positrons injected into a condensed insulating material create an ioniza- 

tion trail that can significantly affect the environment surrounding the thermalized positron. 

During the slowing-down process, the positron typicdy deposits tens of eV in the sample 

a t  each coilision site. The absorption of this energy sets off a chain of events that can 

be grouped into three characteristic temporal stages. During the first stage, which lasts - s on the local time scale, energy is transferred from the positron to the sample 

with the creation of highly reactive species - excited atoms, ions, ionized electrons, etc. 

These ' primary ' species are usually unstable and often undergo secondary react ions, eit her 

spontaneously or in coilision with other atoms. During the second stage, lasting 10-'* s 

or so, new chemical species may be formed and in most media corne to a thermal, but 

not chemical, equilibrium. In the final stage, which starts a t  about i O - L I  s, diffusion and 

react ion of the t herrnalized chemical species occurs. 

The localized coliection of species around each coilision site is c d e d  a 'spur'. A 

typical high-energy positron produces an ionization trail containing several thousand spurs 

each separated by a few hundred nanornetres. The size of each spur depends on the mobility 

of the spur products in the medium. For example, strongly scattering liquids (He, Ne, HZ, 

N2 , 02) have low electron mobiiities so t hat ionized electrons typicdy t hermalize and diffuse 

about within a few nanometres of their original ions (see Table A.5). In weakly scattering 

liquids (Ar, Kr, Xe) the electrons have such high mobilities that neighbouring spurs may 

overlap. 
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in typicd radiation chemistry experiments ( i .e .  conductivity measurements, product 

bnalysis, etc.) the information from a.il the spurs is indiscriminately mixed and an average 

value is observed. By contrast, positron experiments rely on the annihilation event which 

implies that only the spurs in the last, diffusive part of the positron track can affect the 

observations. The terminai part of the positron track is generdy referred to as the 'positron 

spur'. A t hermalized positron finds itseif close to several spurs, each in i t idy  containing 

one or more electron-ion pairs, excited atoms, and possibly other more compiicated spur 

products. If the positrons, and/or any Ps that is formed, do not diffuse out of the positron 

spur, then they rnay interact with the highly reactive spur products. This could have a 

significant effect on the observed annihilation characteristics. The most important and 

perhaps interesting spur product is the ionized electrons. Given enough energy, the ionized 

electrons rnay produce more electron-ion pairs in the vicinity. These low-energy electrons, 

coilectively named secondary electrons, diffuse about losing their encrgy in ways similu to 

t hat for positrons and become thermalized some distance from their original ion. Typical 

t hermaiization times and distances for secondary elect rons are given in Table C. 1. Many of 

the ionized electrons recombine with their ion due to the Coulombic attraction producing 

an excited state (geminate neutralization), while others combine with one of the other 

available ions (random neut ralization). Elect rons t hat escape the ionic attractions remain 

free to perhaps combine with a positron to form positronium or to interact with other 

species and/or positrons and positronium. Et is these sorts of possibilities that will rnake 

the positron spur an important consideration. 

2.4 Positron States in Condensed Matter 

A thermaiized positron in condensed matter basically has three distinct states from 

which it can annihilate, as shown in Figure 2.1- These are a delocaiized Bloch state in the 

bu&, a bound state in a positron-rnolecule complex, and in solids, a Iocalized state trapped 

at a defect. In most condensed materials, the thermalized positrons typically remain 'free' - 

in their lowest energy Bloch state near the bottom of their 1s band - until they eventudy 

annihilate. Since positrons are strongly repelled from the positively charged nuclei they have 

a s m d  wave-function amplitude around each atomic core which increases rapidly to become 

largest in the interstitial regions. Bloch state positrons are said to have a 'Swiss cheese' like 

spatial distribution with a reasonably constant density throughout the medium except for 
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'holes' around each atom due to the strong repulsion. The proper interpretation of positron 

experiments requires a knowledge of the overlap between the electron and the positron wave 

functions in the medium. The techniques used to  calculate these wave functions and their 

corresponding band energies wiil be discussed in $2.4.1. 

Positron annihilation studies have made substantiai contributions to the study of 

Iattice defects in solids. The Coulomb repulsion felt by the positron causes it to see any 

region of lower than average positive charge as an attractive potential weil. If the defects 

provide a weii t hat is deep and/or large enough, it is possible for positrons t o  trap there 

in localized states at  a characteristic rate. The  delocalized and localized states are usuaiiy 

distinguished by t heir annihilation characteristics. The possibility of positron t rapping 

at  defects in the rare-gas solids is discussed in 52.4.2. The possibility of Locaiized self- 

trapped positron states ( i.e. ones where the positron causes the structural rearrangements) 

in condensed matter wiil also be mentioned. 

Figure 2.1 suggests that positrons may form bound states with the atoms, or 

molecules, of the sample. To date, there is no experimental evidence to suggest that 

positrons form bound states in any of the media studied in this thesis. Several theoretical 

models suggest that positrons cannot bind to rare gas atoms (Golden and Epstein 1974; 

Schrader 1979; Karl et al. 1984) or to the diatomic molecules H2, N2 or 0 2  (Schrader and 

Wang 1976). However, while the heavier rare gases and Hz are calculated to have negative 

positron affinities, implying no bound state, the affinity is s m d  enough that binding cannot 

be definitively ruled out. Furthemore, the changes to the afinities that occur when the  

atorns are brought together to form a condensed medium remain unclear. Despite this, the 

models and results presented in this and the following chapters make positron binding to 

atoms or molecules in the condensed rare or diatomic gases an unlikely possibili ty. 

2.4.1 Delocalized Positron Wave Functions 

The annihilation characterist ics of free positrons are deterrnined by the  overlap of 

their Bloch state wave function wit h the electron wave functions of the medium. Ln perfect 

(and infinite) crystalline solids, the crystai potential V(r) is periodic, which means the 

positron interaction with the lattice is also periodic and invariant under translation by a 

lattice vector. The total crystal momentum hk is a good quantum number t o  label the 
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eigenstates qk and the corresponding eigenenergies Ek. The Bloch state wave function can 

therefore be written as 

where uk(r) has the periodicity of the lattice. These wave functions are usuaiiy obtained 

from band structure calculations, the object of which is to solve the Schrodinger equation 

for a given V(r)  

The various techniques used to solve (2.6) differ in the form chosen for Iik(r). The 

techniques used in this work to  calculate solid-state positron energies and wave functions 

include the simple Wigner-Seitz met hod and the more sophis ticated augmented- plane-wave 

(AP W) and pseudopotentid methods. The tight-binding nature of the insuiators studied in 

this work, make it reasonable to approximate the solid-state electron wave functions using 

atornic wave functions, for which tabulations and analytic forms exist . Actual solid-st ate 

electron wave functions could dso  be calculated using the A P  W met hod. In generai, the loss 

of long-range order in liquids rnakes t hem difficult to t reat using solid-st a te  techniques. The 

rare-gas iiquids, however, exist over a s m d  temperature range and have many properties 

that are similar to those of the solid. Treating the Liquid as if it were a solid is expected to be 

a reasonable approach so long as the long-range disorder does not play an important role in 

determining the annihilation characteristics. Since t hese characteristics depend mainly on 

the overlap between the positron and the electron wave functions around each atomic site 

this is expected to  be the case. In fact, even low-energy positron-rare-gas atom scattering 

calculations are able to provide a reasonable first approximation to the annihilating electron- 

positron momentum distribution in the condensed rare gases, as will be seen in 55.1.1. The 

foliowing presents a brief description of the methods used to calculate the required positron 

wave functions and energies. 

2.4.1.1 The Wigner-Seitz Approximation 

The first serious attempt to calcuiate a positron wave function was undertaken by 

Berko and Plaskett (1958) who made use of the Wigner-Seitz approximation. A thermalized 

Bloch-state positron will, by definition, have a wave function that is the sarne within each 
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Wigner-Seitz cell. To calculate the wave function inside a polyhedral ceii with its cornpli- 

cated boundary conditions is a difficult problem. The approximation that  is often made is 

to replace the ceil with an equal volume sphere of radius R,, inside of which the potential 

V(r) is constructed to  be spherically symmetric. The Wigner-Seitz energy, E,,, is u s u d y  

taken to be the Lowest energy for which the 1s (k = O )  positron wave function satisfies the 

radial Schrijdinger equat ion 

where p = r - Ru is measured frorn the centre of the vth Wigner-Seitz sphere. The positron 

wave function @ , ( p )  = Po(p)/p is also spherically symmetric and satisfies the boundary 

condition d e o ( p ) / d p  = O a t  p = R,,. A typical Wigner-Seitz wave function for positrons 

in soiid argon, calculated using Numerov integration techniques (C how l972), is shown in 

Figure 5.6. The wave function closely approaches zero near each atomic core, though for 

Light atoms the amplitude may be significant. The amplitude at  small p wili determine 

the annihilation rate wit h the tightly bound core electrons. While the Wigner-Seitz wave 

function is accurate near each core, its spherical symmetry does not reflect any of the 

angularity of the crystal in the interstitial regions. The result depends only on the atomic 

volume, not on the the actual geometry of the lattice - Le. a Liquid a t  the same density 

would give a similar result. The part of the wave function in the interstitial region may 

however be very important as the positron spends most of its time in t hese regions. Met hods 

for extending the caiculation of positron wave functions into the interstitial regions have 

since been devised. One particularly relevant attempt was that of Rose and DeBenedetti 

(1965) who used a 'muffin-tin' extension to the Wigner-Seitz mode1 to calculate the electron- 

positron momentum distribution in solid argon. While their results were more realistic 

p hysically, t heir approach required the evaiuation of aw kward two-cent re integrals. 

2.4.1.2 The Augmented Plane Wave Method 

One simple-minded way to overcome the Limitations of the Wigner-Seitz approach 

is to expand \kk(r) into an infinite set of phne waves 

!Fi(.) = R-l12 C A,(k) exp(i kj r) (2.8) 
1 

where k, = k + Gj , Gj are reciprocal lattice vectors and R = NR. is the crystal volume 

with unit c d  volume 0,. Equation (2.8) has the required Bloch form. hserting this 
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into the Schrodinger equation results in a set of simultaneous equations in the rnomentum 

representation with the plane wave coefficients A, (k) as unknowns 

The matrix elernents K j  may be deduced from X-ray scattering data  (Stroud and Ehrenre- 

ich 1968) or from the Fourier transform of the potential (Gould et al. 1972) 

where k,, = ki - k, = Gi - Gj. Information about the atomic positions is contained in the 

structure factor 

The K j  are large enough that low-order perturbation theory cannot be used to  solve the 

equations. instead (2.9) rnust be solved using a timited number of plane waves and finding 

those vdues of E for which the secular detenninant of (2.9) has nontrivial solutions. Solu- 

tions for different k gives the positron band structure Ek and the plane wave coefficients. 

This technique has had some success for positrons in crystds. However, it requires a rather 

large number of plane waves to obtain convergence and does not accurately represent the 

wave function near the atomic cores. The expansion of electron wave functions in terms 

of plane waves converges much more slowly due to the rapid oscillations near each of the 

nuclei, resulting from orthogonalization to the core-electron wave functions, which require 

high-moment um components. 

One way to improve the rate of convergence is to modify the plane-wave expansion 

and include a certain amount of high-momentum components from the outset. This is the 

approach used in bot h the orthogonalized-plane-wave and augmented-pLane-wave met hods. 

Bot h methods are widely used in the computation of electronic band structures. In t his 

work, the APW method is used to  calculate the positron band structure and wave func- 

tions which, in turn, are used to cdculate the positron's annihilation characteristics. The 

APW method has been well described elsewhere so only the essentials are  presented here. 

One particularly useful description is that of Loucks (1967) which includes listings of the 

necessary computer code. 

In the APW method the wave functions are expanded in terms of 'augmented' plane 
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waves xk, such that 

The .4PW method requires V(r) to have a 'muffin-tin' form - i.e. it is sphericdy symmetric 

wit hin non-overlapping spheres of radius R,, , centred at  the atornic positions R,, and 

constant in the interstitid regions so that 

V(r)  = C v(r  - R.) 

w here 

The construction of the 'muffin-tin' potentials used in this work is described in Appendix 

H. Since the potential between the spheres is constant, the APÇV functions in this region are 

simply plane waves ( i .e .  xk,(r)  = exp(i k, - r)) .  The solutions to the Schrodinger equation 

inside each muffin-tin sphere have the form 

where the D-ni(p) = Pn1(p)/p satisfy the radial Schr6dinger equation, and the Yr, ( P )  are the 

usual spherical harmonies. The APW function inside each sphere is taken to be a Linear 

combination of t hese solutions 

where the energy dependence has been included in the radial wave functions. The coefficients 

Clm are chosen so t hat ~ ( p )  exactly matches the exterior plane waves at the sphere surfaces 

p = R,,. When t his is done (2.15) inside the uth sphere becomes 

00 +f 

xk, (r) = 47reik~'Ru ~ X k j )  &m(P) (2.16) 
1=0 m=-1 

where Ji is a spherical Bessel function of order 1 and where only one atom per unit ceii has 

been assumed. 

The next step is to insert xk,(r) into (2.12) and use this as a trial function for 

a variational estimate of the energy. The coefficients Aj(k) in (2.12) satisfy equations 

like those of (2.10) except that the Fourier components of the potential are replaced by a 
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more compiicated expression (K, - ï i j )  which is a.n integral involving x k , ,  .~k, and the 

H d t o n i a n  operator associated with the periodic potential. The matrix elements are now 

given by 

1) pl(ki i j )  J / (k iRMT)  Jl(k, R,,) 

where PI is the Legendre polynomial of order 1 and U;/Ul is the logarit hmic derivat ive of 

the radial wave function at  the muffin-tin radius. The band structure problem is solved 

by seeking a solution of (2.9) with r i j ,  which exists when the secular determinant is zero. 

For a given value of k, one can calculate the determinant for a given vdue of E, which 

can then be varied until a root is found. This value of E is then the estimate of Ek. The 

corresponding plane-wave coefficients can be used in (2.12) to calculate the wave function. 

2.4.1.3 The Pseudopotential Met hod 

One particularly convenient technique for caiculating positron energies and wave 

functions is the 'pseudopotential' method (Stott and Kubica 197.5; Kubica 1975a; Kubica 

et al. 1975b; Stott and West 1978). This method combines the proper behaviour near the 

atomic cores given by the Wigner-Seitz method with the anisotropy given by the crystai 

lattice and has the advantage that it can be solved using low-order perturbation theory. It 

also provides a simple means of calculating the low-energy deformation potential parameter 

(Appendix C), the positron band effective mass and the positron energy in insulating liquids. 

in this approach, the positron wave function for states near the bot tom of the lowest 

energy band, q k ( r ) ,  is factored into two parts 

U ( r )  contains the effect of the strong repulsion of the positron from the atornic cores and 

is insemitive to  the positron energy or any angularity within the lattice. &(r) is a smooth 

envelope pseudo wave function which contains ali the angular and energy dependence of the 

total wave function. The justification for this separation lies in the fact that the positron 

wave function is most distorted in the core regions where the potential is much larger than 

the positron energies of interest. This means that the shape of Q k ( r )  must be insensitive to 
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the positron energy in the core region and so an energy independent term can be factored 

out. The core wave function U ( r )  is taken t o  satisfy (2.7) using a sphericaily symmetric 

single atom potential V.,(r) with the Wigner-Seitz boundary condition imposed a t  a conve- 

niently chosen 'muffin-th' radius. In solids, R ,  usually corresponds t o  the largest sphere 

that can be inscribed inside the Wigner-Seitz cell. For Lquids. the sphere radius is chosen 

to  be R,, = ( 3 / ( 4 ~ n , ) ) ' ' ~  where no is the average number density. Between the muffin-tin 

spheres the core factor is assumed to be constant, Ci(+) = U(R,,) ( typ icdy  U(R,,) = 1). 

Substituting (2.18) into the full Schrodinger 

the pseudo wave function &(r) 

equation gives a similar equation for 

= Ek@k(~)  

where the pseudopotential W(r) within the vth muffin tin is 

h2 VU (r) 
W(r)  = E,, + V(r) - V,(r - R,) - -- f - D 

nz 0) 

while between the muffin tins W(r) = V(r). The gradient p u t  of W(r )  is gene rdy  small 

so that within each muffin-tin sphere the pseudopotential is quite weak due to  the near 

canceilation of the V(r)  and V.,(r) terms. The pseudo wave function may now be solved 

in a number of ways. As described above, it can be expanded in a Limited set of plane 

waves giving a secdar  equation which can be solved to  give the plane-wave coefficients and 

the positron energy. However, since W(r)  is s m d  it is more convenient to treat it as a 

perturbation to free particle-like behaviour (with Ek = E,, + h2k2/(2m)). An accurate 

solution to (2.19) can be obtained from second-order perturbation theory. In the plane 

wave representation 

where q = k - p, the  structure factor is given by (2.11), and the single-centre parts are 

where jo and jl are spherical Bessel functions and U(R,) has arbitrarily been set to 1. 
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Using (2.21 ) 

where CL ensures norrnalization of the full positron wave function and 

To first order the norrnalization constant is 

wit h 

For a t hermahzed positron near the b 

above equations reduce to 

ottom of its 1 owest energy level (k - O )  the 

3 
E, = 2kBT + - * lS(p)12 4 ~ )  ( 4 ~ )  + PWP)) 

" O  "'R ,.,#O p2 

If the Iattice is assumed rigid then S(q) = $,G,. The pseudopotential formaiism has d s o  

been used to study the effects of lattice vibrations on the positron distribution (Stott and 

West 1978). 

Nieminen et al. (1980) obtained a simple equation for the energy of a thermaiized 

positron in insuiating liquids by averaging over the atomic sites ( i . e .  C, 3 J dp) 
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St(p) is the liquid structure factor defined as 

and is the quantity measured in neutron scattering experiments. 

The calcdational detaiis and results obtained from the APW and pseudopotential 

methods are discussed in 55.3. 

2.4.2 Localized Positron States 

For over 25 years, positron annihilation techniques have been used to  study defects 

in a wide variety of soiids. Positrons have good sensitivity to defects due to the Coulomb 

repulsion it feels from the ionic cores which causes it to see hole-type defects as attractive 

potential weils. If these wells are large enough, it is possible for the positron to trap 

there from the delocalized state at  a characteristic rate. A typical trapping rate per unit 

defect concent ration is - 10'' s-' which implies t hat defect t rapping becomes significant 

and cornpetes wit h annihilation for defect concentrations greater than 10-' defects per 

atom. At high enough concentrations, the fraction of positrons annihilating from defects 

may be comparable to, or even greater than, t hat annihilating from delocalized states. Since 

a positron in a defect is in a very different environment, its annihilation characteristics can 

u s u d y  be distinguished from those of the delocalized states. The t rapped positron sees an 

overall reduction in the electron density so it is expected that its Lifetime will be greater 

than that for a delocahed positron. Furthermore, its overlap with the innermost core 

electrons is significantly reduced which results in a relative increase in the Low momentum 

contributions to its moment um density. 

Unlike metals, is very difficult to produce rare-gas solid samples t hat are defect-free 

single crystals. Under the growing conditions used in this work, the samples were polycrys- 

talline and likely contained a reasonable number of defects (Venables and Smith 1977). To 

date, positron binding energies to various kinds of defects in the rare-gas solids have neither 

been measured nor calculated theoreticdy. It is therefore uncertain whether or not it is 

energeticdy favourable for positrons to trap a t  the defects typicdy found in these solid- 

S. Haber1 (1979a,1979b) pei-formed lifetime experiments in well annealed samples of solid 

neon and argon over a wide temperature range. At low temperatures, well anneded samples 

should have few vacancies and the positrons remain largely delocalized. As the temperature 
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increases the positron lifetime should also increase slowly due to thermal expansion of the 

lattice, which reduces the elect ron-positron overlap. The  the rmdy  generated vacancy con- 

centration also increases wit h temperature so if positrons do t rap a t  vacancies t hen a t  some 

point their lifetime should show a steeper rise with temperature than can be explained by 

thermal expansion. The main conclusion of Haberl's work was that increases in positron 

iifetime could be accoonted for by thermal expansion - the results showed no evidence of 

the characteristic curve for thermal vacancy trapping. The implication is t hat positrons 

do not trap a t  monovacancies, which are the dominant thermally generated defects in the 

rare-gas solids . 

The only other relevant experimental da t a  is that of Schrader et al. (1982) who 

prepared solid argon samples by rapidly condensing argon onto a cold surface producing 

highly defective lattices. Using isochronal annealkg techniques, a series of lifetime exper- 

iments were perforrned on samples containing different concent rat ions and sizes of large 

void defects. The results showed a rernarkable correspondence between the lifetimes and 

intensities of the positron and Ps components as a function of annealing temperature. -4 

reasonable explanation for these results was the early trapping of positrons into the large 

voids foilowed by the rapid reaction with spur electrons which resulted in either annihilation 

or Ps formation. However, while this work implies that  positrons do trap a t  large voids, 

the concentration and size of the defects are iikely somewhat Larger t han those existing 

in typical solid samples. Perhaps the most convincing evidence against positrons trapping 

at typical defects in the rare-gas solids is that the positron component of the momentum 

density is essentidy identical to  that in liquids. Since positrons remain delocalized in the 

rare-gas liquids ( i e .  their thermal wavelength is much greater than the size of the short- 

lived density fluctuations) the implication is t hat positrons aiso annihilate from delocalized 

states in the rare-gas sotids, 

The above discussion was concerned with positrons binding to  pre-existing defects 

in solids. It is d s o  interesting t o  consider the possibility of a positron creating a structural 

deformation and then becorning localized t here, in what are known as self- trapped states. 

In solids, there are two main types of self-trapping t o  consider: 'extended' self-trapping 

in which the positron retains much of its Bloch state  character but becomes trapped by a 

weakly distorted lattice; and 'compact' self-trapping in which the positron a c t u d y  creates 

a lattice defect. Leung et al. (1976) have considered the possibility of extended positron 

self- trapping in rnetds by considering the posit ron-phonon coupiing in the long-wavelength 
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limit. From t heir simple model, t hey concluded that extended self-trapping was unlikely to 

occur in metals because the coupiing of the positron to  the lat t ice was too srnali. Appendix 

D shows that it is also unlikely to  occur in the condensed rare gases. In some solids, 

compact self-trapping may be energeticdy favourable, if the defect formation energy is 

less than positron binding energy to  the defect. However, there is a difficulty in t hat the 

structural rearrangements needed for compact self-trapping typicaliy require times that are 

considerably longer than the positron iifetime. To date, positron compact self-trapping has 

never been observed, 

2.5 Positron Annihilation 

In a vacuum, the positron is a stable particle wit h a lifetime greater t han yeass 

(Bellotti et al. 1983). However, once injected into a gas or  condensed mat ter, the positron is 

certain to  annihilate with an electron. This annihilation is a relativistic process in which the 

particle masses are converted into y-rays. The process is considered to be well understood 

on the basis of quantum electrodynamics. Detailed discussions of the selection rules and 

other considerations that govern the decay can be found in many fundamental texts (Jauch 

and Rohrlich 1980; Berestetski et al. 1982). 

information about positron and positronium interactions in a medium must be in- 

ferred from the experimental observation of the y-rays resulting from t he  annihilation. 

An important advantage of this method is that the high-energy y-rays leave the medi- 

um relatively unscattered and unattenuated carrying away information about the positron 

and positronium iifetirnes, and the energy and moment um distribut ion of the annihilated 

electron-posit ron pairs. A disadvantage is t hat the positron distorts the very electronic 

structure it is being used to probe. The foilowing gives a description of the annihilation 

event which ignores the electron-positron correlation effects in order to make the basic prop- 

erties of the process clear. This is followed by a description of the annihilation process in 

condensed rnatter which indudes a brief discussion of the relevant approaches used to cope 

with the many- body correlations. 
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2.5.1 The Annihilation Event 

Positron annihilation is a relativistic process described by quantum elect rodynamics. 

The annihilation process provides an energy of - 2m0c2 - the total rest mass energy of 

the electron-positron pair. Conservation of moment um requires t hat a t  Ieast two ot her 

bodies (particles and/or photons) be involved in the process. In principle any number 

of photons may be produced durhg the annihilation process. However, there are several 

dominant factors t hat determine the probability of the various modes of elect ron-positron 

annihilation. First, there is a reluctance to transfer momentum between particles of very 

different masses - the cross-section for a process in which such a transfer occurs is reduced 

by a factor on the order of a3, where a = 1/137.036 is the fine structure constant. Secondly, 

the cross-section for annihilation into (n  + 1) photons is a factor of approximately a smailer 

than for annihilations into n photons. FinalIy, there is the requirement of CP invariance 

for elect romagnetic interactions, which is equivalent to the conservation of charge parity for 

the electron-positron pair. 

Zero-photon annihilation requires two other particles, such as nucleons in the same 

nucleus, be involved to conserve momentum and energy. This makes the process highly 

unlikely due to the unfavourable momentum transfer required. Single-photon annihilation 

requires the presence of only one other particle to absorb the recoil momentum. The cross- 

section for the single-photon annihilation of a slow, free positron with a 1s electron of an 

atom of atomic number 2, and with the nucleus absorbing the recoil momentum is (Fermi 

and Uhlenbeck 1933) 

where r ,  = a2ao  is the classical electron radius, a, is the Bohr radius, and v is the positron 

velocity (the electron is assumed to be at  rest). Annihilation into two or more photons does 

not require the presence of another particle - ail the conservation laws can be satisfied 

by the photons themselves. From the uncertainty principle one can deduce that for a 2y 

annihilation the electron-positron pair must be within - 10-l3 m of each other, which 

amounts to contact on the atomic scale. The short range of the annihilation interaction 

impiies that slow electron-positron pairs will annihilate a t  a reasonable rate oniy if t hey are 

in a relative s-state - the electron-positron wave function overlap is negligible for higher 

orbit als. A slow electron-positron pair must therefore annihilate from eit her a spin singlet 

(lSo, S = 0) or a spin triplet s tate  (=SI, S = 1). The conservation of charge parity (see 
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Appendix B) requires that the singlet state annihilate into an even number of photons 

while t he  triplet state must decay into an odd nurnber of photons. The  cross-section for 27 

annihilation of a slow, free positron with a free eiectron, averaged over ail spin-directions 

and photon polarizations and ignoring the Coulomb attraction, is (Dirac 1930) 

The equivalent spin-averaged 37 annihilation cross-section is simply a constant times the 

2y cross-section (Ore and Powell 1949) 

- 4 I 
o* z cZ2,, where r = - ( r2 -9 )a  = - . 

37r 37 1.3 

When s m d  radiative corrections are accounted for c = l/378.l6. Since the annihilation 

cross-sections decrease rapidly with the number of ernitted photons only 1, 2 and 3 photon 

annihilation need be considered in practice. However, a t  low positron velocities, a,, becomes 

negligible compared to 4, and Sa. At energies of 100 eVeven for the heaviest atoms 

( i e .  lead Z = 82) the ratio Zlv/Zh -- 0.006, therefore making it unnecessary to consider 

single-photon annihilation any further. The s m d  value of r in (2.36) implies that 37 

annihilation is a rare event that is only important when the selection rules forbid the 27 

process ( i-e. the self-annihilation of ort ho-posit ronium). The singlet 2y-annihilation event 

is therefore predominant. Most positron experiments have concent rated on measuring the 

lifetimes and the energy and momentum distributions arising from t his decay mode. The 

various annihilation modes are summarized in Table 2.1. 

T h e  probability of annihilation per unit time, or the annihilation rate Xi, is the 

product of the relevant cross-section, the positron velocity and the nurnber density ne of 

the 'available' elect rons 

where ri is the mean Lifetime. Using the 27 cross-section in the slow positron Lirnit (2.35) 

gives 

and = €A2,. By measuring the annihilation rate one directly obtains an estimate of the 

eiectron density seen by the positron. However, the quantity ne rnust reflect several factors 

other than just the electron density and to  emphasize this it is often written as ne = Zenn,, 
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Table 2.1: The annihilation of electron-positron pairs: e+ + e- + zM - ny + xM, 
where n is the number of photons produced and x is the number of other bodies (M) 
required to  conserve momentum. CP invariance requires slow e-- e+ pairs to annihilate 

from either a state with an even number of photons or  a 3S1 state with an odd number 

of photons. Illustrative Feynman diagrams for each annihilation process are also shown. 

Filled-in vertices corresponding to  momentum transfers between particles reduce the cross- 

section by (r3. The open vertices correspond to photon creation and result in a factor 

of a in the cross-section. AnnihiIation processes beyond 37 have a factor of ain in their 

cross-sections and have yet to be observed. 

x 2 

Total spin, S O 

Comments 4- body collision 3- body collision 2- body collision 2- body collision 
4 vertices - as 3-vertices - a5 2-vertices - a* 3-vertices - cr3 
Never observed Observed in high- Most probable ü27/fi7 -378 

energy collisions 

where n, is the actud atomic number density. Zen is a parameter that describes the number 

of available electrons per atom seen by the positron and is Lkely to  be quite different from 

the number of electrons per atom for a number of reasons - such as Coulomb forces, the 

polarizability of electrons and spin statis tics. Coulomb repulsion from the nuclei inhibits 

positron annihilation wit h the inner core elect rons. The polarizability of outer core electrons 

in insulators, or the Coulomb attraction between the positron and conduction electrons in 

met als, increases the inst antaneous electron density near the positron site. These strong 

correlations result in a large electron-positron correlation energy and give rise to a sharp 

cusp in the electron density at  the positron site. Since the annihilation rate is determined 

by the electron density at  the positron, this cusp in the electron density must be understood 

in detaii If useful information is to  be extracted from positron data. These electron-positron 

correlation effects wilt be discussed in more detail in the next section. 

In addition to the annihiIation rates, the angular and energy distributions of the 

emitted y-rays are also important characteristics of the annihilation process. Both of these 

distributions are affected by the motion of the electron-positron pair and therefore provide 
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energy of the electron-positron pair. However, in the laboratory frame the motion of the 

electron-positron pair causes the y-ray energies and emission angles (BI 5 B i )  t o  change. 

The few eVof kinetic energy of the pair results in a Doppler-shifted energy (see Appendix 

B) 

where p,  is the momentum component of the electron-positron pair dong  the photon e- 

mission direction. By measuring the Line shape of the annihilating y-rays one obtains 

information about the p, momentum distribution. The p ,  component gives rise t o  a y-ray 

momentum of p* 5 m,,c f p, /2 in the laboratory frame. The rnomentum component p, 

transverse to the y-ray emission direction produces a deviation from 180" giveii by 

In this thesis, angular correlation experiments were performed in which the number of co- 

incident r-rays was measured as a function of B to  get information about the pz momentum 

distribution of the annihilating electron-positron pair. For electrons annihilating wit h t her- 

malized positrons in condensed matter typical values for the momentum give rise to  an 

energy difference between the two photons, A E ,  of -- 2-5 keVand an angdar  deviation 

from 180' of - 5-10 mrads ( 1 mrad corresponds to a moment um of 10-3m.c = 0.137 a-u.). 

A derivation of relationships analogous to  (2.39) and (2.40) for 37 annihilation is a 

far more difficult task since the energies and angles between photons are no Longer unique 

in X'. .U that can be easily deduced is that when v = O all three photons are emitted in 

the same plane. For v # O the deviation of t hese angles from t his plane is of order 3. The 

energy spectrum for the 37 annihilation has been calculated by Ore and PoweIi (1949). 

2.5.2 27 Annihilation in Condensed Matter 

In order t o  interpret the results of positron Lfetime, Doppler broadening and angular 

correlation experirnents it is necessary to have an expression for the probability that a 

positron immersed in an arbitrary system of electrons and  external fields wilI annihilate 

into two -y-rays with total momentum p = hq. Appendix B shows the probability t o  be 
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where iyePgi(r,, r,) is an electron-positron pair wave function for an electron in initial s ta te  

i at  r. and a thermalized positron at r,. The summation in (2.41) runs over aU occupied 

electronic states i .  For cdcdations, the electronic states are generdy  separated into core 

states ( 2 ,  = n.1, m where n, 1, and m are the usuai atomic quantum numbers) and valence 

states (i, = k j  where k and j are the Bloch wave vector and the band index). For ob- 

vious reasons (2.41) is often referred to as the momentum density of the photon-pair. As 

mentioned above, doppler broadening and anguiar correlation experiments measure various 

components of t his moment um density. Lifetime experiments are unable to discriminat e 

the photon momentum and give only the total annihilation rate 

where (2.42a) and (2.42b) are related by Parseval's identity. 

The interactions of a positron in a many-electron system are significantly different 

from those of an electron interacting with the same system. For electrons, the Coulomb 

repdsion acts to reduce the electron density from its average value near each electron - 

each electron is said to carry a 'correlation hole'. Similady, Pauli exclusion causes each 

electron to carry an 'exchange hole' around it that is free of other electrons with the same 

spin state. Bot h of t hese effects reduce the electron-electron interaction energy and results 

in an electron density that has a minimum at each electron site and increases smoothly to  its 

average value between electrons. The situation, however, is quite different for a positron. 

Since there is generdy oniy one positron in the system at  a time, it can drop to the 

lowest positron s tate. The Coulomb attraction between the positron and the neigh bouring 

electrons increases the instantaneous elect ron density near the positron site. In metals, 

the conduction electrons form a scwening cloud around the positron resulting in densities 

at  the positron site that are often 5-10 times the average value. This increase in density 

results in a shorter positron lifetime. Due to their tight-binding nature, the core electrons 

are more strongly dominated by the screened Coulomb potential of their nuclei and are  

therefore much less able to respond to the small perturbation caused by the screened-out 

positron. The situation in insulators is quite difFerent. In this case, the positron is no longer 

surrounded by easily perturbable conduction electrons - any density enhancement must 

corne from the polarization of the outer core electrons. The screening of the positron is 

no longer isotropie and the density enhancements are generdy  thought to be quite s m d  
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(ie. < 1.5). It is rather surprising therefore that density enhancements a t  the positron 

site of about 3-5 are required in the condensed rare gases to make t heory correspond to 

experiment . 

The st rong eiectron-positron correlations make it difficult to  const ruct an accurate 

two-particle wave function as required by (2.41) and (2.42). Several calculations have tried 

to describe the electron density enhancements by including the correlation effects directly 

in the two-particle wave function. Two attempts relevant t o  posit ron-core electron annihi- 

lations are mentioned in 52.5.4. However, these cdculations are, by necessity, difficult and 

require significant simplifications t o  make the calculations tract able. O ne simpler approach 

has been to  write the pair wave function in terms of one-particle wave functions 

where Qp(r) is an unperturbed positron wave function, Qe, i ( î )  is an unperturbed one- 

electron wave function ( i .e.  no positron present ) and g(r, i) is an elect ron-positron corre- 

lation function. The single-partide wave functions can be obtained from band structure 

calculations like t hose described in $2.4.1. The correlation functions are meant to describe 

both the distortion of the positron wave function from its original shape and the densi- 

ty enhancement of the i electronic state a t  the positron site. The  determination of these 

functions for a positron immersed in condensed matter is stiil a compiicated and unsolved 

many- body problem. Therefore, the g(r, i) are typicdy described using various theoretical 

and/or semi-empirical approximations. The approximations relevant to this work wiil be 

described in 52.5.4. However, it convenient to first describe simplifications to  (2.4 1) t hat 

occur when dealing orùy with posit ron-core electron annihilations. 

2.5.3 Core-Electron Annihilation 

In generd, different 'types' of electrons gives rise to different momentum distribu- 

tions and positron annihilation rates. In metals, the positron annihilates predominately 

with conduction electrons despite the fact that the ionic core electrons are generally far 

more numerous. The reason is that the positron feels a strong Coulomb repulsion from the 

nuclei which keeps it out of the core region, thereby reducing the positron-core electron 

wave function overlap and the corresponding contribution to  the moment um density and 

the annihilation rate. However, in insulating materials the absence of conduction electrons 
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makes the annihilation with core electrons the dominant mode of positron decay. In many 

respects, the condensed rare gases studied in this work are prototype materials for studying 

posit ron-core electron annihilations. In the rare gases, ail elect rons are core elect rons wit h 

a filled-shell configuration t hat offers calculationd advant ages. Furt herrnore, the atoms are 

bound by van der Wad's forces so that each Wigner-Seitz ceil is elect rically neutral. There- 

fore, no complications arise from positron-ion core correlations that might be expected in 

ionic or covalent binding media. 

The simplest description of positron-core electron annihilation, and the one most 

often used, is obtained using the tight-binding approximation for the electron wave func- 

tions. In this approximation the Bloch core-electron wave functions are written in terms of 

atomic orbitals localized about the lattice sites Ru and modulated by a phase factor 

where the dnlm(r) are atomic wave functions given by (2.141, a i th  the radial functions 

Un,(r) obtained from the Hartree-Fock approximation. k is the crystal momentum inside 

the first BriUouin zone. Now insert (2.43) and (2.44) into (2.41), and assume that the 

overlap between neighbouring sites is negligible ( i.e. J @(r) #(r - Ru ) dr « 1, Rv # 0). 

Using t his and the addition theorem for spherical harmonies gives the posit ron-core elect ron 

moment um density as the sum over the occupied core bands labeled by nl 

where a factor of two for spin degeneracy has been included and the positron wave function 

has been assumed to be isotropie. ji is the Ithspherical Bessel function. This resd t  was first 

derived by Berko and Plaskett (1958). Similarly, starting from (2,42), the tight binding 

core annihilation rate can be shown to  be 

where A,[ corresponds to  the annihilation rate resulting from the nlth core sheil and n,(r) 

is the core electron density. 
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The condensed rare gases represent the limiting case for the applicabüity of t he tight- 

binding model in the sense t hat the ionic core elect rons in met als are gene rdy  more confined 

than the core electrons in the corresponding rare-gas solid. Therefore, if the tight binding 

model proves useful in the rare gases then it can be applied to core electron annihilation in 

metds with even greater assurance. 

2.5.4 Positron-Core Electron Correlations 

The simplest and most common approximation used in positron studies is the in- 

dependent particle model (IP M). In t his case the elect ron-positron correlations are simply 

ignored, ie. g(r, i) 1 in (2.43) and (2.45). This essentially turns off the attractive Coulom- 

b field between the positron and the electrons so there is no density enhancement at the 

positron site. In this case, (2.41) and (2.42b) reduce to the weil-known I P M  expressions 

which can be inserted into (2.42a) to  give 

The IPM is the usual starting point for most positron physics investigations. Within this 

model electron-positron correlation effects are described using a moment um-dependent en- 

hancement factor 

and an average enhancement factor 

In many condensed media (2.50) is often a reasonable first approximation to the actual shape 

of the momentum density as a result of a weak momenturn dependence of the correlation 

functions. However, by ignoring the electron-positron correlations the IPM fails t o  predict 

the area under the momentum density ( i - e .  Ah) sometimes by as much as a factor of 

5 or more. The simultaneous interpretation of positron lifetime and momentum density 

measurements t herefore requires t hat the correlat ions be properly accounted for. 
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Two different approaches have been used to  indude posit ron-elect ron correlation 

effects: to  include the correlations directly in the two-particle wave function as in (2.54) 

below: or t o  write the  two-partide wave function in terms of one-particle wave functions 

and a correlation function as was done in (2.43). The first serious attempt to  calculate a 

positron-core electron pair wave function that included the correlations directly was that of 

WOU and Rose (1966).  Their technique was based on the Born-Oppenheimer rnethods for 

calcuiat ing molecular propert ies. Despite t heir rat her general approach, t hey were forced 

to  make a number of significant approximations, the effects of which are not obvious, to 

keep the cornput ations t ractable. When applied to solid argon, t his approach gave results 

t hat were in significant disagreement wit h experiment. 

A second at tempt  to  include the correlations in the pair wave function t o  describ- 

ing core-electron annihilation in metds  and nonionic insulators is due t o  Carbotte (Car- 

botte 1966; Carbotte and Salvadori 1967; Salvadori and Carbotte 1969). This approach 

extended an approximation scheme or igindy developed by Kahana (1963) for positron 

annihilations in an electron gas to  core electrons. The theory is based on the selective 

summation of ladder diagrams in the perturbative expansion of the electron-positron two- 

particle Green's function. It was found that the main correction for the  correlation effects 

could be included by writing the pair wave function as 

where q p ( r p )  Qetn lmk(re)  is the same as the IPM result and Qep( re ,  r,) is the correlation 

term. After applying a number of simplifications to the correlation term, expressions for 

the momentum density and annihilation rate were derived. Sharma and Majumdar (1979) 

have applied this theory, with corrections t o  several calculational errors, t o  the  heavier 

rare gas solids. Their results, discussed in 55.1.2, stiii give unsatisfactory agreement wit h 

experiment . 

Chiba et al. (1977) have used the basic Carbotte theory, with small modifications, 

to derive very simple expressions for the momentum dependent enhancement factors. In 

this case, the momentum density for core states is written as 
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For locaiized electron states the enhancements are written as 

while for Bloch electron states 

where Ani is the binding energy of an electron in the nl core band and 

where A = 2An1/42 and B ( x )  is the unit step function. Both (2.57) and (2.58) are in 

atomic units. Sharma and Singh (1982) have applied t hese enhancements to solid argon 

and xenon and achieved only slightly better agreement with experiment. However, Bon- 

derup et al. (1979) have observed that one of the approximations used to simplify the cor- 

relation term in (2.54) was inappropriate and had the effect of significant ly overestimat ing 

the core-electron enhancements. While Carbotte's basic t heory is correct, the validity of the 

work described above, ail of which suffers from the same inappropriate approximation, rnust 

be questioned. Without this approximation, obtaining useful expressions for the momentum 

density and annihilation rate wit hin t his theory becomes prohibitively difficult , making it 

necessary to search for simplified schemes to describe the core-electron enhancements. 

The enhancements due to positron-conduction electron correlations have been st ud- 

ied extensively bot h experimentaüy and t heoretically. Most t heoretical discussions have 

focused on the model of a single positron in an interacting elect ron gas ( i .e. the positron- 

eiectron jeilium model). Only a few efforts have been made to  solve the much more difficult 

problem of correlations in the presence of a crystal lattice. The elect ron-gas results have 

been applied wit h good success to the conduct ion elect rons in nearly-free-elect ron met ais 

in which the lattice has a small efTect, such as some of the aikali metais and duminum. 

Variations of these models have also been applied, with varying degrees of success, to the 

more difficult cases of transition met als and semiconduct ors. 

Unfortunately, there has been significantly less study of the posit ron-core elect ron 

correlations. Most studies have simply ignored these correlations or, a t  best, applied a 

smaii, constant, momentum-independent enhancement factor. The reason for this is that it 
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is generdy  believed that  for very tightly bound electrons ( L e .  a t  high momentum, 2 15 m- 

rads) the enhancement factors shouid be 1-1.5. Bonderup et al. (1979) have shown that 

for a large relative velocity v between the annihilating electron and positron, as compared 

to the Bohr velocity v, = e2/h,  the enhancement factor is s m d  and is approximately 

The condition that uo < v is certainly reasonable for the iriner core electrons. However, 

Daniuk et al. ( 1989,1991,1992) have observed that a t  the beginning of each series of metals 

(Na to Al, K to  Zn, Rb to  Cd) the average core enhancement factor is significantly Larger 

than 1 in the low-momenturn regions. Thus, while smail, constant core enhancement factors 

may be sufficient to  describe the results in Al or Cu, they are completely unsatisfactory for 

the aikali metals. As wül be seen, this is also true for the condensed rare gases. 

Recently several groups have started to  use the correlation function approach de- 

scribed by (2.43) and apply versions of the electron-gas correlation functions to  describe the 

positron-core electron enhancements. That is, positron annihilations wit h core elect rons are 

simply considered as annihilations in a high-density electron gas. These attempts have met 

with some reasonable success and are nicely summarized by Daniuk et al. (1991). 

One enhancement scheme that has been used to  describe positron-core electron 

correlations in various metds is that of Jarlborg and Singh ( 1987). Their enhancement is 

obtained by solving a two-body Schrodinger equation for the electron and positron which 

are considered to interact inside a sphere of radius 

where n is the electron density. r, defines an approximate radius for the exchange-correlation 

hole around the electrons. The e-- et interaction is then described in the local density 

approximation as an impurity problem defined inside a Wigner-Seitz sphere of radius T,. The 

square of the resulting enhancement factor c2(r,(r)) = g(r, i) is equd to the pair-correlation 

function described in (2.43). The enhancement factor is reasonable except for large values of 

r, ( i.e. very low electron densities) or for the innermost core-elect ron levels where the wave 

functions can have a significant variation across the exchange-correlation hole. The pro blem 

with the inner core levels c m  be ignored since these levels have a negiigible overlap wit h the 

positron. Jarlborg and Singh (1987) have tabuiated their enhancement as a function of r ,  

using a reduced mass of 1. These results were modified t o  correspond to the more natural 
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choice of ! - for the reduced mass and then fit using a simple polynornid to  give 

where T ,  is in atomic units. This equation corresponds quite closely to the enhancements 

calculated by Rubaszek et al. ( 1984) using the Kahana forma,iism extended to a high-density 

electron gas. It is aiso similar to the interpolation formula proposed by Boronski and 

Nieminen (1985) for one position in a homogenous electron gas 

For r, < 2 (2.62) predicts an enhancement that is slightly larger than (2.61) while for r ,  > 2 

(2.62)  gives a slightly s m d e r  enhancement. Either of these formulas inserted into (2.43) 

should produce estimates for the angular correlation curves and positron iifetimes t hat are 

a significant improvement over the IPM results. 



Chapter 3 

Positronium Physics and Chemistry 

FoIiowing the discovery of t he positron, MohoroviCiC ( 1934) suggested t hat a positron 

might bind an electron to form a neutrd quasi-stable atom. In an unsuccessful attempt t o  

observe the spectroscopic structure of this bound state Ruark (1943) named it positronium 

(Ps). The first experiments indicating the possibility of Ps formation were those of Shearer 

and Deutsch ( 1949). Later experiments by Deutsch ( 195 la, L95 1 b )  firmly established the 

existence of Ps in several gases. Since then Ps has been observed in rnany ot her gases, in a 

variety of condensed media as well as in intersteilar space. The advances in the understand- 

ing of the Ps system and its use to explore the basic structure of QED has been summarized 

in a number of reviews (Stroscio 1975, Berko and Pendelton 1980, Rich 1981). 

The aim of this chapter is to describe the interesting, and often complicated, history 

of Ps immersed in a condensed matter system. It is useful t o  begin with a description of an 

isolated Ps atom, which is done in 33.1. Section 3.2 discusses some of the changes required 

to describe Ps immersed in condensed matter. Given this background, it is possible to  

start t racing positronium's history in condensed mat ter. Section 3.3 discusses the two main 

models used to describe Ps formation - the 'Ore gap' and positron spur models. Once 

Ps thermalizes it can exist in a either a delocalized or a localized state. In iiquids, the 

repulsive interaction between the medium and Ps causes it to become localized in a self- 

trapped bubble state. In the rare-gas solids it appears that Ps annihilates from inside 

defects. The various possible Ps states are described in 33.4. Section 3.5 discusses several 

physical and chernical processes that can have a significant effect on the Ps annihilation 

characteristics. In this work, both magnetic and electric fields were applied to condensed 

sarnples and provided some important insight into Ps formation and its interactions. -4 

simple mode1 to describe Ps spin-exchange reactions with spur electrons is developed in 

53.5.3.1. Finaliy, the effects of O2 impurity in a sample is discussed in 53.5.3.2. These 

ideas are used to describe the results of several experiments in which small amounts of O2 

impurity were deliberately added to  liquid argon and Na. 
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3.1 Properties of an Isolated Positronium Atom 

The non-relativistic quantum mechanics for an isolated Ps atom in vacuum is neârly 

identical t o  that for a hydrogen atom. In the absence of any externd interactions the Ps 

spatial wave function, 0R(re7 rp). c m  be factored into a function iIpy(g) depending only 

on the relative elect ron-positron coordinate e = r,  - r,, times a func tion Xg (R) depending 

only on the centre-of-mass coordinate R = f(r, + r,) .  For isolated Ps. the centre of mass 

moves iike a free particle. The oniy change required t o  the centre-of-mass Schrodinger 

equation for hydrogen is to  replace the hydrogen reduced rnass (pH  - m.) with that  for Ps 

(PPS = m J 2 )  

Since the orbital, spin and total angular moment urn operators LZ, L, , s2, s,, j2, and J, all 

commute with (3.1), it follows that  the wave functions and energies can be labeled using 

the usual spectroscopic notation. The solution to (3.1) gives a ground state spatial wave 

function 

where a, is the Bohr radius and the most probable electron-positron 

each particle moves about the centre of mass, this is approximately 

separation is 2a,. Since 

the  Ps atom's diameter 

- i.e. Ps is the same size as a hydrogen atom. The non-relativistic energy levels have 

absolute values that are half those of hydrogen 

where n = 1,2, . . . is the principle quantum number. From (3.3) the ground state binding 

energy for Ps in vacuum is E T b  = 6.803 eV. 

The relativistic corrections t o  (3.1) introduce a splitting into the energy levels - 

i.e. the appearance of a fine structure. These corrections include purely orbital terms as 

well as spin-orbit , spin-spin and annihilation interactions (Berestetskii et al. 1982). Since 

the orbital and spin rnomenta are coupled, L2, L, and S, are no longer constants of the 

motion. To complete the set of commuting observables it is useful to choose the spatial and 

spin parts of the Ps wave function to be eigenstotes of the parity operator P and the spin 

exchange operator 2, respectively (see Appendix B). It foilows that  the Ps wave functions 
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also have a definite charge parity as defined by (B.l). Using this set of commuting variables, 

which is convenient for the study of the reiativistic corrections t o  (3.3), annihilation rates 

and the effects of extenid fields, the Ps energy levels can be dassified by the total spin oro 

equivalently, by C. If the z component of the electron and positron spin are denoted by 

T (1) and f (+) respectively for m, = +f (-i) then the spin-spin basis vectors for the Ps 

ground state are 1 +) ,Il f )  ,Il +) and ( t  f ). As in hydrogen and helium, the Ps ground 

state spin eigenvectors IS, m,) for s2 and S ,  are the singlet (1 'S0, S = O, C = - 1) state 

and the three triplet (1 3S1, S = 1, C = +l )  states 

Singlet states are calied parapositronium (p-Ps) while the triplet states are called or- 

t hoposit ronium (O-  Ps ). The relativistic corrections for Ps are significant ly different from 

those for hydrogen not only in scale but also in generai structure. The large magnetic 

moment of the positron, as compared to  the proton, makes the magnetic spin-spin inter- 

action in Ps comparable to  its spin-orbit interaction - i.e. the Ps hyperfine splitting is of 

the same order as its fine structure splitting. Virtual annihilation mechanisms cause spin- 

dependent fine-struct ure shifts comparable to t hose caused by the spin-orbi t and spin-spin 

interactions. The caiculated theoreticai value for the splitting of the n = 1 Ps levels is 

AEpyl = EOU,, , - E,T,, , = 203 400.3 MHz (- 8-41 x 10-4 eV ) which agrees reasonably weli 

wit h the best experimental value of 203 389.1 f 0.7 MHz (Ritter et al. 1984). This split ting 

is very small compared to the Ps binding energy and impties that p-Ps and O-Ps will be 

forrned in a ratio of their statistical weights of f and 3 ,  respectively. 

Positronium is quasi-stable in that it annihilates after a finite period of tirne. An 

isotated Ps atom in vacuum must self-annihilate - i.e. the positron annihilates with the 

electron to which it is bound. Since the electron and positron momenta in Ps are smaii 

compared to mec their annihilation can, to lowest order, be treated as the annihilation of a 

slow electron-posit ron pair, as discussed in 52.5.1. As with slow electron-positron pairs the 

total spin-averaged Ps self-annihilation rate, AR, is 
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where the self-annihilation rates for p-Ps and O-Ps in vacuum, A I  and A T ,  have been 

weighted by t heir multiplicities. Recalling the effects of charge pari ty conservation and 

comparing (3.5) wit h (B.3) shows that 

where the 47 and higher annihilation processes have been ignored. Lepage et  al. (1983) 

have shown this to be reasonable. 

Using (2.37) the p-Ps self-annihilation rate is 

where ne is replaced by the electron density a t  the positron - i.e. ~ I , L J ~ ~ , ( O ) ( ~  = 1/(8ra:)-  

Inserting (2.35) into (3.7) predicts a p-Ps self-annihilation rate of 8.03 ns-', corresponding 

to a üfetime of r," = 0.123 ns. When radiative corrections are included A? = 7.9852 n ~ - ~  

(r,- = 0.1252 ns) which compares weii with the experimentai value of 7.994 f 0.011 ns-' 

(Gidley et al. 1982). The level width for p-Ps (and O-Ps) is s m d  compared to the gound- 

state energy, i.e. h/r,- < Epyl, so positronium may be regarded as being in a quasi- 

stationary state. 

Similarly, the O- Ps self-annihilation rate is 

which predicts Xf = 7-21 1 ps-1 (r3- = L38.6 ns). Radiative corrections give AJ = 

7.03830 f 0.00007 ps-L corresponding to a lifetime of r3- = 142.08 ns (Adkins 1983). 

The best experimentd measurement to date of A 3  is 7.0514 f 0.0014 ps-l (Westbrook 

et al. 1989) exceeds the theoretical value by nearly ten standard deviations. This remains 

one of the important, unsolved discrepancies in quantum electrodynamics. -4ttempts to find 

more exotic O- Ps decay modes to  explain t his discrepancy have so far been unsuccessful (Asai 

et al. 1991; Gidley et al. 1991). 

3.2 Positronium in Condensed Matter 

The identification and description of positronium in condensed matter is a some- 

what more difficuit task. One reasonable definition for Ps in condensed matter is that the 
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entire one positron, many-elect ron system should have different spin s t  ates wit h distinct 

annihilation rates similar to those for a Ps atom in vacuum (Dupasquier 1988). By this 

definition, electrons from fuily-closed s h d s  cannot bind to a positron to form Ps - there 

has to be at least one unpaired electron which can couple to the positron in either a singlet 

or a triplet state. This coupling is assumed to be the dominant factor - however, it is 

understood that the presence of the other electrons and the interna1 fields of the medium 

can have significant effects on the Ps spatial wave function, the energy levels and binding 

energy, and the annihilation rates. Using the above criterion, posit ronium-Iike states have 

not been observed in metals or semiconductors. In metals, for instance, the conduction 

electron density is usudy high and the ccrrelation between the positron and a single elec- 

tron lasts for only a very short time (-. 10-L6s). The positron is therefore considered to 

remain essentidy free and is instead 'sha.red7 amongst the screening cloud of conduction 

elcctrons. This is in contrast to rnany insulating materials where an appreciable fraction of 

the positrons (- 10-70%) form Ps-Like states with distinct annihilation rates for the singlet 

and triplet states. 

The Ps annihilation rates are strongly affected in the presence of a medium. Firstly, 

the exchange and electrostatic forces encountered by the bound electron-positron pair in 

a medium always tends to separate the two particles, perturbing t heir spherical symmetry 

to create an 'elongated7 Ps. This distortion of the Ps spatiai wave function reduces the 

overlap probability of the part icles t hereby reducing t heir seif-annihilat ion rate. Secondly, 

the positron in the Ps now has a non-zero overiap wit h electrons in the medium ot her t han 

the one to which it is bound and can t herefore annihilate with t hem in a process known 

as 'pick-off' annihilation. This process is especidy important for o-Ps where the positron 

in Ps can now undergo a fast 2y annihilation by overlapping with a 'foreign' electron in a 

spin-singlet state. Pick-off annihilation typically reduces the o-Ps Lifetime from the 142 ns 

vacuum value to just a few nanoseconds in condensed rnatter. The effect on p-Ps is much 

less dramatic as its self-annihilation rate is already quite fast. 

To understand the effects of the medium consider a bound electron-positron pair 

immersed in a diamagnetic insulating medium. It is reasonable to assume that the positron 

is strongly correlated to only one eiectron at a time and that the remaining n electrons are 

tightly bound with fuii closed-sheil symmetry. Following Hodges et al. (1972), the wave 

function describing the system can be formed using a properly antisymmetrized product 

of the Ps wave function Ppl(re, rp)? times the core electron Bloch functions which form an 
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orthonormai set. The Ps wave function is easily made orthogonal t o  the i Y k j ( ï e )  over the 

electron coordinates for all r, (Le. (Qps(re, rp)lQkj(re)) = O )  without changing the value of 

the Slater determinant by using the Gram-Schmidt ort hogonalizat ion process. Doing t his 

results in particularly simple expressions, free of exchange terms, for the Ps  momentum 

densities and the self-annihilation and pick-off annihilation rates. The momentum density 

for the 27 p-Ps self-annihilation becomes 

while for the 

wtiere 0 is 

2 y pick-off annihiiat ions 

the crystal volume. The p-Ps and O-Ps annihilation rates in a condensed 

medium, XI and A3 respectively, can now be written as 

where Al,, and are the singlet and triplet self-annihilation rates and A,, is the pick-off 

annihilation rate. These rates are obtained from (3.9) using (2.42) 

The effects of a medium on Ps are often described by introducing two parameters K 

and q.  s is c d e d  the interna1 contact density and is defined as 

K = 8iiol r ) *  dr (3.12) 

which is simply the overlap probabiüty of t he  positron with its bound electron, normalized 

to  the contact density of an isolated Ps atom. The external contact density 

represents the overlap probability of the positron with the (kj)'h electron. Using these 

definitions the Ps annihilation rates can be  writ ten as 
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where XE, A? and A," are given by (3.5), (3.7) and (3.8), respectively. For an  isolated Ps 

atom rr = 1 and qi = O. In a condensed medium, the bound electron-positron pair is subject 

to external disturbances which reduce their overlap probability (i.e. is < 1). A s m d  value 

of nr implies a large A,,, simply because the electron in Ps cannot foilow the positron into 

regions occupied by other electrons in M y  closed shelis- The relationship between n and 

A,. depends on the structure of the system. A reduced internd contact density also impiies 

a Ps hyperfine split ting AEps, = Eo-Ps,I - Ep-Ps,l and binding energy EpSvb t hat are smaller 

than the vacuum values. An electron-positron pair with a sphericdy symmetric spatial 

wave function has a hyperfine splitting that scaies with the interna1 contact density 

Distortions in the Ps wave function give contributions to  AEPr,L not proportiond to n,  

however these contributions can usually be neglected. The  detailed dependence of AEps,b 

on K d s o  depends on the system (Dupasquier 1988). 

3.3 Posit ronium Formation Models 

In molecular and insulating condensed media, some fraction of the injected positrons 

typically form a bound state with an electron that i ~ ?  many ways resembles the positronium 

atom described above. The processes governing the formation and yield of Ps in condensed 

matter are complicated and not yet properly understood. The process is usually described 

in terms of one of the two cornpeting theories - the Ore gap mode1 (Ore 1949) or the 

positron spur model (Mogensen 1974; Byakov et al. 1974). The Ore gap model was originally 

proposed to describe Ps formation in low density gases and has since been extended to 

condensed matter. Since radiative spurs do not form in gases, this model is generally 

considered the one most applicable in low-density gases. However, in condensed matter, 

where the positron can pick up a 'free' electron from the positron spur t o  form Ps, there 

remains some controversy as to  whether the Ore gap or spur model is correct. Both models 

are described below. As will be seen, the simple materiais used in t his thesis provide some 

interesting insight into the applicability of t hese models. 

It is generally accepted that  the Ore gap model best describes Ps formation in gases 

where positron spurs cannot form. In this model, an energetic positron captures an electron 
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during a coilision to form Ps 

where (e+)' is an epithermal positron with kinetic energy Ep, M is a gas atom and Psœ 

and Ps are epithermai and thermalized states of Ps respectively. For Ep above the first 

ionization energy Eia,(= Eu)  the Ps formation probability is s m d .  The reason is that the 

resulting Ps would be formed with a kinetic energy greater than its binding energy and 

would likely break up again during subsequent collisions. The s m d  Ps binding energy 

impües t hat (3.17) is usually endot hermic and t herefore also has a lower energy t hreshold 

El = Eu - 6.8 eV below which Ps formation is impossible. Therefore, to form Ps via (3.17) 

the t hermaiizing positron must faii within the energy range El < Ep < Eu known as the 

'Ore gap'. For positrons with energy above the lowest excitation energy E, ( L e .  in the 

energy range Ex < Ep < E u )  Ps formation must compete with electronic excitations. For 

positrons falliog into the energy range & < E, < Ex elastic scattering and Ps formation are 

the most important processes. In gases, positrons that f& below the Ore gap (O < Ep < El)  

annihilate as free particles. 

After their last ionizing collision positrons f d  between zero and Eu with a distribu- 

tion g ( E p ) d E p  such that f' g ( E )  d E  = 1. Starting from their initial 'touch down7 energy, 

positrons f a n g  within the Ore gap lose energy a t  sorne mean rate - d E p ( t ) / d t  = y ,E, ( t )  

where y, is the characteristic energy loss rate in the Ore gap. The Ps yield is approximately 

where yp, is the Ps formation rate in the Ore gap and 7, is the electronic excitation rate. 

R e c d  that these rates are re!ated to  their corresponding cross sections o by y = nva where 

n is the density of scatters and v is the positron velocity. In most approximations, the initial 

positron energy distribution is assumed to be uniform ( L e .  g(E, )  = Ezl) between zero and 

Eu. In the rare gases, elastic scat tering is an inefficient energy loss process ( i - e .  7, < y p s )  

and so positrons in the Ore gap are effectively hung up there until either an excitation, 

when possible, or Ps formation occurs. In molecular gases, y, is generdy  larger due to 

the additional thermaiization modes present. Clearly, the larger yp, is in relation to y,  

and y,  the larger the Ps yield. Upper and lower boundaries on the Ore gap Ps yield are 

often calculated assuming y,, 7, < ypi and y, < < yx, respectively. Doing this gives 

( E x  - El)/Eu < FOE < 6.8eV/Eu. The Ore gap estimates and the observed Ps yields for 

the rare and diatomic gases can be found in Tables A.1 and A.2, respectively. 
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These same ideas can now be appiied t o  condensed matter with little modification. 

For wide band-gap insulators the upper Ore gap boundary is approximately Eu = Epp, 

where E,, is the band-gap energy. The lower Ore gap boundary is El = Eu - where 

EpSvb is the Ps binding energy within the material. Equation (3.18) may again be used to  

estimate the Ore gap Ps yield. Using the same approximations as before, one can easily 

obtain upper and lower estimates of this yield 

where ExPb = Egap - Ex.  In the rare-gas solids t his is the exciton binding energy. In general, 

Ep,,b is unknown making it difficult to estimate the Ps formation fraction. Fortunately, a 

series of important slow positron experiments have measured some of these quantities in 

the heavier rare-gas solids and in solid Na. A summary of these results can be found in 

Table 6.3. 

If a positron bypasses the Ore gap, o r  scatters out of it without forming Ps, then it 

may still form Ps by capturing an electron from the conduction band. Recd from 52.3.3 

that when an energetic positron enters a mater id  it generates an ionization trail. In that 

last part of this trail, the positron's motion is diffusive so t hat once the positron t hermalizes 

it is surrounded by ionization products - excited atoms, ions and ionized electrons, etc.- 

which toget her form the positron spur. The  positron and ionization products are generaliy 

close enough together that there is a significant probability of t heir interacting prior to  the 

eventual collapse of the spur. in the spur model, Ps  formation is usually assumed to  occur 

between a t hermaiized positron and a spur electron 

{(e+)- + M} 4 {e+ + e; + M'} - {Ps + M'} (3.20) 

where {} denote reactions occurring inside the positron spur. The only energy requirement 

on (3.20) is that EpStb > EAc + EAp, where EAe and EAp are the electron and positron 

affinities of the atoms in the medium. The efficiency of the spur formation mechanism is 

controlled by several factors: the number and distribution of species in the spur ( i - e .  the  
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initial distance between e+ and e; ) and a number of ot  her possible spur reactions 

{e; + M+ - M' -. M} 

{ef ,e;,hlf) - ef ,e;, M+ 

{ e + + M - 2 7 + M + }  

{e+ + M' - Ps + M+} 

{Ps+ Mf - ef + M) 

{e; + Ps - Ps-} 

The spur Ps formation fraction depends largeiy on the relative strength of (3.20) 
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(3.21a) 

(3.2 1 b) 

(3.2 1c) 

(3.21d) 

(3.21e) 

(3.21f) 

as com- 

pared to (3.21a,b,c), where (3.21a) describes both germinate and random recombination of 

spur electrons and positive ions, (3.21b) describes the diffusion of the positron and/or sec- 

ondary electrons out of the spur and (3.21~) is the annihilation of free positrons. Reactions 

(3.21d,e,f) are of secondary importance. 

Much of the experimental support for the spur mode1 has come from measuring the 

Ps yield as a function of the concentration of some electron acceptor or donor added to the 

Liquid sample. For a strong electron acceptor As the reactions 

{e; + A s  - A;} 

{e+ + A; - ef A;} 

compete with (3.20) and inhibit Ps formation. Weak electron acceptors Aw often have an 

'anti-inhibition' effect 

A  summary of the effects of various inhibitors can be found in Ito (1982). The obvious 

cornplexity of the positron spur makes it difficult to  calculate a meaningful estimate of the 

spur Ps formation fraction. 

At present, a quantitative assessrnent of the relative importance of the two Ps for- 

mation mechanisms is difficult. Experiments in gaseous He, Ar, H2 and CH4 confirm that 

Ps formation occurs rnainly in the Ore gap energy range and that the Ps has an initial ki- 

netic energy of a few eV (Charlton et al. 1980). There is aiso evidence for combined Ore gap 

and spur Ps formation in several dense polyatomic molecular gases (Heyland et al. 1985). 
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Several monoenergetic positron beam experiments have provided evidence of the validity 

of the Ore gap rnechanism in wide band-gap insulators. Experiments in crystalline ice (El- 

drup et al. 1983,1985) have measured Ps yields as a function of the incident positron energy. 

The results are w d  described by the Ore gap model for incident positron energies that are 

too low for an effective positron spur to  form. At higher energies ( i e .  > 100 eV) the Ps 

yield increases with energy due to  spur formation. Sirnilar experiments have shown that 

the Ore gap process is an important mechanism in the rare-gas solids (GuLlikson and Milis 

1986,1988,1989, 1990; Miils and Guiiikson 1986). Spur Ps formation was not seen in these 

experiments as the incident positron energies were too low to generate an effective positron 

spur. Tuornisaari et al. (2989, 1991) have measured the energy distributions of positronium 

emitted from the heavier rare-gas solids and the alkali haJides foilowing the implantation 

of monoenergetic positrons with energies ranging from 0.1 to  several keV . These st udies 

suggested that in all of these materials the Ore gap was the dominant formation process, 

except for LiF which d s o  appears to have a spur component. Experiments measuring the 

Ps yield as a function of a static electric field in several molecular plastics provides further 

evidence for Ps formation through both the Ore gap and spur proeessesi(~isi et a1.1983). 

Sirnilar experiments have recently shown that the spur formation process is important in 

liquid N2 (Pepe et al. 1993). 

In rnany ot her molecular liquids and solids, t here exists a huge body of experimental 

evidence that appears to  be explained, at least qualitatively, by the positron spur model. 

Many of these results cannot be explained by the Ore gap model even when it is modified 

to allow various other processes$. However, it is important to understand that the two 

formation rnodels are not m u t u d y  exclusive, despite what some of the proponents in the 

Ps formation controversy contend. The Ore gap rnechanism precedes spur formation in 

time. When both formation processes are possible it is likely that Ore gap formation wiil 

be dominant. However, for polyatomic molecules it is possible to have inelastic scattering 

thresholds that Le below the lower Ore gap boundary. in this case, thermaiizing positrons 

no longer become hung up in the Ore gap and the spur model dominates. The relative 

fraction of Ore gap to  spur formation determines the sensitivity of the Ps yields to  various 

experiments. 

t ~ o g e n s e n  (1983,1986) and othero have criticized rnany of these conclusions and have presented arguments 
describing the resdts in terms of the spur model alone. 

d ore cornpikateci versions of the Ore gap modd have boriowed ideas hom hot-atom chemistry and 
have described Ps inhibition by dowing processes such as the capture of positrons above the lower Ore gap 
boundary, the rapid thermalization of positrons through the Ore gap, and reactions with epithermal Ps. 
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Findy,  it is important to mention that in soiids there rnay simply not be enough 'free 

volume' in the lattice for Ps to  survive. Like the positron, the Ps wave function amplitude 

is small in the atomic core regions due to the electrostatic repulsion and exchange forces 

between its electron and the core electron distribution surrounding each nucleus. For bot h 

positrons and Ps, this repulsion is par t idy  counterbdanced by polarization forces. Bloch 

state Ps also has a 'Swiss cheese' character and is said to exist in the free volume outside 

of an 'excluded volume' around each atom. Brandt et al. (1960,1966,1970) have developed 

a mode1 in which the Ps is assumed to reside in the free volume between atoms without 

altering the structure of the medium and have had some success describing changes in the 

positron and O-Ps lifetimes as a function of temperature and density. The curvature of 

the thermalized Ps Bloch-state wave function, and therefore its ground state energy, is 

determined by the amount of available free volume. If the available free volume is too low 

then the Ps ground-state energy will exceed its binding energy and W U  likely break up 

again in subsequent collisions. As WU be seen, it is the lack of free volume in the rare-gas 

soüds that results in Ps yields that are significantly Iower than in the Liquids. 

3.4 Posit ronium States in Condensed Matt er 

Once Ps forms, it has an interesting and often complicated history, even in the 

sirnplest of condensed media. Like the positron, Ps will thermalize and exist in one or 

more various states frorn which it eventudy annihilates. The cornpetit ion between these 

states is determined by the interactions between the light particle and the medium. in 

condensed media with sufficient free volume it may be energetically favourable for Ps to 

exist in a delocalized state. In solids, the lack of free volume and/or energy considerations 

often cause Ps to Iocalize at  defect sites. In most üquids, the free energy of the system 

is minirnized when Ps self-traps (Le.  creates its own free volume) into a 'bubble' state. 

The possibility of Ps bound states with atoms and/or molecules in a medium or Ps- ion 

formation must also be considered. In what follows, each of these possibilities is discussed. 

Relevant physicd processes and chemical reactions that also affect Ps formation and its 

annihilation characteristics are discussed in 53.5. 

The thermalization process for delocalized Ps is s i d a r  to that for a positron near 

the end of its ionization trail. Ps formed in the Ore gap is expected to  have an initial 

kinetic energy between zero and its binding energy. Spur Ps starts out with at  least EPStb. 
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In either case, Ps themaiizes very quickly either through acoustic phonon scattering in 

solids or density fluctuation scattering in üquids. The deformation potentid calcuiations in 

Appendix C, coupled wit h other experimental results mentioned there, suggest that  in the 

condensed rare gases Ps cornes to thermal equilibrium within 10 ps. The t hermalization 

times in the condensed diatomic gases axe expected to  be somewhat faster due to the 

additional thermaiïzation processes available to  molecular media. 

3.4.1 Delocalized Positronium States 

Bloch state Ps has been observed in single crystal alkali haiides, quartz (Brandt 

et al. 1969; Hodges et al. 1972; Berko et al. 1977), ice (Eldrup et al. 1983,1985) and severd 

other solids. These delocalized states are easily distinguished from ot her states due to the 

presence of a relatively narrow peak in the momentum density distribution at  q = O and the 

presence of spectacular satellite peaks centred a t  momenta corresponding to the reciprocal 

lat tice vectors. If the Ps wave function in (3.9) is replaced by a Bloch wave function of the 

form given by (2.5) ( i - e .  SPs,k(re7 rp) = exp(ik. R)ue(R, e) where R and e are defined as 

in $3.1) then the 2y self-annihilation momentum density becomes a discrete spectrurn of 

the form 

where R. is the volume of the Wigner-Seitz cell. The spectrum consists of Lines centred 

at  q = k + G each having a relative weight given by (3.26), which gives satellite peaks 

smaller than the central one. The ensemble of delocalized Ps is generaüy assumed to 

have a Boltzmann energy distribution which causes a broadening of the lines given by 

(3.26). The peaks thcrefore become Gaussian shaped with a full widt h at half maximum of 

J8 ln(S)m;,k, T where mFS is the Ps effective mass. Imperfections in the crystal have also 

been observed to scatter the delocalized Ps state causing a further broadening of the peak 

widt hs. 

3.4.2 The Positronium Bubble State 

Light quantum particles immersed in a condensed medium exist in either delocalized 

or localized states. Ps is generally formed, and then thermahzes, in a delocalized s tate  hav- 

ing a deBroglie wavelength many times greater than the average separation between atoms. 
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Due to the strong Pauli exchange repulsion between the electron in Ps and the electrons 

of parde l  spin in the surrounding medium Ps tends to be repelled from the atorns into 

the free volume surrounding them. Regions of lower than average density - e - g  vacancies 

and vacancy clusters in soiids and density fluctuation in liquids - are seen as attractive 

potential welIs. Thus, in solids the Ps wave function may collapse and become locaiïzed at  a 

defect if it provides a large enough potential weU. In Liquids, one imagines that the Ps wave 

function amplitude is largest in density fluctuations where the electron density is lowest and 

that the Ps wave function is easüy able to  folIow the density fluctuations. As the Ps reaches 

complete t hermalization, it can further minimize the exchange repdsion by collapsing its 

wave function into one of the density fluctuations and then pushing the medium away to 

create a cavity, or bubble, in the liquîd. Unlike solids, the structural rearrangements re- 

quired for self-trapping in iiquids can occur on a tirne scde that is short compared to the 

Ps iifetime. In general, these self-trapped states wu be preferred thermodynarnically if the 

change in free energy of the system A F  on going from a delocalized t o  localized state is 

negat ive 

where Ezp is the Ps zero-point energy in the localized state, Eb is the energy necessary to 

form the bubble and Eo is the energy a t  the bottom of the Ps conduction band, which cari 

also be calculated using the techniques described in j2.4.1. Localized bubble states wiU 

be formed if the binding energy to the bubble (Eo - E,,) is greater than the work done 

to create it. Transitions to  the bubble state occur as the density rises or  the temperature 

drops - either factor intensifies the Ps-atom interaction. Therefore, a t  low enough gas and 

fluid densities, the delocalized plane-wave state is stable, while a t  higher fluid densities the 

locaiized st at  e generally becomes the  most probable. 

The phenornenon of Ps self-trapping in Lquids was first observed by Paul and Gra- 

ham (1957) and Wackerle and Stump (1957). They measured lifetime spectra in Liquid 

heiium and unexpectedly found an O-Ps component whose annihilation rate was compara- 

ble to its vacuum value and not the expected pick-off rate. The explanation was provided 

by Ferreil (1957) who suggested that inside a bubble state the Ps Lifetime was increased due 

to a reduced overlap with the electrons in the medium. The existence of Ps bubbles was 

beautifully demonstrated by Briscoe e t  al. (1967,1968) and Stewart and Briscoe (1967) who 

made the first quantitative measurements of the bubble parameters by measuring the 27 

momentum densities in liquid He, Ne, Ar, HZ, N2 and O*. They found a narrow component 
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in the momentum density due to the self-annihilation of p-Ps which corresponded nicely 

with the zero-point energy and momentum for a Ps trapped in a sphericai potential wel. 

Triftshauser et al. (1969) extended this work by measuring the pressure dependence of the 

bubble radius in both liquid and soiid heiium and provided further convincing evidence in 

support of the bubble state. Since this initial work there have been severd angular corre- 

lation and numerous lifetime measurements in the condensed rare and diatornic gases. Al1 

of the known experimental results relevant to this work are summarized in Tables 4.1 and 

4.3. The Ps bubble state has now been observed and studied extensively in a wide range of 

low viscosity Liquids. 

The simplest theoretical model that can be used to  describe the equiiibrium bubble 

state is known as the square-well model (Ferreii 1957; RoelLig and Keily 1967; Tao 1972; 

Beling and Smith 1980). In this model, the Ps is assumed to be trapped in a sphericai cavity 

of radius R. In the simplest approximation, the density profile of the medium around the 

Ps is assumed a priori to  be a step function - zero inside the bubble and no outside. The 

interaction wit h the medium is represented by a sphericaüy symmet ric potential barrier 

where the Ps is treated as a hard sphere with a radius equai t o  its scattering lengt h a, so 

that RL = R-a , .  

The outward pressure required to sustain the bubble state is provided by centre- 

of-mass zero-point motion of the locaiized Ps. The solution to  the Schrodinger equation 

for the ground-state centre-of-mass motion of the Ps is identical to  t hat for a particle in a 

sphericd square- wall potentid which is described in many int roductory quantum mechanics 

texts. The bound ground-state Ps wave function ( i e .  1 = O) is sphericdy 

has the form 

where the constants A and B are determined from the usual normaiization 

the continuity of the logarithmic derivative a t  r = R1 

The wave numbers are given by 

symmet ric and 

(3.29) 

conditions and 
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and are related by 

Using these results the zero-point energy may be written as 

with : < u R ,  < r. Equation (3.33) is transcendentd and so the value of aRl must be 

deterrnined either graphicdy or numericdy. It is easily shown that no bound state exists 

uniess E. R: > ( x h ) 2 / ( 8 m g , ) .  

As a first approximation, the energy required to r emange  a medium to form a 

bubble is 

where cr is the specific surface energy, which in Liquids is more commonly c d e d  the surface 

tension. The first term in (3.34) corresponds to the work required to remove atoms from 

within the bubble volume against the iiquid pressure P. The second term corresponds to 

the work required to form and maintain a surface in the liquid. The  experimentd surface 

tension dong a liquid-vapour interface provides only a lower Lirnit on the estimate of work 

required to form a surface in a microscopic bubble. However, the effects arising from the 

curvature of the bubble surface have been shown to be s m d  (Padmore and Cole 1974: 

Smith et ai. 1977; Beling and Smith 1980). Combining (3.33) and (3.34) the total energy 

of the bubble state may be written as 

For an infinite potentiai weU ( E ,  - m) a = x / R I .  

Using the above resuks it is possible to obtain estimates for the bubble radius, 

the pick-off annihilation rate and the momentum density. The  equilibrium bubble radius 

is determined by rninimizing (3.35) with respect to R. For the special case of an infinite 

potential weli it is possible to  obtain an analytic expression for the equilibrium radius 

ri2 7r 
R ~ R  = 

4mé,(2a + RP) 
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For a finite potential, the radius must be solved for using an iterative procedure to rninimize 

(3.35), with (3.36) being used as an upper Limit. in the rare gas Liquids, a increases with Z 

and the polaxizability. This irnplies a large bubble in relatively unpolarizable üquid helium 

and an increasingly smaller bubble in the heavier rare gas Liquids. 

The annihilation rate from the bubble state is usually writ ten as 

where P is the probability that  the Ps centre-of-mass is outside the bubble. As a first 

approximation it c m  be written as 

where it has been assumed that  the overlap for the positron is the same as that for the 

Ps - i.e. zero Ps polarization. In the bubble state, it is expected that K > 0.9 since the 

overlap with the medium is significantly reduced. Instead of using (3.1 1b) t o  calculate the 

bulk pick-off annihilation rate, it is u s u d y  written as 

where 'Zen is the effective number of electrons per atom available for pick-off annihilation 

with O-Ps. The factor of four arises from the fact that only f of the atornic electrons are in 

a singlet state relative t o  the positron in O-psi. Since O-Ps in t he  bubble state annihilates 

mostly with one of the outer valence electrons, 4'Zen is usualiy taken to  be the sum of the 

valence electrons (or l ZeR is the sum of the valence electrons t hat are singlet with respect 

to the positron). 

The momentum density for 27 p-Ps self-annihilation from the bubble state can be 

cdculated using (3.9a). For the special case of an infinite sphericd square potential weil it 

is easily shown that 

 are should be taken not to confuse 4'Zeff with Zen, which is the effective nurnber of electioos a d a b l e  
for free positron annihilation, as has been done in the past. 
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where E = qR,.  For future reference, this rnomentum density gives rise to  a component in 

the one-dimensionai a n g u l ~  correlation curves of the form (see 94.1 ) 

where pz = hq, and K is a constant which accounts for the arbitrary normalization of 

experimentd angular correlation curves ( i. e. the constants in brackets are not important). 

It is a simple matter to  integrate (3.42) to  find the d u e  of the lower integration lirnit that 

corresponds to the half height of N,(p , ) .  Doing this gives a simple estimate of the bubble 

radius from the f d  width at half maximum of N ,  ( p z )  

RI 8, = 16.59 a rnrads . (3.43) 

For the finite potential weii, inserting (3.29) into (3.9a) gives a rnomentum density 

where cri = o RL and fi1 = BR1. The corresponding component in the angular correlation 

curve is 

where A is given by (3.30). Using a three dimensional harmonic potential, instead of a 

spherical square-weil potential, makes both p ( q )  and N ( p , )  Gaussian shaped and gives a 

significantly s rnder  estimate for the bubble radius 

Ri& = 10.7 A rnrads . (3.46) 

The equilibrium bubble state has also been described using several far more sophis- 

ticated approaches (see the reviews by iakubov and Khrapak 1982 and Hernandez 1991 and 

references t herein). The goal of most of these studies has been to determine the temperature 

and density range in which self-trapping is possible. Sharma et al. (1982b) have developed 

a model which treats Ps as a passive probe of the spontkneous density fluctuations and 

ignores the interactions between Ps and the medium. The model is successful in describing 

the transition region between delocalized and localized states but it has serious difficulties 

once strongly bound localized states become predominant. Stott and Zaremba (1977) de- 

veloped a density-functional approach to describe the formation of positron self-trapped 

states in heiïum dropiets. Nieminen et al. (1980) extended this approach t o  self-trapped Ps 
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bubbles. In their work, the free-energy density functionai is minimized and the self-trapped 

Ps wave iunction and the density profile about the bubble are determined seff-consistently. 

This approach has been used to study the bubble state in helium (Nieminen et al. 1980; 

Rytsola et al. 1984b), argon (Tuomisaari et al. 1986), xenon (Tuomisaari et al. 1988) and 

N2 (Rytsola et al. 1984a). The theory neglects the effects of density fluctuations and is 

therefore unable to properly describe the transition region or the dynamics of bubble ior- 

mation. However, it has achieved a good qualitative agreement wit h experimental reçults 

in dense gases and fluids. At higher liquid densities, comparable to those used in this work, 

these caicuiations show that the thickness of the boundary layer between the bubble and 

the medium is very s m d  and that  a step function density profile is a reasonable first ap- 

proximation. Considering the quality of our experimental data  and the large Ps binding 

energy t o  the bubble, the square-wd potential should be more than adequate to describe 

the equilibrium bubble properties. Ln generd, it is expected t hat bot h delocalized and lo- 

calized states are populated and should be considered, especiaüy when trying to describe 

the transition region a t  lower gas and fiuid densities. However, a t  the higher iiquid densities 

the bubble binding energy is large compared to  k,T which implies that  only the bubble 

s ta te  needs to  be considered - i.e. the probability of delocalized states being occupied is 

negligi ble. 

Before leaving the topic of Ps self-trapping it is useful t o  mention t hat excess elec- 

trons in liquïd helium, neon and H2 are also thought to exist in bubble states (Levine 

and Saunders 1967; Harrison and Springett 1971al1971b; Loveland et al. 1972; Bruschi 

et al. 1972; Lecornber et al. 1976; Sakai et al. 1982; Borghesani and Santini 1990). Ps 

and electron bubble states have also been observed in solid heiium which, unlike the other 

rare-gas solids, is very deformable (Triftshiiuser et al. 1969; Cohen and Jortner 1969). Delo- 

calized electron states are favoured energeticdy in the heavier rare-gas solids. For neon the 

energy differences between a delocalized and an electron bubble state are srnall (Emery and 

Song 1986). Evidence for the electron bubble state is based on mobility measurements. For 

example, Levine and Saunders (1967) observed a decrease of IO3 to IO4 in elect ron mobility 

over a narrow density range on going from low to  high density helium gas. The obvious 

interpretation is that a t  Low densities the electron is delocalized, while a t  higher densities 

it is in a self-trapped bubble. The  high-density mobilities are well described by the mode1 

of a charged sphere moving through a viscous medium (Stoke's Law) with kinetic-theory 

corrections. The electron mobilities in liquid helium, neon and H2 are 0.020, 0.0016 and 
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0.017 cm2/VsT respectively ( s e  Appendix A). These are in contrast t o  the mobilities in 

liquid argon, krypton and xenon of 475, 1900 and 2200 cm2/Vs, respectively. Unlike Ps, the 

excess electrons in these liquids skitter dong  the bottom of the coriduction band relative- 

ly unscattered - in fact, the heavier rare gases are among the weakest scattering Liquids 

known. The difference between Ps and electrons arises from their interactions. Both parti- 

cles feel the short-range Pauli exchange repdsion. Ps has a relatively weak van der Waals 

type polarization interaction. The short-range repulsion therefore dominates - i.e. Ps has 

a positive scattering length on atoms - and self-trapping occurs. However, for electrons, 

the polarization interaction is s m d  only for heiium and Ha, and becomes comparable to 

the exchange interaction for neon. In the heavier rare gas Liquids, the free energy is rnin- 

imized when the atoms simply polarize in response to the excess electron. The resulting 

electron s-wave scattering length is negative - i.e. the interaction is attractive - and so 

no self- trapping occurs. 

Many studies have aiso detected slow negative ions in the heavier rare-gas iiquids. It 

is now accepted that these are probably 0 2  impurity ions since ions such as He;, Ar; etc. 

are unstable, if they are formed at  all (Nicolaides and Aspromallis 1991). Swan (1963,1964) 

and Dey and Lewis (1968) have suggested that oxygen concentrations as iow as 1 p.p.m. 

in liquid Ar can trap many of the electrons to  form 0; with greatly reduced mobility. It 

is d s o  now generdy accepted that the Iow mobility positive charge carriers in the rare gas 

liquids are the diatomic ions He:, Ar: etc. 

It is d s o  important to know that the low electron mobility in iiquid 0 2  and liquid 

N2 (0.0027 cm2/Vs) is most Likely not due t o  self-trapping in a bubble state. It has long 

been known t hat low energy electrons ( i.e. < 1 eV ) can attach to  oxygen molecules in the 

gas phase (Barabash et al. 1982; Hegerberg and Crompton 1983; Bruschi et ai. 1984). The 

process is usuaily described in terms of the so-called Bloch- Brad bury two-st age process 

where 0;' is an unstable negative ion in a vibrationally excited state ( v  1 4) which either 

autoionizes within 10-LZ-IO-m s or is stabilized by collisions with a third body M to  a 

vibrational level (v < 4) where autoionization becornes impossiblet. The energy of the first 

accessible vibrational level is E4 = 0.091 eV. The  02 electron afinity is 0.440 eV. While 
- 

t~everal studies in 01-M mixtures at higher pressures have alro suggested that attachment to van der 
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the effectiveness of the Bloch-Bradbury mechanisrn in Lquids is unclear, one supposes t hat 

sirnilar attachment reactions in Liquid O2 resuits in s m d  zero-field electron mobilities- In 

addition to  attachment, or  instead of it, many spur electrons in iiquid O2 are t hermalized 

so quickly t hat t hey simply cannot escape the Coulomb field of t heir parent ions. 

In liquid N2, those electrons escaping recombination are thought t o  form a ternporary 

anion state according to  (3.47) and are  pa r t i dy  stabilized though coiiisions with other N2 

molecules and dimers ( Wada and Freeman 1980; Gee et al. 1985). The anion s ta te  in liquid 

& is thought t o  be unstable wit h an effective Lifetime on the order of picoseconds. 

Finaiiy, the existence of elect ron bubble states raises the interesting possibility t hat 

a thermalizing positron could find an electron in a bubbIe to form Ps in liquid helium, 

neon and HZ. if this occurs, the initial release of the Ps binding energy would likely cause 

the Ps to pop out of the bubble ( i .e.  EpSvb > E. - Eip) ,  which would t hen coilapse. After 

thermalizing in a delocalized state, the Ps could t hen seIf-trap in a new bubble. Thus, even 

though the spur electrons in these liquids may be trapped in bubbles, they could still affect 

the  Ps formation fraction. 

3.4.3 Trapping at Defects in Solids 

The presence of lattice defects in an insulating soiid can significantly affect the Ps 

yield. Simply cooling a rare-gas Liquid to form a solid sample without a great deal of care 

produces a solid with a relatively Large fraction of defect sites such as vacancies, voids 

(clusters of vacancies), dislocations, grain boundaries, etc. (Venables and Smith 1977). The 

electrostatic and exchange repdsion felt by the Ps cause it to see these regions of lower than 

average electron density as attractive potential weUs. As with the positron, if these weiIs 

are large enough, it is possible for Ps t o  becorne bound in a localized s ta te  a t  the defect. For 

solids in which Bloch Ps states do exist, it may be energeticdy favourable for Ps to  trap 

Waals molecules containing O2 rnay also be important (Shimamori et al. 1981,1983,1984) 

or simply 
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at  defect sites. In solids with a free volume that is too low to sustain therrnalized Ps Bloch 

states, t hese Lat tice defects may offer the free volume required for Ps formation. If positrons 

also trap at  the defects then it is possible for spur dectrons, for example, t o  find them there 

and form Ps inside the defect. The difficulty with this, however, is that the localized Ps 

state must now dissipate the excess Ps binding energy, which is Likely t o  be higher in the 

defect than in the bulk, without popping out of the potential well. It is perhaps more likely 

that delocalized Ps forms as usud and that sorne fraction is able t o  trap at a defect site 

before breaking apart. in this case, the Ps yield depends on the type and concentration 

of defects, the Ps diffusion length and on its trapping and oxidation rates. Measurements 

of the O-Ps lifetime as a functioa of temperature and the width of the p-Ps momentum 

distribution can be used to  estirnate the size of the defects in which the ensemble of Ps is 

trapped. Like the bubble state, the larger the size of the defect in which Ps  is trapped the 

longer the pick-offlifetime and the s m d e r  the zero-point momentum. Equations (3.43) and 

(3.46) are often used to  estimate the defect size. 

There exists some experimentd evidence to  suggest that Ps is formed in the rare-gas 

solids and that it annihilates from a localized state inside a defect . Tuomissari et al. ( 199 1) 

implanted positrons into solid Ar, Kr and Xe and then measured the energy distribution 

for the Ps that diffused back to  the surface and was then emitted, Their results clearly 

show that Ps is in a delocalized s ta te  for the first few picoseconds that it spends in the 

lattice. Angular correlation experiments measure a p-Ps self-annihilation momentum den- 

sity which is too broad for a delocalized state and indicate a sharpIy localized state. In 

fact, angular correlation rneasurernents in the heavier rare-gas solids previous to  this work 

did not resolve the broad p-Ps component and instead attributed it t o  delocalized positron 

annihilation (Rose and DeBenedet ti 1965; Varlashkin 1971). Lifetime experiments in solid 

neon, argon and xenon (Haberl 1979a,1979b; Tuornisaari et al. 1988) have observed long- 

lived components attributable to O-Ps annihilation (see Table 4.3). The O-Ps intensities 

in solid neon and argon are about 7-8%. These results are consistent with the idea that 

Ps is formed in a delocalized state and then either traps to a defect within - 5-10 ps or 

simply breaks up into a free positron and electron. Schrader et al. (1982) performed lifetime 

experiments in highly defected matrices of solid argon as a function of isochronal anneal- 

ing temperature. Their results showed an O-Ps component whose intensity and lifetime 

decreased as the samples were annealed which is ciear evidence that Ps was annihilating 

from inside pre-formed voids. Extrapolations of these results t o  well annealed samples are 
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consistent wit h Haberl's ( 1979a~979b)  data. In the unannealed samples, which contained 

voids whose size correspondecl to a twelve-atom vacancy, the O-Ps yield was -45% which 

is significantly more than the Ore gap model alone wouid predict. The behaviour of the 

positron lifetime component lead to  the suggestion that positrons were also trapped at the 

voids reacted with spur electrons t o  either form Ps or  annihilate. Such a process codd 

certainly account for the Iarge Ps fraction. 

3.4.4 Positronium Bound States 

The formation of bound states between Ps and atoms (or molecules) in the medium 

has a significant effect on the Ps annihilation characteristics. Typicdy,  one would expect 

a bound state to reduce the lifetime and intensity of the long-lived O-Ps component in 

lifetime experiments. The bound state  lifetime and momentum density distribution would 

likely be sirnilar to that for a free positron. Karl et al. (1984) have calculated the possibility 

of Ps-atom bound states and were unable to find any for the rare-gas atoms. However, their 

simpie model does not provide proof that such states do not exist. Lifetime experiments 

in moderately dense Kr and Xe gas have observed Ps yields that are anomalously below 

the predictions of the Ore gap rnodelt . The lifetime spectra aiso contain fast annihilation 

components that have not been observed in He and Ne, and have only recently been seen 

in Ar with an electric field applied (Charlton et al. 1992). Heyland et al. ( 1982) suggested 

that these results could be explained by the formation of PsKr and PsXe bound states. 

The difficulty with this is that their interaction is of the van der Waals type which requires 

no activation energy and so no normal Ps should have been observed. To overcome this, 

Wright et al. (1985) have suggested the existence of PsKr and PsXe resonant states. In 

their model. Ps is formed in accordance wit h the Ore gap predictions. As the Ps t hermalizes 

there are certain energies at  which it can temporarily attach to Kr or Xe to form a resonant 

state. Ps having an initial kinetic energy lower than these resonant energies (1.7 eV in 

Kr and 0.4 eV in Xe) annihilates as  normal Ps. However, Ps with a higher kinetic energy 

WU annihilate from a resonant s tate  as it passes through the resonaat energies during the 

slowing-down process. The annihilation from resonant states would cause the fast Lifetirne 

components and reduce the observed Ps fraction. Angular correlation experiments in the 

t~xperiments 21 He, Ne and Ar gas aii have Ps yields that are in good agreement with the Ore gap rnodel 
predictions. In Kr and Xe, the Ore gap model predicts Ps yields of 0.19-0.49 and 0.25-0.59, respectively. 
The observed Ps fractions in Kr and Xe are 0.16-0.28 and 0.05-0.07, respectivety, depending on the density 
(GrifKth and Heyland 1978) and 0.11 and 0.03 at low densities (Heyland et al. 1982; Wright et al. 1985). 
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rare gases are also consistent with this mode1 (Kakimoto and Hyodo ~988)t. At higher 

xenon gas densities (i .e.  > 0.6 x 102Z~m-3)  Tuomisaari et al. (1988) measured Ps fractions 

that f d  within the Ore gap predictions. It is therefore uncertain if t hese resonant states 

d s o  exist in the condensed state. 

Another possible bound state  that is important to consider is PsOz. Heinberg and 

Page (1957) showed that a Large fraction of the positrons annihilate from a p-Ps state 

in dense Oz gas and suggested that the lack of a long-lived O-Ps component in lifetime 

experiments was due to O-Ps being converted to p-Ps during coilisions with Oz molecules 

(see $3.5.3). In liquid 02, both angular correlation and lifetime experiments fail to see a Ps 

component. The implication is that  either Ps is simply not forming, that it is oxidizing back 

to a free electron and positron, or that Ps is forming a bound state. Paul (1958) noticed 

that smaii amounts of O2 impurity deiiberately added to liquid argon had a much greater 

effect on the O-Ps Lifetime and yield than when added to gaseous argon (Deutsch 1953). To 

explain these results Paul (1959) suggested a Bloch-Bradbury mechanism sirnilar to (3.47) 

in which excited Ps02 could be formed but would dissociate within a few picoseconds unless 

it underwent a collisional de-excitation to the ground state. It is likely that in gases most 

Ps02 would simply autoionize, whereas in liquids almost every collision would be iike (3.47). 

Annihilation from a Ps02 state would give a momentum distribution and Lifetime similar to 

that for a free positron in liquid O*. Schrader and Wang (1976) have cdculated Ps affinities 

to  Ha, Nz and Oz and their results suggest that Ps does not form a bound state with an 

isolated molecule. Chuang and Tao (1974) d s o  provide evidence that Ps02 does not form 

in gases, as expected. However, it remains unclear whet her or not P s 0 2  is stable in a liquid. 

Finally, we consider the possibility of annihilation from a Ps- state. The stability 

of a bound system of two electrons and one positron was first predicted theoretically by 

Wheeler (1946). It was observed experimentally for the first time in a beautiful slow positron 

beam experiment by MUS (1981). The ground state energy for an isolated ion has been 

calculated to be -7.1296 eV (Frolov and Smith 1994) which corresponds to a binding energy 

Z~uornisaari et al. (1988) have of€ered an alternative interpretation of these results which is also consistent 
with the available data. They suggested that the fast components were due to  O-Ps annihilating at an 
enhanced rate at energies higher than thermal due to a larger speed and a larger quenching cross section. 
The quenching cross section could increase with energy since the Ps can penetrate further into the atomic 
electron clouds which increases the pick-off annihilation rate. However, it is not clear that this would lead 
to fast components of the type observed. 
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of 0.3267 eV agaiost breakup into Ps and a free electron. The 27 self-annihilation rate of Ps- 

is predicted to be 2.08613 ns-L (r = 0.4794 ns), which is very close to the spin-averaged Ps 

decay rate, and is in good agreement with the annihilation rate rneasured by Milis (1983a) 

of 2.09 f 0.09 ns-'. 

The possibility of Ps- formation and its interactions in condensed matter has been 

mentioned several times in the  Literature (Mogensen et al. 1982). Like Ps, Ps- could form 

in either an Ore gap or spur type process. However, the possible Ore gap processes 

are uniikely since the first reaction requires a double ionization, while the second requires 

Ps to  have a kinetic energy that is typically greater than its binding energy. In either case, 

the s m d  Ps- binding energy would make for a very narrow Ore gap. If Ps- does form, 

it is more iikely that Ps picks up a spur electron. Ps- formed from Ps  in a delocalized 

state would have to thermalize and then trap a t  a defect site in solids or self-trap into a 

bubble in iiquids. The smaii Ps- binding energy, which is even s m d e r  when it is squeezed 

in a condensed medium, makes it unlikely that thermalized Ps- could exist in a delocalized 

state. However, in a large free volume the binàing energy would more closely approach 

the vacuum value. In media where excess electrons do not become localized, it is possible 

for a spur electron to attach to a Ps already in a localized state. Except for very weakly 

bound states, it is likely that the Ps- binding energy could be dissipated without leaving 

the localized state. Based on energy considerations alone, localized Ps- states cannot be 

dismisseci as they are certain t o  minimize the free energy of the system. For example, 

the affinity that the heavier rare-gas iiquids have for an excess electron (see Table A.3) is 

more than compensated for by reductions in zero-point energy, the poiarization interaction 

and the bubble surface energy when an excess electron enters a Ps bubble. However, it 

is unclear if Ps- states can be formed on time scales and in sufficient quantities to be 

observed experimentaüy. Lifetime experiments have never distinguished a component wit h 

a Lifetime of 0.48 ns - though it is likely that such a component would be lost under the 

positron component. In liquids, localized Ps- would exist in smaller bubbles than Ps and 

would therefore give rise to  a wider momentum distribution (assuming that  not too much 

of the momentum was left behind with the remaining electron). In solids, Ps- localized in 

defects would have a narrower momentum distribution than Ps due to  its lower zero-point 
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momentum. To date, no anguiar correlation rneasurements have at  t ributed a component to 

annihilations from a Ps- state. 

3.5 The Inhibition and Quenching of Positronium 

There exists a wide range of physical processes and chemical reactions, beyond those 

already discussed, that can affect both the Ps formation fraction and its annihilation charac- 

terist ics. These effects are often categorized as eit her inhibit ion or quenching mechanisms. 

Inhibition refers to tbose processes t hat reduce the Ps yield while anti-inhibiting processes 

increase its yield. Quenching mechanisms are those that tend to shorten the O-Ps lifetime. 

Several of these processes (pick-off annihilation and Ps bound states) have already been dis- 

cussed. This section wiU attempt t o  describe other inhibition and quenching mechanisms 

relevant to  the work in this thesis. Magnetic-field quenching is an important experimental 

technique for studying Ps properties. Ln this t hesis, static magnetic fields were appiied to 

several condensed rare gases and fiquid N2 for the first time. Electric fields, which can affect 

both Ore gap and spur Ps formation, were used to study Ps in these media. One chernical 

quenching mechanism of importance is the spin-exchange conversion process, in which O- Ps 

is converted to p-Ps and vice-versa. The main concerns are the possibiiity of spin-exchange 

coilisions with spur electrons and wit h O2 impurity. 

3.5.1 Magnetic Field Effects 

The use of a magnetic field has long been recognized as an important experimentd 

technique for studying Ps. Application of a static magnetic field pert urbs the O- Ps (m, = 0) 

and the p-Ps states causing t hem to mix together, t hereby modifying t heir annihilation char- 

acteristics. One effect is to  increase the number of 27 Ps self-annihiiations. The magnetic 

field also acts as a physical quenching process - i.e. it reduces the apparent O-Ps ( m ,  = 0) 

lifetime. The observation of these effects not only gives experimental proof of Ps formation 

but ais0 d o w s  for the calculation of many of its properties. The effects of a magnetic field 

on Ps in a vacuum or dilute medium are weil known (Halpern 1954). What is described 

below is a straightforward extension to  this theory that is usefd in describing magnetic 
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quenching experiments in many condensed mediat . The rnost cornprehensive t reat ment of 

magnetic-field quenching has been given by Mills (1975). 

The interaction of Ps with a constant magnetic field intensity Bz modifies the Ps 

Hamiltonian only by the addition of a spin-dependent term 

where p is the positron magnetic moment (see Appendix B) and a., and op, are the usuai 

Dirac spin matrices, wit h eigenvalues f 1, for the electron and positron, respectively, dong 

the quantization axis set by B,. The operator H' acts only on the spin functions Is,m,) 

given by (3.4). Applying H to Il, f 1) gives zero - Le. these states rernain unperturbed by 

the fieldt. However, for the n, = O states 9' 10,O) = 2pB,  1 1 , O )  and H 11,O) = 2pB, 10,O) 

which means t hat 10,O) and 1 1, O) becorne mixed and are no longer good eigenstates. Upon 

rediagonalizing the Hamiltonian the new eigenstates, labelled 1 -) and 1 +), have definite 

energies and decay rates in an externd magnetic field and may be written as linear combi- 

nations of 10,O) and 11,O) 

where 

where the energy splitting is approximated by (3.16). The states 1-)  and I f )  converge to 

10,O) and 11, O), respectively, as B, + O and are therefore often c d e d  the psuedosinglet and 

psuedotriplet states. The energies of t hese pseudostates cari be writ ten as 

while the energies for the Il, f 1) states remains unchanged. Equation (3.54) shows that 

there are no linex terms in the Ps energy shift in a magnetic field - i.e. the Zeeman effect 

is quadratic. 

t~everal  experiments in polyrners (Bk et  al. 1985), naphthlene and octadecane (Consolati and Quas- 
so 1990) have seen anomalously large quenching effects that cannot be explained using the theory described 
in this section. Brusa et  al. (1991,1992) have extended the theory and shown that Ps weakly interacting 
with a second unpaired electron is a possible explanation of these results. 

t~einbcrg et al. (1990) show that the Il, f 1) rtates actudy do have a very srnd quadratic Zeeman effect 
(Le. about 2 kHz in a 0.1 Tesla fidd). 
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The application of a static magnetic field has a significant effect on the Ps annihi- 

lation characteristics. The annihilation rates for the 1-) and I+) states become 

The annihilation rate for the 11, k1) states rernains A:. When the rnagnetic field is large 

(ie. y - L) then Al = A3 = (A; + XJ)/2 z A712 which implies that the psuedotriplet 

annihilation rate is strongly quenched in a magnetic field. 

The mixing of states in a field also affects the fraction of Ps that undergo 27 self 

annihilation and pick-off annihilation. in  the absence of any other quenching mechanisms 

apart from the magnetic field, the fraction of 2y self annihilations is 

where E = 2y/( 1 + y*)  and P is the positron polarization along R, when the Ps is formed. 

P = 1 when the polarization is pa rde l  to H, and is -1 when they are antipardel. The 

fraction of 27 pick-off annihilations is 

As briefly mentioned in 92.2 the incident positron Aux from an externd source has a net 

spin polarization along its direction of motion some fraction of which is conserved during the 

slowing down process. In diamagnetic insulating materials, such as condensed rare gases, 

this iavours singlet formation when the field is parallel t o  the direction of motion and triplet 

formation when it is opposite (Page and Heinberg 2957). The present set of experiments 

used two positron sources, one above and the other below the sample, so that assuming 

equal source strength the  net spin polarization is zero. 

MUS (1975) has also derived an expression for the fraction of 27 self annihilations, 

which also includes an effective spin-exchange rate 7, t o  mode1 the effects of a wide class of 

quenching mechanisms witk time-independent reaction rates (see below). In this case 
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w here 

and 2 = B I / B o  is defined in (3.53), where Bo = ~(36289.0 f 0.8) G is half the value used 

by Miils ( 1975). If the possibility of spin-exchange is neglected t hen 

which is equivdent to (3.56) to first order in As/A;. 

3.5.2 Electric Field Effects 

Another experimental technique used to study Ps formation and its reactions was 

to apply an external static electric field to the sample. Externd elect ric fields are expected 

to have no effect on the Ps wave function as they are typicdy negligible compared to  

the internai Ps electric field and the strong internal electric fields that exist in condensed 

matter. Neither external fields nor the internal eiectric fields of the medium couple to the 

particle spins in Ps so the descriptions in terms of singlet and triplet states remains valid. 

The internal fields do affect the spatial part of the Ps wave function by pulling the electron 

and positron in opposite directions which reduces the electron-posit ron overlap. This effect 

has been accounted for phenomenologicdy by using the internd contact density K .  Typical 

external elect ric fields should have little effect on K .  

The main effect of an external electric field is on Ps formation. Extensive electric 

field studies have been done on low-density rare and diatomic gases (Marder et  al. 1956; 

Teutsch and Hughes 1956; Obenshain and Page 1962; Charlton et al. 1992). In a l  of 

these studies, the Ps yield rises slowly a t  low fields before climbing steeply to a maximum 

saturation value. In the presence of an electric field, the positron may gain or lose energy 

between elastic collisions. It experiences an acceleration a = eE/m; and so the change in 

energy between coilisions is f m;(v + atI2 - f m;vz = eE  1 + (eE[)'/(2m;v2) where t is the 

time between collisions, v is the positron's vdocity at the beginning of the path and i is the 
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length of the free path. The term (eE - 1) can be eit her an energy gain or a loss depending 

on the directions of E and v. Over many free paths it averages to zero. However, the 

positrons wiIi also gain a s m d  amount of energy, on average, due to the (eE1)2/(2m;v2) 

term. Brandt and Feibus (1968,1969b) have used these ideas to  show the effect of an electric 

field on Ore gap Ps formation. They showed that if the energy loss and Ps formation rates 

were comparable then a t  low fields there could be a net diffusion of positions out of the 

Ore gap causing a linear decrease in the Ps yield with field. However, in the rare and 

diatomic gases, the Ore gap Ps formation rate is so large compared to the energy Ioss rate 

(ie. y, < yp,) that the decrease is not observed. The increase in the average positron 

energy means that positrons just below the Ore gap can be accelerated back into the gap 

to have anot her chance to  form Ps. This effect dominates at  higher fields and describes the 

increase in Ps yields in many atomic and moleculax gases quite nicely. 

The effects of an electric field on the Ps yield in condensed matter is more com- 

plicated. Bisi et al. (1983) have performed dectric field experiments in various polymers 

and found that with increasing field the Ps yield at  first declined, passed t hrough a min- 

imum which could be very flat, and then at  very high fields rose rapidly and approached 

a saturation value that exceeded the original E = O Ps yield. The initid decline in Ps 

yield was explained in terms of the spur formation model - the electric field separated 

some of the positrons and spur electrons which otherwise could have contributed t o  Ps 

formation. The flat portion of the Ps yield curves lead Bisi et al. (1983) to conclude that 

any net diffusion out of the Ore gap was insignificant. The sharp increase in Ps yield a t  

high fields was again well described by the acceleration of positrons back into the Ore gap. 

Pepe et al. (1993) have performed Lifetime experiments in Liquid Na with applied electric 

fields. They found that the O-Ps lifetime remains constant a t  about 12.5 ns and that the 

O-Ps intensity drops dramaticaily from 15.2% in zero field to 5.3% a t  12.8 kV/cm and then 

levels off to  about 4.7% at  32 kV/cm. The shape of their curve is similar to  the low field 

results of Bisi et al. (1983) and was again explained in terms of the spur model. For the 

relatively s m d  electric field strengths used in these experiments, the Ps yield should not 

be affected by positrons diffusing out of or accelerating back into the Ore gap. Any changes 

in the Ps yield are therefore expected to  be due to spur processes, which are expected t o  be 

more complicated than implied by Bisi et al. (1983) or  Pepe et al. (1993). in liquid argon, 

for example, the free ion (and spur electron) yield increases with electric field (Fuochi and 

Freeman 1971) as does the electron-ion recombination rate (Shinsaka et al. 1988). Changes 
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in the spur Ps yield are due to both increases in spur size ( i .e.  increased electron-positron 

separation) and changes in the number of spur species. 

3.5.3 Spin-Exchange Conversion 

Ferrell (1958) has shown that the essential condition for Ps spin-exchange conver- 

sions ( i e .  O-Ps T p-Ps) to occur during elastic collisions is for the quenching agent to 

contain a t  least one unpaired electron. Paramagnetic molecules and ions (NO, O?, CuZ+ 

Ni2+, etc.), whose non-singlet ground state results in unpaired electrons, have long been 

known to be effective spin-exchange quenching agents. The condition of unpaired electrons 

is not essential for inelastic collisions - i.e. a molecule with a singlet ground state can 

cause Ps conversions via a non-singlet excited state. A detailed description of Ps spin- 

exchange reactions can be found in Appendix E. The experimentdy observable effects of 

these reactions is a relative increase in the number of p-Ps annihilations ( i .e .  p-Ps:o-Ps 

> 1:3 since O-Ps converts to p-Ps which then annihilates before being converted back to 

O-Ps) and a quenching the O-Ps Lifetime. The degree of these effects usually depends on 

the concentration of unpaired electrons. This work was concerned with the possibility of 

spin-exchange coUisions between Ps and various spur species and on O7 impurity. In one 

series of experiments, smail quantities of O2 were deliberately added to iiquid Ar and N3 

samples to  study its effects on the p-Ps yield. 

3.5.3.1 Ps Conversions With Spur Species 

The condensed rare and diatomic gases have a full closed-shell symmetry for their 

valence electrons which impües that they are u s u d y  unable to cause Ps spin-exchange 

reactions. However, in experiments using energetic positron sources, the creation of a 

positron spur produces a number of species which may d o w  spin-exchange conversions. 

The low Ps mobility and fast therrnalization time (see Appendix C) implies that even in 

weakly scat tering media the Ps remains inside the spurt. It has been suggested (see Byakov 

and Petuchov 1983a) that thermalizing Ps could excite an atom or molecule and then, due 

to  its low mobility, it could interact with the unpaired electron to  cause a spin-exchange, 

i ~ n  weakiy scattering condensed media (Ar, Kr, Xe, CHI) the electron and positron rnobilities are high 
enough that they have a significant probability of escaping the positron sput and the various spur reactions. 
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or it codd interact wit h an already excited species 

Equation (3.61) is an over simplification of the spin-exchange processes - Ferrell(19328) has 

shown that actual exchange of electrons was not required for Ps conversion (see Appendix 

E). Typically, the inelastic excitation thresholds are higher t han the initial Ps kinetic energy 

which rnakes it impossible for Ps to excite an atom or molecule itself' (O2 is an exception). 

However, it is more likely that the Ps undergoes spin-exchange colEsions with excess spur 

elect rons 

The reason (3.62) is more likely is that spur electrons can interact with Ps even after 

it self-traps into a bubble, while the overiap between an excited atom and a Ps bubble 

is typicdy negligible. In rare-gas liquids, p-Ps is known to annihilate from inside an 

equilibrium bubble in about 125 ps and is thought to thermalize and then self-trap in about 

10 ps (see Appendix C). If spin-exchange coilisions oniy occurred during the first few 

tens of picoseconds then their effects would not be observable experimentally ( i - e .  Lfetime 

experiments could not resolve the changes in Ps Lifetime and the p-Ps:o-Ps ratio would stay 

close to 1:3). To account for the experimentd observations, the spin-exchange collisions 

should occur throughout the Ps Lfetime at a rate y,, that is comparable to  the p-Ps self- 

annihilation rate. If A, < r,, then p-Ps:o-Ps would remain at 1:3, while lifetime experiments 

would see a single Ps cornponent with the spin-averaged lifetime. Similarly, y,, < Ag would 

have lit tle effect on experiment al observations. 

The complexity and tack of quantitative information about the spur makes it difficult 

to mode1 spin-exchange reactions with spur species. A proper description would require 

a knowledge of their initial concentrations and distribution as weil as their spatial and 

temporal evolution. Reaction rates between spur species and their diffusion constants are 

also required. The approximations and simplifications required to treat spur reactions are 

usually significant and often justifiable oniy in that they give reasonable results. Given these 

warnings, we proceed to devdop a model which should provide some qualitative insight into 

Ps spin-exchange reactions with spur electrons. 

The starting point for the theory is based on the model developed by Byakov and 

Petuchov (l983b) and Byakov and Grafutin (1986) and has been extended to  describe spin- 
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exchange reactions in a magnetic field. The  foilowing spur reactions are considered to  be 

the most important: 

which describe spin-exchange collisions, annihilation, recom binat ion, elect ron bu b ble for- 

mation, and the escape of electrons from the spur such that they cannot interact with other 

spur species. 

Using the 'prescribed diffusion' approximation the concent ration of the ith spur 

species a t  point r from the centre of the spur and a t  time t is given by 

n i ( t )  exp ( - r 2 / ( 4 D , t ) )  
c~(T ,  t )  = 

( 4 ~  Dit)3/2 
, t ? t o  

where n i ( t )  is the number of the i th species that exist at time t  and Di is a diffusion constant. 

t ,  is a fictitious time that gives a reasonable initiai concentration 

where bl = 4Dit0 gives the desired initial spatial distribution. Let the subscripts i = 

1,2,. . . ,8 label the four Ps spin states in a magnetic field 1 -), Il, - 1), If), Il, + L ) ;  (5) spur 

electrons e; ; (6) the ions M + ;  (7) self-trapped electrons e,,; and (8) electrons that have 

escaped the spur e j .  The equations describing the concentrations become 

where 7, (i, j = 1,2,3,4) are the  spin-exchange conversion rates between the four Ps  states 

and an unpaired electron in a magnetic field. The rates are proportional t o  the matrix 
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elements described in Appendix E and may therefore be written as 

Tij = %i, 724 = 0 

2 
Y12 = Y34 = a Ta 

Y13 = a2PZ70 

1 1 4  = Y23 = B2yo 

where a = ( 1  - TJ) /J~~YI  and P = (1 + with y defined by (3.53). 70 is 

the spin-exchange conversion rate in zero magnetic field. y56, 757 and y58 are the reaction 

rates for elect ron-ion recombination, electron self-t rapping and elect ron escape from the 

spur, respectively. The initial number of particles are nl .  = a(l + E P ) ,  nzo = i(l - P ) ,  

n3, = f (1 - t P ) ,  n4, = a(l + P ) ,  ns0, n6. > 1, and rzTO = ~ 8 .  = O where E is described 

above and P is the positron polarization. 

Substitution of (3 .64)  into (3.66) and integrating over ail space gives 

dni( t )  -- Yij  "lji 

dt 
- -Aini - C -qn6 + C - n j n 5 ,  i , j  = L,2,3,4 (3.68a) 

1 #i V I S  jgi 4 5  

where Vi, = ( (2 rb ; ) ( l  + t / ~ ~ j ) ) ~ ' ~  is the characteristic volume occupied by particles i 

and j at time 1, b;, = (b? + b:)/2,  Tij = b?,/(4Dij)  and Dij = ( D i  + D j ) / 2 .  Obviously 

v15 = v25 = h5 = r/r&j. 

In order to make the problem tractable it is necessary to make further simplifications. 

We assume that 

which makes (3.68b) linear and homogeneous with respect to  n 5 ( t )  and so 

where 75 = Y& + + 758.  Equation (3.69) gives bot h the ions and the spur electrons 

an exponential time dependence, which is reasonable and certainty no worse than other 

simplifications already included in the theory. For exarnple, the electron-ion recombination 
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reactions described above were derived from the u sud  classical diffusion theory in which 

the Smoluchowski equation is used to describe the Brownian motion of spur electrons. 

The application of this equation requires the mean free path of the electron to be smaii 

compared t o  the typical Iengths involved in the probIem. This requirernent is generally 

fuifilled. However, liquid Ar, Kr and Xe are among the most weakly scattering Liquids known 

( i . e .  highest electron mobility) and the spur electron mean free pat hs are  not necessarily 

small. Tachiya and Schmidt (1989) have shown that for weakly scattering liquids the spur 

elect rons have a significantly greater probability of escaping recombinat ion t han is predicted 

by the diffusion theory. It is impossible, however, to  incorporate these results into Our simple 

model. 

Given (3.69),  the  Ps equations becorne separable from the others so t hat 

dni ( t ) -- - A ni - ( t )  n + y ( )  n j  , i, j = l , 2 , 3 , 4  
dt 

1 #¶ i f i  

w here 

Given estimates for the pararneters in (3.72), the numerical integration of (3.71) is straight- 

forward (Press et al. 1992). The narrow peak in angular correlation experiments due to 27 

self-annihilations in a n  arbit rary magnetic field intensity B is 

which now includes the possibility of spin exchange. Positron lifetirne experiments in a 

magnetic field would see two long-lived O-Ps components given by 

due to the O-Ps(m, = f 1) states and 

due to  pick-off annihilations from the mixed states. 

Byakov and Petuchov (1983b) did not assume (3.69) and instead solved (3.68) by 

assuming that p-Ps -r O-Ps was negIigiblet. They showed that  the ratio of p-Ps to  O-Ps in 

t ~ y ~ o v  and Petuchov (1983a) also aiiowed for spin-exchange reactions between Ps and a locaiized 
electron, which has been excluded here as unimportant. 
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zero magnetic field when spin-exchange collisions are possible is 

where J is given by 

where r 2 ~  is the characteristic time for reactions between all O-Ps and spur electrons and 

which typically ranges from 0.1 to 1 and L 2 5  < LS6- When the spur electrons becorne 

localized, or leave the spur quickIy compared to the spin-exchange process, rsf + T~~ « ~ 2 5  

so that J + O and so (3.76) approaches one third as expected. However, when the spur 

electrons remain quasi-free and able to interact with the Ps then J rr ( ~ + T * ~ L ~ ~ / T ~ ~ ) L ~ ~  1 

which can give a p-Ps to O-Ps ratio significantly greater t han one t hird. 

3.5.3.2 The Effects of Oxygen Impurity 

The oxygen molecule has long been recognized as an effective Ps quenching agent 

(Heinberg and Page 1957). Its ground state is triplet X3C; with two unpaired outer 

electrons having pardel  spins. The two lowest excited states are singlet a 'A, and b ' C i  

which are located at 0.977 and 1.627 eV above the ground state, respectively. Experiments in 

gaseous O2 have shown that the quenching processes there involves two different mechanisms 

with cross sections that differ by several orders of magnitude (Deutsch and Berko 196.5; 

Kakimoto et al. 1987,1990). The slower process is the usual conversion of O-Ps to p-Ps due 

to elastic exchange coiiisions with Oz. The elastic conversion cross section is (1.0 f 0.3) x 

IO-l9 cm2 (Kakimoto et al. 1990) and is significantly smaller than the atomic dimensions. 

The second conversion process results from inelastic collisions in w hich energetic Ps excites 

O 2  into one of its two lowest excited states. In this case, the conservation of spin requires 

p-Ps to convert to O-Ps while O-Ps converts to p-Ps one-third of the tirne (see (E.10)). The 

inelastic conversion cross section of - 5 x 10-L7cm2 is fast enough that it causes all Ps to 

thermôüze below 1 eV very quickly as well as a quenching of O-Ps. Inelastic conversions are 

not observed for other quenching agents as t heir inelastic t hresholds are usudy  much higher 

than the initiai Ps kinetic energy. The addition of O2 impurity to a sample is also known to 

have a significant effect on the Ps formation traction. Several experiments in high-density 
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argon gas observed a smooth transition in the Ps yield from that  in pure argon gas (33%) to 

that in pure O2 gas (45%), as the 0 2  impurity concentration was increased (Mokrushin and 

Goldanskii 1968; Klobuchar and Karol 1980). Lifetime experiments in iiquid Ar and N3, 

with s m d  quantities of O2 impurity deliberately added, observed a quenching of the O-Ps 

Lifetime and an increase in the O-Ps intensity (Paul 1958; Spektor and Paul 1971a). The 

O-Ps annihiiation rate increased iinearly with O2 concentration, as expected for any simple 

quenching mechanism. In iiquid argon, the O-Ps lifetime drops from 7.0 ns in pure -4r to  

1.4 ns at 8.0 torr U2 partial pressure. The O-Ps intensity initially rises from 7.0% in pure Ar 

to 10.0% with 0.5 torr Oz partial pressure and increases lïnearly from there to 14.6% at 8.0 

torr U2 partial pressure. In liquid Pi2, the O-Ps lifetime drops from about 12.5 ns in pure 

N1 to about 3 ns  with 5.0 torr of O2 partial pressure. The  increase in the O-Ps intensity 

is much smaller, rising non-linearly from 13.9% in pure N2 to  14.3% at  5.0 torr of Oz, and 

appears to be approaching a limit a t  higher O2 concentrations. 

The addition of O2 impurity can affect both the Ore gap and the spur formation 

processes, especially in the condensed rare gases. Molecular impurities typically have in- 

elastic scattering thresholds below those of the condensed rare gases. This has two main 

effects on Ore gap Ps formation. inelastic scattering with impurities could d o w  positrons 

hung up in the Ore gap to escape below the Ps formation threshold more easily, thereby 

reducing the Ore gap Ps yieid. However, for this to be a significant effect would require 

either large impurity concentrations or an inelastic impurity scattering cross section that 

was Iarge compared to the Ps formation cross section. The Ore gap Ps cross section in 

the rare gases is comparable to the geometric cross section rnaking it uniikely that impu- 

rity scattering out of the Ore gap is significant for s m d  impurity concentrations, A more 

significant effect is that an impurity produces a second Ore gap in the sample between 

EIPi = ErBicn - EPstb < Ep < Er = min( El, ErVion), where El is the original Ps formation 

t hreshold, Elmion is the impurity ionization potentid in the condensed medium, and El,, and 

Er,. are the lower and upper bounds of the irnpurity Ore gap (Brandt and Feibus 1969b). 

If Elpl < El then it is possible for positrons that have f d e n  below the original Ps formation 

threshold to still form Ore gap Ps in a collision with an impurity. The impurity-induced 

Ps yield obviously depends on the positioning and width of the impurity Ore gap, the im- 

purity concentration, the positron energy loss rate and on the impurity Ps formation cross 

section. For O2 impurity in the condensed rare gases, the positron energy loss rate bdow El 

is so low that impurity-induced Ps formation could be important. The thermalkation rates 
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in molecular media, such as Na, are fast enough that s m d  concentrations of O2 impurity 

should not have a significant effect on the Ore gap Ps yield. 

Molecular impurities in the condensed rare gases d s o  increase the positron and 

spur electron thermalization rates. Results presented in Appendix C suggest that both 

positrons and excess electrons in the heavier rare gases thermaiize in times comparable to  

the positron iifetime. If this is correct, then the spur Ps yield is expected to be srnail. 

At low concentrations, molecular impurities should reduce the thermalization times and 

the ranges (i.e. the spur size) for both positrons and spur electrons, thereby increasing 

spur Ps formation. However, as the impurity concentration increases the range of the spur 

electrons becomes srnalier making it more difficult for them to escape the Coulomb field of 

their parent ions. At high enough impurity concentrations, the positron spur may simply 

coUapse too quickly - i.e. the spur dectrons simply recombine with their ions and are 

therefore unavailabIe for spur Ps formation. This is especiaiiy true for O2 impurity whose 

low energy excitations make it very effective at  thermalizing iight particles. Fuochi and 

Freeman (1972) added O2 to Liquid argon and observed a free ion yieldt and an average 

electron-ion separation that decreased with Oz concentration, as shown in Table 3.1. These 

results also lead to the conclusion that the thermalization effects of the O? impurity was 

more important than spur electron attachment to O2 molecules. 

In this work, small quantities of OZ impurity were deiiberately added to liquid Ar and 

N2 samples to study its effects on Ps. Assurning that the effects of changing Ps yield can be 

separated from spin-exchange conversion, the rnodel developed above for spur species can be 

used with 02. However, unlike the spur species, the Oz concentration remains constant both 

in time and spat idy,  which leads to considerable simplification. In this case, (3.71) can be 

solved wit h time-independent conversion rates ( i.e. ri, ( t  ) + r i j ) .  The resulting equations 

t ~ h e  free ion yield GE is usuaiiy defined to be the number of pairs of fier ions formed per 100 eVof 
energy absorbed by the systern in zero electric field. GFo',, is the total yield of (3.20) per 100 eV.  The two 
quantities are related by GE = 4: Gror where 4; is the fraction of ions that escape recombination at zero 
electric field. In the usual diffusion theory it is estimated by 

where F(r) is the initial spur electron distribution and is u s u d y  approximated by a three-dimensional 
Gaussian and 

where t, is the Onsager radius corresponding to the distance at which the Coulomb field between the ion 
and spur electron equals the average thermal energy k,T. Tachiya and Schmidt (1989) have shown that 
this estimate for 4; underestimates Ga in weakly scattering Liquids. 
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Table 3.1: The free ion yields GA, total ion yields Gto,, and average initial elect ron-ion 

separations b taken from Fuochi and Freeman (1972). The results in brackets are more 

cunent estimates for pure argon and O2 from Freeman (1987). 

- --- - - .. - .- - - -- 

Ar (pure) 2.0 (2.7) 5.4 (4.5) 1300 (2470) 

+ 1.5 mole% Oz 0.7 - 5  570 
+ 13 mole% O2 0.3 - 5  380 
+ 28 mole% O2 0-2 -5  320 

0.- (pure) 0.013 -4 158 (1 10) 

are precisely t hose used by Bisi et al.( 1981,1987) to study the quenching effects of various 

paramagnetic ions on Ps in a magnetic field. For 02, the  magnetic field dependence of the 

rij will be different from (3.67) but can be easily derived by following the ideas developed 

in Appendix E. ünfortunateiy, the  angular correlation experiments used in t his work are 

unable to  resolve any differences in momentum between the elastic and inelastic quenching 

processes and so only an effective spin-exchange rate can be obtained. If the Ps spin- 

conversion rates are assumed to have no magnetic-field dependence then (3.58) can d s o  be 

used to find 7,. In zero magnetic field, our spin-conversion model simplifies enough that it 

can be solved analyticdy and becomes equivalent to an often used model origindy derived 

by Dixon and Trainor (1953). 



Chapter 4 

The ID-ACAR Experiments and Results 

There are three common experimentd techniques used to st udy positron annihi- 

lation: measurements of the angular correlation of the annihilation radiation (ACAR); 

positron annihilation Lifetime (P-4L) spectroscopy and Doppler-broadened annihilation ra- 

diation lineshape (DBARL) measurements. The more recent use of slow positron beams is 

also beginning to provide a wealth of interesting and useful information. AU of the experi- 

mental results obtained in this thesis were measured using a high resolution long-dit ACAR 

apparatus. The apparatus is described in some detail in $4.1. The more modern 2D-AC.4R 

apparatus is briefly mentioned in $4-1.3. Ail of the relevant, previous experimental ACAR 

data is summarized in $4.2. The experimentd results obtained in this thesis are discussed 

in 54.3. This includes a description of the data corrections and some simple prehminary 

analysis. The results will be analyzed in more detail in the chapters 5 and 6. Sections 4.4, 

4.5 and 4.6 briefly describe the positron Lifetime, Doppler- broadening, and slow-positron 

beam techniques and summarizes ail the known relevant experimental results from each of 

t hem. 

4.1 The ACAR Experiments 

The motion of an annihilating elect ron-positron pair results in an angular devia- 

tion of the y-rays from 180°, as described in 52.5.1. In angular-correlation studieç one or 

more components of the annihilating pair's 27 momentum density distribution is obtained 

by measuring these angular deviations. The apparatus consists of a positron ernitting ra- 

dioisotope placed close to a sample and positioned precisely midway between two y-ray 

detectors. Some fraction of positrons from the source penetrate into the sample, therrnal- 

ize and eventually annihilate there. The resulting 0.511 MeV y-rays are then detected in 

coïncidence with the angular deviations being measured using one of a variety of different 

detector setups. 
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Figure 4.1: A conventional long-dit ACAR apparatus used to measure the angular 

correlation of the 27-annihilation photons. 

4.1.1 The ID-ACAR Apparatus 

The most common detector setup, and the one used in this thesis, for achieving 

a good resolution with adequate counting rates is the long-slit geometry. The apparatus 

is shown schematically in Figure 4.1. Each 7-ray detector consists of two cylindrical Nd 

scintillation crystals (5 cm dia. x 60 cm) each coupled to  a photomultiplier (PMT). High 

resolution in the z direction is achieved by placing the detectors behind long narrow coili- 

mating slits and by using a large sample-to-detector distance. T h e  current apparatus used 

a sample-to-detector distance of 500 inches (12.70 rn) d o w i n g  it t o  achieve the highest res- 

olution of any known ACAR apparatus, and limited only by the  positron's thermal motion. 

Other horizontal coilimating d i t s  on either side of the cryostat shielded the detectors from 

direct view of the positron sources and defined the sample volume seen by the detectors. 

Each detector subtends a large angle in the z direction (- 96 rnrads), as compared to  the 

total width of a momentum distributions (- 30 mrads), in order t o  achieve both adequate 

count ing rates and a t rue one-dimensional projection. Cornplicated corrections must be 
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applied if the detector length cannot be considered as infinite to a good approximation 

(Mijnarends 1969; Mogensen 1970). One consequence of the large subtending angle in the x 

direction is that any information concerning the pz = B,rnoc momentum component is lost. 

Similarly, the Doppler shift in the p,-direction is s m d  compa.red to  the energy resolution 

of the detectors (.- 50 keV for NaI) so that any p, information is also lost. The ID-ACAR 

apparatus therefore simply counts the number of coincident 27 annihilations as a function 

of the 9, position. The 27 coincidence counting rate (assurning perfect resolution) is given 

by 

where C is an arbitrary normalization constant, pex(p) is the annihilating elect ron-posit ron 

pair momentum density and pz = 6,moc. Nex(pz) is simply the probability that the anni- 

hilating pair has a 2-momentum component between pz and pz + d p z  and is known as the 

1D-ACAR curve. Nex(pz) may aIso be written in as 

where (4.1) was first transformed to  cyiindricd coordinates with pz, = p: + p i  and p2 = 

p:, + p: and t hen transformed again using pz, dp,, = pdp. The actual counting rate is 

obtained by deconvoluting iVe,(pz ) wit h the instrumental resolut ion function (Appendix F). 

To measure the angdar deviations one detector remained fixed a t  the height of 

the sample whiie the other detector, and its coilimating slits, was able to move in the z- 

direction. The movable detector was mounted so that it traveled dong  two vertical threaded 

s h a h  driven by a stepping motor in increments of 0.100 f 0.005 mrads wit h a maximum 

range of about f 20 mrads. The detector mounting ensured t hat it always looked radially 

at the sample as it moved away from the central position and that the sarnple-to-detector 

distance remained constant. A second stepping motor kept the collimating slits on the 

movable detector side of the cryostat aligned with the detector slit. A microcornputer 

controlled both stepping motors and monitored the movable detector's position using an 

encoder attached to the top of one of the threaded shafts. 

The electronics used in the apparatus are relatively simple. y-rays entering the 

scintillators result in visible light being emitted. The iight output of each scintillator, 

which is proportional to the energy lost as the 7-ray crossed through it, was coliected by 

the PMTs. The output frorn a pair of PMTs making up a detector was fed into a common 
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chargesensitive preampiifier which in tuni  was connected to an amplifier and a timing single 

channel analyzer (TSCA). The TSCAs' discriminator windows were set to accept pulses in 

the 100 t o  600 keV range, thus selecting out the pulses corresponding to 511 kevannihilation 

y-rays. The output from each TSCA, which occurred at  a precise time with respect to the 

input pulse, was then fed into a fast coincidence circuit. The coincidence circuit simply 

provided an output logic pulse whenever signds appeared on its inputs within a preset 

resolving tirne of 2r = 110 ns. The singles and coincidence counting rates were rnonitored 

on nuclear counters. In a typical experiment, the collimating slits and sample would be 

aligned first, with care taken to ensure that the detectors did not see the positron sources 

directly. The microcomputer would then be programmed to stop at  some 20-30 positions 

between I l 5  mrads, with a higher density of stops in the regions of interest around 8, = 0. 

An interface module ailowed the microcomputer to s t u t ,  stop and read each of the counters 

t hereby making the data  collection process completely automat ic, Each experiment was 

typicdy the sum of 3-10 similar scans of the movable detector through all the preset stop 

positions in order to  rninimize errors due to electronic drift and source decay. 

4.1.2 The Sample and Source Arrangement 

The condensed gas samples and positron sources were contained inside a standard 

double dewar cryostat placed precisely between the two detectors. Down the cent r d  axis of 

the inner chamber was a cylindrical fiberglass thimble (5 cm dia. x 115 cm) which isolated 

the sample chamber from the cryogenic fluid. Externd magnetic fields could be applied to 

the samples using a niobium titanium superconducting solenoid hung from a support system 

inside the inner dewar. The solenoid, which required cooling to liquid helium temperature, 

was capable of generating flux densities of up t o  7.00 5 0.01 Tesla. Bearn ports inserted into 

the magnet and cryostat w d s  served to rninimize the y-ray attenuation. .A conventional 

roughing and diffusion pumping system allowed the thimble, sample chamber and gas- 

transfer systems to be pumped down to  torr. 

To form the condensed gas samples it was necessary to construct a sample chamber 

and support structure that could be inserted into the cryostat and a gas-transfer system. 

The cylindrical sample chamber (3 cm dia. x 2 cm) was originally made from stainless 

steel but was later replaced by one made of copper, which has a significantly higher thermal 

conductivity, t o  ensure a more uniform temperature throughout the sample. The chamber 
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was supported from the top of the cryostat by a t hin-walled stainless steel tube connected to  

a gas-exchange system outside the cryostat. Using a special insertion tool, a positron source 

soldered ont0 a screw could be inserted into a threaded hole centred on the bottom of the 

chamber. A second positron source was supported in the sample chamber by a thin-wded 

stainless steel tube running down inside the sample chamber support tube. Elect ric fields 

could be generated in the sample between the positron sources by applying a high voltage 

to the inner tube, which was electrically insulated from the grounded outer tube and sample 

chamber. Calibrated threaded posts at  the top of the cryostat ailowed the height of the 

sample chamber and the source separation to be varied independently to within f 0.1 mm. 

The source separation was typicdy 2.5-3.0 mm. The sample chamber was positioned to 

ensure that the coilimating slits always hid the positron sources from a direct view of the 

detectors. O-ring seals a t  the top of the cryostat prevented atmospheric leaks into either 

the thimble or the sample chamber. 

The sample temperature was maint ained using a commercial t emperat ure cont roller 

connected to a silicon diode temperature sensor mounted on the bottom of the sarnple 

chamber. The temperature calibration of the diode was accurate to about f 0.1 K in zero 

magnetic field and *0.2 K in large fields. The controiler heated the sample through a 

nichrome wire wrapped around the sample chamber. S m d  amounts of helium (-50 mtorr) 

in the thimble acted as a conduction gas to cool the sample. Once a steady state was 

reached the controller was able to maintain the sample temperature to wit hin *0.1 K over 

the course of an experiment. 

The purpose of the gas-transfer system was to  deliver a known quantity of gas to  

the sample charnber where it would be condensed for the experiment. The transfer system 

consisted of a cylinder of sample gas connected in series to  a large volume pressure tank, a 

gas purifier, a s m d  volume pressure tank and then to the sample chamber support tube. 

High vacuum valves d o w e d  each component of the transfer system to be isolated from the 

others. AU volumes within the system were accurately rneasured. The gas pressure was 

measured using a Bourdon gauge accurate to *5 torr. The procedure for transferring gas 

to the sample chamber consisted of first pumping the entire system down to - torr for 

several days prior to an experiment. The cryostat insert was then isolated from the gas- 

exchange system and the two positron sources inserted into sample chamber. During this 

transfer procedure, a constant stream of helium gas was blown out of the sample chamber 

and support tubes to  minirnize the impurities that  could get in. Once the transfer was 
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complete, the sample chamber was again pumped down to 10-' torr and left pumping for 

another hour in an effort t o  remove any impurities. To ensure that enough condensed 

sample formed it was necessary to calculate the quantity of room temperature gas required 

to completely Ml the sample charnber with condensed sampie at the desired temperature 

and maintain a vapour pressure above it. Sample gas from the cylinder was then allowed to 

pressurize the Large volume pressure tank with the required quantity of gas, which was t hen 

dowed to flow into the sample chamber and condense. It typicaily took about an hour 

for enough Liquid sample to form and for its temperature and vapour pressure to stabilize. 

The solid Ne and Ar samples were formed by slowly ( i - e .  1-2 hours) cooling from the liquid 

to within several degrees below the melting point. Under these growing conditions, the 

samples would be polycrystalline with a grain size of -0.1 mm and iikely contain a large 

number of defects (Venables and Smith 1977). 

One of the important experimental concerns was the purity of the condensed gas 

samples. The rnost iikely impurities in both the gas-exchange system and the gases them- 

selves were Y,, Oz and H20. O2 impurity is known to have a significant effect on Ps lifetimes 

and yields as described above. The effects of N2 impurity are significantly less severe (Swan 

1963). For the liquid He samples, impurities were not expected to be a problem since 

the solubility of ail substances in Liquid He is very s m d .  Furthermore, for both the He 

and Ne samples, rnost impurities are likely to have been frozen out ont0 the w d s  of the 

1.3 m long support t ubing. To minimjze atmospheric leaks, the entire system was carefuily 

checked with a helium leak tester and was capable of maintaining pressures of torr for 

several weeks. To reduce the impurities an inert gas purifier (Matheson Gas mode1 6406) 

was instded into the gas-exchange system. It used a copper reactant imbedded on high 

surface area alumina as the O2 and water getters. The purifier was capable of removing O2 

and H 2 0  at levels of up to 50 pprn in inert gases and maintaining less than 1 pprn a t  the 

outlet. The helium gas used in the experiments was the Canox high purity grade (mini- 

mum purity 99.995%) containing O2 < 3 pprn, H 2 0  < 5 pprn and less than 50 pprn total 

impurity. Ultra high purity (minimum purity 99.996%) neon gas was used with 0 2  < 1 pp- 

m, H20 < 5 pprn and less than 40 pprn total impurity. The high purity argon gas had 

0 2  < 10 pprn, H 2 0  < 10 ppm, and less than 50 pprn total impurity. FinaLly, the nitrogen 

gas that was used was an  oxygen-free grade (minimum purity 99.99%) with O2 < 3 pprn 

and total impurities less than 100 ppm. 

Several experiments involved deiiberately mXng a known quantity of O2 impurity 
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with the Liquid Ar and N2 samples. For t hese experiments the gas purifier was bypassed and 

the üquid samples formed as described above. A known quantity of O2 gas was then added 

to a s m d  calibrated volume that codd be isolated from the rest of the gas-exchange sys- 

tem. The pressure in this volume was measured using a calibrated strain gauge transducer 

accurate to 3t2 torr. To ensure complete mixing, the iiquid sample was heated back to gas 

and dowed to  mix with the 0 2  before being recondensed. Unfortunately, the solubility of 

0 2  in the rare-gas liquids and in liquid is not known. Thus, while the mole fraction of 

O2 in the gaseous mixture is weil-known, the relative fractions of O2 impurity dissolved in 

the Iiquid and remaining in the vapour are unknown. However for liquid Ar and N?, the 

relatively s m d  O2 concentrations make it reasonable to assume that al1 of the impurity 

dissolves into the liquid. 

The positron sources typically used in ACAR experiments are '*Na, 58Co, or 6 4 C ~  

with activities ranging from -- 0.01-1 Ci. These experiments used 6 4 C ~ .  Each source was 

cut from 0.025 mm thick 99.999% pure foi1 and irradiated for a 24 hour period in the 

NRU reactor a t  Ch& River Laboratories. 6 3 C ~  has a high thermal neutron capture cross- 

section resuiting in the production of the radioisotope 6 4 C ~ .  About 18% of this isotope 

undergoes ,Bf decay with a 12.70 hour half-life (see Table B.2 and Figure B. 1). The initial 

source activity was about 1 Ci, which gave reasonable counting statistics for about two days 

worth of experiments. This typically allowed 3-5 different experiments t o  be performed, 

each having an ACAR curve with 3000-5000 coincidence counts a t  O, = 0. 

The two source arrangement pictured in Figure 4.1 was used for several reasons. 

A single source would have resdted in the detectors seeing an exponential implantation 

profile, as described by (2.1). S m d  changes in the source position, due to  thermal expan- 

sion or contraction in the support tubes, could have significantly affected on the counting 

rates during an experiment. However with two sources, the positron intensity in the de- 

fined sample volume between the sources was always reasonably constant. The two source 

arrangement was also useful in the magnetic field experiments. Positrons emitted from a 

,f3+ source are spin polarized along their momenta and are only partially depolarized during 

the slowing down process (Bisi et al. 1962). As can be seen from (3.56) Ps formation in a 

magnetic field depends on the residual spin polarization of the positron. However by using 

two sources, the net spin polarization reduces to  approximately zero, and the Ps substates 

form initially in the expected fractions. 



4.1.3 2D-ACAR Experiments 

More recently, two-dimensional angdar-correlation machines have been developed 

to overcome the considetable loss of information that results from the double integration in 

(4.1) or (4.2). These detection systems are based on either arrays of scintillation counters 

(Berko 1983) or multi-wire proportional chambers (Manuel 1983) and are able to  resolve two 

of the three momentum components. The coincidence counting rate for these 2D-ACAR 

systems is given by 

where the p, integral again results from the detector's insensitivity to the smail Doppler shift 

of the y-rays. As before, the ac tud  2D-ACAR surface is obtained from a 2D convolution of 

Nex(p,, pz ) wit h the instrumental resolution function. To date, no 2D-ACAR measurements 

have been taken in the condensed rare or diatomic gases and so this experimental setup will 

not be discussed in any further detail. 

The effect of the different detector geometries can be seen by applying (4.2) and 

(4.3) to a spherical momentum distribution 

where p, is the Fermi mornentum. This particularly simple mode1 corresponds to a positron 

in an electron gas with al1 Coulomb interactions turned off. For the Long-slit geometry the 

ID-ACAR curve gives an inverted parabola with a cutoff a t  pz = k p , .  The 2D-ACAR 

surface predicts an eilipsoid, symrnetric about the p, axis, bounded in the (p,, pz)-plane by 

4.2 Previous ACAR Results 

A typicd 1D-ACAR curve consists of several momentum distributions, one for each 

'type' of electron in the sample and each of the form given by (4.1). A free positron in t her- 

mal equilibrium with the sample has negligible momentum so the measured momentum is 

largely due to the annihilat ing eiect ron. Positron annihilation wit h valence elect rons results 

in a Gaussian shaped momentum distribution with a FWHM of - 5-10 mrads. Annihila- 

tion with conduction eiectrons gives a somewhat narrower, inverted parabolic momentum 
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Angle Between Annihilation Photons. 9, (mrads) 

4.2: 1D-ACAR spectra in: a) the condensed rue gases; and b) Liquid H2, 
The circles are data taken from Briscoe and Stewart (1967) and Briscoe 

et al. (1968). Varlaskin's (1971) results in solids and Iiquids are given by the triangles and 
diamonds, respectively. The squares from Rose and Debenedet ti's (1965) rneasurement in 
soiid argon. The solid h e s  are obtained from a two or three Gaussian fit to the data and 
are intended to simply aid the eye. 



4.2 Previous ACAR Results 

Table 4.1: A surnmary of the experimental 27 ID-ACAR resuIts for the condensed 

media of interest to this thesis. These restdts have typically been analyzed assuming only 
two rnomentum components. The narrow component, resuiting from p-Ps self-annihilations 

from a localized bubble state in liquids or defects in soiids, has the FWHM O, and an 

intensity In. The broad component, which is due t o  positron and Ps pick-off annihilations, 

is approximately Gaussian with a FWHM characterized by Ob and accounts for the rest of 

the intensity. 

T On ln Ob Reference 

(KI  (mrads) (%) (mrads) 

4.2 
1.7 (1-14 atm) 

4.2 (1-400 atm) 
1.7 (50-168 atm) 

4.2 (168 atm) 
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distribution simüar t o  that described by (4.4). A ID-ACAR curve in metals therefore con- 

sists of an inverted parabola superimposed on top of a broad Gaussian component . When 

an electron-positron pair bind together as Ps the momentum of each particle is aimost 

entirely canceled by t hat of the ot her. The resulting moment um distribution corresponds 

to the centre-of-mass motion of Ps and has a FWHM that ranges from a few tenths of a 

rnrad for delocalized Ps to  several mrads for Ps trapped in a cavity. In insulating medi- 

a, the ID-ACAR consists of a broad momentum component, due to free positron and Ps 

pick-off annihilations wit h the valence elect rons, and a narrower component due to p- Ps 

self-annihilations (the 37 O-Ps self-annihilations cannot be observed). The relative area 

under each component gives a measure of the fraction of positrons that annihilate with 

that 'type' of electron, 

Previous 1 D-ACAR curves for the rare-gas liquids and solid Ar, Kr and Xe are shown 

in Figure 4.2a. Figure 4.2b shows similar results for liquid Hz, N2, and O2 (Briscoe and 

Stewart 1967; Briscoe et al. 1968; Varlashkin 1971; and Stewart et al. 1990). As expected, 

each of the liquids consists of a broad momentum component and, except for 02, a narrow 

momentum component that is weil described by the self-annihilation of p-Ps from inside 

a self-trapped 'bubble' state. The possible existence of ot her moment um components will 

be discussed later. Table 4.1 summarizes 4 the known experimcntal ID-ACAR results for 

these media previous to this work. More detailed descriptions of these results are given 

throughout the text. 

4.3 ID-ACAR Results and Analysis 

In this thesis, ID-ACAR experiments were performed in iiquid He, Ne, Ar and 

Na and in solid Ne and Ar. The magnetic quenching of Ps was studied in each of these 

condensed samples for the first time. Externd electric fields were also applied t o  Liquid 

Ar and N2 sampIes in an effort to  study the processes occurring in the positron spur. Ln 

m o t  her series of experiments, a known quantity of O2 impurity was deliberately rnixed with 

Lquid Ar and N2 samples to  study its effects on Ps formation and conversion. Liquid Ar and 

Nz were chosen for these experiments so that the differences between mono- and diatomic 

liquids codd be observed. 
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4.3.1 Data Corrections and Initial Analysis 

Data analysis began by applying severd corrections t o  the experiment al resdts. 

The first correction was the subtraction of random coincidence counts. True coincidences 

occur whenever both detectors are triggered by y-rays from the  same annihilation event. in 

addition to  these true coincidences there are always false or random coincidences resulting 

from two completely unrelated y-rays accidentdy overlapping within the resolving time of 

the apparatus. Let rl and r2 be the resolving time of the detectors and N I  and Nz the 

corresponding number of singles counts. The number of true coincidences is then N''(Oz) = 

N e , ( B , )  - !V,(OZ), where the number N, of random coincidence counts given by (Evans 1955) 

where the counting time At is the sarne for each O,,  r = rl = ~2 and 1V" < Ni, N z .  N , ( 6 , )  

was generdy  quite s m d  - amounting to  1 to 2% of the counts a t  the ACAR peak. 

A second correction was required to  account for the relatively rapid decay of the 

6 4 C ~  positron sources. Each ACAR curve typicdy consisted of 3-10 scans over the set 

angdar  positions, with each scan taking frorn one to  two hours to complete. The short 

12.70 hour half life means that the source activity a t  the end of each scan was about 5-10% 

lower than at the start. Both the singles and the coincidence counting rates are directly 

proportional to the source activity, which is AX = A,Xe-Xt a t  time t with A,X being the 

t = O activity where X = In 2/(12.70 hr) is the total radioactive decay constant. The ratio of 

activities a t  t and t = O is simply e -At .  To apply the correction a convenient t = O reference 

point within each scan was chosen, u s u d y  close to when 8, = O- Since the counting tirnes 

a t  each O, position are equal, the corrected number of coincidence counts is simpIy 

where t ,  is the start of the counting intervai at O, relative t o  t = O. Data  from each scan 

of an experiment was corrected individuaily and then summed t o  give the corrected ACAR 

curve. 

The initial analysis of the corrected ACAR data  followed standard techniques. The 

functional form for each of the components in an ACAR curve is generaily not known à 
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TabIe 4.2: A summary of the parameters used to  fit the broad momentum component 

of the experirnental ID-ACAR data,  The broad component, which is due to Ps pick-off 

and positron annihilationst is largely independent of temperature, electric and magnetic 

fields and O2 concentration. It has been fit with using either one or two Gaussians with 

areas Abl and Ab2 and FWHM of @a1 and O;,. The area under the Gaussians has been 

normalized to 1 and has a FWHM given by @P. Deconvolution wit h the resolution function 

gives a that is 0.01-0.02 mrads narrower t h m  8;. Care should be taken in a t  taching any 

physical significance to  the individual parameters 8i17 AbIl O;, and AbZ a s  many difTerent 

combinations of these values result in a simiIar fit. However, it is expected that the sum 

of the Gaussians should give a reasonabie first approximation to  the broad component, 

thereby ailowing a proper separation of the narrow p-Ps component. The second broad 

component estimate for liquid N2 was obtained in a completely arbitrary fashion. It has 

been normalized to  an area of 1.0386 and results in narrow peak intensities that are about 

3.5% lower than the best two Gaussian fit to t he  broad component. 

4 1 Ab1 eL Ab2 Sb 
(mrads) ( mrads ) ( mrads ) 

priori. It is therefore customary to  mode1 the data  using reasonably simple functions with 

the aim of extracting physicdy meaningful parameters and d o w i n g  the various momen- 

tum cornponents to be separated. In many non-metallic materials, each component in the 

experimental ID-ACAR curve is often adequately fit by one or  more Gaussians. The entire 

ACAR curve is u s u d y  then fit surprisingly well by the sum of two or  t hree Gaussians 

The fitting parameters are the FWHM of the Gaussians Bi = 2J21n2 ci with oi being the 

standard deviation, the area Ai under each component, and the  centroid O,. The relative 

intensity Ii of a component is simply Ai divided by the total area. The curve fitting was 

done using the nonlinear least-squares Levenberg-Marquardt technique (Press et al. 1992). 

In most analysis, individual ACAR curves are fit separately with the parameters 

aliowed to  vary freely (Kirkegaard et al. 1989). The fitting procedure used here was some- 

what different. As wiU be seen, changes in temperature, magnetic and electric fields, and O2 
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concentration have no measurable effect, on the shape of the broad momentum cornponent. 

The shape of this component was therefore defined by a one or two Gaussian fit to the sum 

of many individual ACAR curves. The individuai ACAR curves were then fit using the 

constraint that their broad cornponents have this same shape. This process resdted in the 

best overd  fit to the broad component and ensured that changes in the narrow compo- 

nent were dways measured wit h respect to the sanie broad component. The relative areas 

and FWHM for the two Gaussian fits to the broad component for each sample are given 

in Table 4.2. Due to symmetry, the angular correlation curves that foiIow will be folded 

about the fitted centroid 6. and so only positive angles will be shown. Furthemore, since 

the counting rate is uncalibrated the normaiization of ACAR data is arbitrary. in these 

experiments, the total area under the broad component, as described by the Gaussian fits, 

was norrnalized to 1. 

The ACAR curves are smeared to some extent by the finite resolution of the ap- 

parotus and the by positron's motion. The measured ACAR curve N'(B,) is, in general, a 

convolut ion of the unsmeared ACAR curve N(6,) and a resolution function R(0,)  for the 

apparat us 

AppendUt F shows that the resolution function is weli approximated by a unit area Gaussian 

function with a FWHM BR given by (F.2). in these experiments the apparatus was not used 

at its highest resolution (- 0.1 mrads). The sLit widt hs were a compromise between counting 

rate and resolution. The detector slit widths 6, were chosen so that OR would be small 

compared to the width of the features in the ACAR curve. For the Ne, Ar and Na samples 

the detector slit width was set to 6.35 mm so that 6, = 0.50 mrads. For He, which had 

narrower features, the slit widths were reduced to 3.18 mm which gave 8, = 0.25 mrads. 

The coilimating slit nearest the cryostat on the fixed detector side was set to 1.65 mm 

(O,  = 0.13 mrads) and defined the sample thickness seen by the detectors. The coiiirnating 

slit on the moving detector side was set a little larger, to 1.90 mm, to minimize changes in 

the defined sarnple volume as the detector angle was varied. These slit widt hs resulted in 

unit area Gaussian resolution functions with FWHM's of 0.37 mrads for He, 0.58 mrads for 

Ne, and 0.63 mrads for Ar and N2. 

Given R(&) it is possible, in principle, to deconvolute the experimental data to 

ext ract N (6,).  However, the usual Fourier deconvolution techniques (Rotondi 1977; Press 
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et al. 1992) are difficult to  apply due to  their sensitivity to  noise in the  data  and the 

reiatively small nurnber of da ta  points defining an ACAR curve. A simpler approach was 

t herefore used. From the convolut ion t heorem 3 [ N f ( B ,  )] = +[IV ( O ,  )]F[R(O,)] where F 

denotes the Fourier transform. N ( 9 , )  is t herefore obt ained by Fourier transforrning (4.i), 

dividing by 3[R(Bz)] and applying an inverse Fourier transform t o  the result. Since al1 the 

functions involved are Gaussians the process becomes trivid and can be done andyt icdy .  

The result for N ( 8 , )  is similar t o  (4.7) except that now the FWHM for each Gaussian 

is Bi = d m .  The only noticeable effect of the deconvolution is on the nurow 

component which increases in height by 5-10% and undergoes a corresponding reduction in 

FWHM. 

4.3.2 Experimental Results 

The data for liquid 4He was collected using a single set of positron sources. During 

the useful lifetime of the  sources it was possible to  obta.in four ACAR curves in the magnetic 

fields B = 0.0,0.20,0.40, and 2.00 f 0.01 T. The experiments were performed a t  4.6 f 0.2 K 

and at  vapour pressures of about 1100 torr. Lower temperatures could not be easiiy obtained 

due to  thermal conduction down the support structure of the cryostat insert. The corrected 

(but not deconvoluted) da ta  for each of the magnetic field values are shown in Figure 4.3. 

The srnall width of the narrow peak makes fitting the broad component relatively simple 

and accurate. Its shape is well described over the entire range of angles using the Gaussian 

parameters in Table 4.2 and shows no measurable dependence with magnetic field. The 

helium broad component measured by Briscoe et al. (1968), shown in Figure 4.2, was also 

well fit using these parameters. In both cases, the experimental broad component has a 

FWHM of 8.8 f 0.2 mrads. One Gaussian fits to  the broad component a re  significantly 

poorer - typically too low in the O to 2.0 and 9.5 to  15 mrad region and too high in the  

2.5 t o  8.0 mrad region. 

Using the fitted broad component it is possible to separate out the narrow componen- 

t. The intensity I, and FWHM 8, of this component was determined by a single Gaussian fit 

superimposed on top of the  broad component. The average O, is 0.88 rt 0.05 mrads which is 

reduced to 0.79 f 0.05 mrads after deconvolution with the experimental resolution function. 

This result is identical t o  that  measured by Briscoe et al. (1968). The narrow peak FWHM 

showed no measurable dependence on magnetic field. The change in In as a function of 
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Angle Between Annihilation Photons. 0, (mnds) 

Figure 4.3: Experimental ACAR data for positrons annihilating in liquid helium 
at 4.6f0.2 K and in magnetic fields of 0.0, 0.20, 0.40 and 2.00f0.01 T. The soiid Lines 
correspond to the three Gaussian fits to the data. The dotted line shows the position of the 
broad rnornentum component underneath the narrow component. The parameters for the 
two Gaussians fit to the broad component of each ACAR curve are given in Table 4.2. 
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Figure 4.4: The intensity of the narrow peak as a function of rnagnetic field in iiquid 

helium and in liquid and solid neon. The lines correspond to the theoretical predictions of 

(3.56) which describe the increase in the narrow peak intensity with magnetic field assuming 

no other Ps quenching processes are present. Equation 3.60 gives identical results. The 

required pick-off annihilation rate is obtained from the experirnental O-Ps Lifetimes, TS. For 

iiquid neon, where no iifetime experiments have been performed, the best fit to the data 

predicts a lifetime of r3 = 6.5 f 2 ns. 

magnetic field is shown in Figure 4.4. The zero-field narrow peak intensity compares well 

with the Briscoe et al. (1968) result (see Table 4.1) and with iifetime experirnents which 

have consistently measured an O-Ps intensity of about 15% (at B = O In should be one-third 

of f3 assuming no Ps spin-conversion mechanisms are present). The number of coincidence 

counts at the peak ranged from 3000-8000 giving a statisticd accuracy of about 1-2%. The 

uncertainty in the intensities and widths reflect the rather mediocre counting statistics, the 

srnail number of points defining the narrow component and the uncertainty in the quaiity 

of the broad component fit. The solid line in Figure 4.4 is the theoretical prediction of 

(3.56) obtained using the experimentai O-Ps Lfetime of r3 = 99 ns to deduce the pi&-off 

annihilation rate. Equation (3.60) gives a nearly identicai prediction. The magnetic field 

results are discussed in detail in 56.4. 
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Figure 4.5: The corrected but not deconvoluted ID-ACAR data for positrons annihi- 

lating in liquid neon at  25.3IO. 1 K and in magnetic fields of 0.0,0.40,0.80 and 2.00f 0.01 T. 
The solid Lines correspond to the three Gaussian fits to the data. The dotted line shows the 

position of the best average Gaussian fit to the broad momentum component underneath 

the narrow component. The Gaussian parameters are given in Table 4.2. 
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Figure 4.6: The corrected but not deconvoluted 1D-ACAR data for positrons anni- 
hilating in soiid neon a t  l2.3f 0.1 K and in magnetic fields of 0.0, 1.20 and 6.OOf 0.01 T. A 

second B = O T ACAR curve in a sample at one degree lower than the melting temperature 

is also shown. The solid iines once again correspond to  three Gaussian fits to the data which 

use the same broad component as was used for the liquid data. 



The data in condensed neon was collected using three sets of 64Cu sources which 

provided four ACAR curves in both solid and liquid neon at various magnetic field values. 

The resuits are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. The data typically had 3000-9000 counts at the 

peak which again implies a statisticd accuracy of 1-2%. The large difference in the broad 

and narrow peak widths d o w s  the broad component to be separated with some confidence, 

t hough the process is less certain than in iiquid helium. The broad component shape in 

both iiquid and solid is again weil described by a two Gaussian fit using the parameters in 

Table 4.2. The FWHM of 12.9 f 0.2 mrads again shows no measurable dependence with 

magnetic field. These same parameters also provide a good fit to the liquid neon broad 

component of Briscoe et al. (1968). 

üsing this fit to represent the broad component gives narrow peaks in liquid neon 

with a FWHM of 1.95 f 0.07 rnrads, which is reduced to 1.86 f 0.07 mrads when decon- 

voluted with the 0.58 mrad wide resolution function. To date, there has been no lifetime 

measurements in liquid neon. The best fit of (3.56) to the data predicts an O-Ps lifetime 

of r3 = 6.5 * 2 ns. Obviously, several more experiments would have been useful to define 

better the In versus B curves. 

The narrow peaks in solid neon are significantly wider than in the liquid. The zero 

magnetic field experiment at 23.5 K had a deconvoluted narrow peak FWHM of 2.18 f 

0.10 rnrads and an intensity of 4.1 I0.576. The three experiments at 12.3 K had an average 

deconvoluted narrow peak FWHM of 2.60 f 0.07 mrads. The narrow peak intensities as a 

function of magnetic field are shown in Figure 4.4. The increase in I, with field in solid 

neon is again well described using (3.56) with an O-Ps iifetirne of r3 = 4.8 ns which is 

consistent with the lifetime results in Table 4.3. The B = O intensities are somewhat larger 

than expected from the measured Lifetime intensities. This is most Likely a consequence of 

differences in the soiid growing conditions resulting in different defect concent rations and 

sizes. 

The ACAR data in condensed argon was coilected using seven sets of positron 

sources. Typicd results for positrons annihilating in a magnetic field in liquid and solid 

argon are shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8, respectively. As before, the statistical accuracy of 

this data is in the 1-2% range. Unlike helium and neon, the width of the broad and narrow 

components in argon makes it difficult to accurately separate t hese peaks. The dotted line 

in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 is the best one Gaussian fit to the broad component (two Gaussian fits 
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Angle Between Annihilation Photons, 0, (mnds) 

Figure 4.7: The corrected but not deconvoluted ID-ACAR data for positrons annihi- 
lating in iiquid argon at temperatures between 84.2 and 87.0 K and in various static electric 
and magnetic fields. The Lines correspond to the two Gaussian fits to the data. 
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Figure 4.8: Typicai ID-ACAR data for positrons annihilating in solid argon at zero 
and high magnetic fields. The one Gaussian fit to the broad component is the same as was 
used to anaiyze the liquid argon data. 
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Figure 4.9: The intensity of the narrow peak as a function of magnetic field in 

Liquid argon. The solid line correspofids to  the theoretical predictions of (3.56) or (3.60) 

using a pick-off annihilation rate obtained from the experimentai O-Ps Lfetirne of 73 = 
6.50 k 0.06. These predictions assume that  no other quenching mechanisms are present, 

which is obviously incorrect. 

give nearly identical results) and predicts a FWHM of 9.2:::; rnrads. This result is in good 

agreement with previous estimates by Rose and DeBenedetti (1965), Briscoe et al. (1968) 

and Varlashkin (1971). However, it is difficdt to know how weU this fit actuaily represents 

the broad component. Some guidance is provided by the solid argon data which gives an 

upper limit to the height of the broad component. Both Rose and DeBenedetti (1965) and 

Varlashkin (1971) assumed that no Ps was formed in their solid argon samples. If this is 

correct, then their ACAR curves correspond to the broad component. The shape of these 

curves are weil described by our one Gaussian fit over the entire range of angles. The solid 

data in Figure 4.8 typicdy has a s m d  component extending above the assumed broad 

component wfiich is attributed to Ps annihilating from inside defects. As with neon, the 

solid growing conditions likely introduced numerous defects with sufficient free volume for 

Ps to form at or trap into and eventudy annihilate from. 
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This estimate of the broad cornponent results in a narrow peak FWHM in Liquid 

argon of 2.2::;: mrads, which becomes 2.1::;: mrads when deconvoluted with the 0.63 mrad 

Gaussian resolution function. The zero magnetic field n m o w  peak intensity of 7.3 i 0.5% 

compares well with the result of Briscoe et ai. (1968) but is somewhat larger than the 

6.8% measured by Varlashkin (1971). This result is in serious disagreement with lifetime 

measurements which measure a long-iived O-Ps intensity I3 of only 7.0 f 0.2%. The obvious 

implication is that other quenching rnechanisms are present in liquid argon that were not 

present in iiquid helium or neon. This conclusion is strengthened even further from the plot 

of narrow peak intensity as a function of magnetic field shown in Figure 4.9. In this case, the 

narrow peak intensities f d  w d  short of the prediction given by (3.56), which assumes t hat 

the magnetic field is the only available quenching mechanism. The ot her likely quenching 

mechanisms t hat could be present are spin-exchange conversions on srnaIl concent rations of 

impurities, such as 02, or on various spur species, such as the secondary electrons. 

To study the O2 spin-exchange process further, a series of experiments were per- 

formed in which s m d  quantites of O2 impurity were deiiberately added to Liquid argon. 

Typicd ACAR curves are shown in Figure 4.10. The broad component has been fit using 

the same Gaussian curve as before. The addition of O2 had no rneasurable effect the on 

FWHM of the narrow peak- However, it does have a dramatic effect on the narrow peak 

intensity, as shown in Figure 4.11. Severai more experiments between 0.2 and 03% O? 

impurity should have been done to better define this curve's peak. 

An externai electric field was applied to  the Liquid argon sample in two experiments. 

The aim of these experiments was to separate the positron from the spur electrons to  study 

the effects on Ps spur formation and the possibility of Ps spin-exchange conversions with 

spur electrons. Figure 4.7a shows an ACAR curve for liquid argon in an 8.4 f 0.4 kV/cm 

electric field. Higher electric fields resulted in dielectric breakdown. The narrow peak 

intensity, given in Figure 4.16, shows a slight decrease in intensity with electric field due to 

either reduced spur Ps formation or reduced spin-exchange conversions with spur electrons. 

The narrow peaks measured in solid argon are difficult to analyze in a meaningful 

way. The FWHM of the narrow peak over many experiments ranges from 1.6 to 3.5 mrads 

while the zero magnetic field intensity t yp icdy  varies from 0.3 to about 2%. In large mag- 

netic fields, the narrow peak intensity is u s u d y  somewhat higher, typically 1.5-2.5%. This 

increase shows t hat small arnounts of Ps are present in t hese samples. The large variation in 
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Figure 4.10: Typical 1D-ACAR data for positrons annihilating in üquid argon with 
srnail quanti ties of O2 impurities deliberately added. The O2 concent ration was calcdated 
assurning all of the O2 dissolved in the lïquid argon sampIe. The fitted Gaussian broad 
component is the sarne as was used to anaIyze d the other argon data. 
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O2 Concentration (mole %) 

Figure 4.11: The  narrow peak intensity as a function of 0- impurity concentration 

in üquid argon (circles) and nitrogen (squares). T h e  two open circles correspond to  rnea- 

surements in argon a t  O and 1.5% O2 in a magnetic field of 6.5 T. 

narrow peak FWHM and intensity implies that the Ps formation fraction and annihilation 

characteristics are very sensitive t o  growing conditions of the solid sample, which affects 

both the concentration and size of the free volume defects. Uniike the solid neon data, t hese 

ACAR curves were obtained in different soiid samples, each having somewhat different de- 

fect concentrations and sizes. Furthermore, the narrow peak intensities are srnail compared 

to  the uncertainties in the da ta  making it difficult t o  extract useful information. 

Seven sets of positron sources were used t o  measure the ACAR curves in liquid 

nitrogen as a function of electric and magnetic fields and 0 2  concentration. Typical results 

for positrons annihilating in various magnetic fields are  shown in Figure 4.12. As with 

argon, it is difficult t o  accurately separate the broad and narrow cornponents. The dotted 

iine again corresponds to  the best two Gaussian fit t o  the broad component shape. The 
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Figure 4.12: The  corrected but not deconvoluted 1D-ACAR data for positrons an- 

uihilating in liquid nitrogen at  77.4 K and a t  various magnetic field values. The dotted 

iine corresponds to  the best two Gaussian fit to the broad component. A second estimate 

to  the broad component is given by the dashed line. The area under this curve has been 
normalized to  1.0386, which corresponds to a reduction of about 3.5% in the narrow peak 
intensity. 



fitting parameters are given in Table 4.2. This curve predicts a broad component FWHM of 

8.85 mrads. As with the other samples, this component shows no measurable dependence 

on the magnetic field. T h e  broad component shape is in good agreement with the only 

known measurement by Briscoe et al. (1968). However, it is again difficult to  know if this 

fit is an accurate representation of the broad component. Furtherrnore, t here have been no 

measurements in solid nitrogen which would provide an upper Lmit on the peakedness of the 

broad component. Briscoe et al. (1968) perforrned one experiment in impure liquid nitrogen 

which appears to  have no n m o w  component and which is described very nicely by the two 

Gaussian broad component fit. However, it is unciear what was actually measured in their 

experiment, making it difficult to attach much importance t o  this result. To demonstrate the 

sensitivity of the resdts  and their interpretation to the choice of broad component, a second 

more peaked broad component has also been fit t o  the da ta  and is shown as the dashed 

Line in Figure 4.12. The parameters for this curve were obtained in a completely arbitrary 

fashion. This choice of broad component, however, has the virtue that the resulting narrow 

peak intensities follow the behaviour expected in both electric and magnetic fields when no 

other spin-exchange conversion mechanisms are present. Angular correlation experiments 

in solid N, experiments wodd be useful to obtain an upper Limit on the broad component. 

Using the best two Gaussian fit to the broad component results in a deconvoluted 

narrow peak FWHM of 2.15 f 0.20 rnrads. The zero-field narrow peak intensity is 8.6 *O.7%, 

which is in good agreement with the B ~ S C O ~  et al. (1968) result when it is fit using the same 

broad component . Positron lifetime experiments measure an  O-Ps intensity of about 15% 

which once again suggests that  Ps spin-exchange conversion processes are present in iiquid 

nitrogen. Figure 4.13a shows the narrow peak intensity as function of magnetic field again 

falling short of what wodd be predicted assuming the magnetic field was the only quenching 

mechanism present. The second, more peaked estimate for the broad component gives a 

deconvoluted narrow peak FWHM of 1.9f:;O mrads. The zero-field narrow peak intensity 

drops to 5.1%~ which is close t o  the prediction of lifetime experiments. Furthermore, the 

narrow peak intensity now follows the predicted dependence with magnetic field, as shown 

in Figure 4.13b. These results imply that no other Ps spin-conversion processes are present 

- a very different conclusion than was obtained using the best two Gaussian fit t o  the 

broad cornponent. 

A series of experiments were performed in which s m d  amounts of OZ impurity were 

deüberately added to  liquid nitrogen. Typical ACAR curves are shown in Figure 4.14. 
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Magnetic Field (T) 

Figure 4.13: The  intensity of the narrow peak as a function of magnetic field in üquid 

Ritrogen assurning a) that  the best two Gaussian fit describes the broad component or b) 
that  the more peaked curve is a better estimate of the broad component. The d a t a  is the 

same in both cases. The  solid lines correspond to the predictions of (3.56) and (3.60) using 

a pick-off annihilation rate obtained from the experimental O-Ps lifetime of r3 = 12.5 f 0.2. 

These predictions assume no other quenching mechanisms are present. 
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Figure 4.14: Typical 1 D-ACAR data for positrons annihilating in liquid nitrogen wit h 

srnall quantities of O2 impurities deliberately added. The O2 concent ration was calculated 

assuming aIi of the O2 dissolved in the Liquid nitrogen sarnple. The dotted Lne corresponds 

to the best two Gaussian broad component. The dashed Line is an arbitrary Gaussian 

fit that gives the expected electric and magnetic field dependence of 1, assuming no Ps 

spin-conversion processes are present. 
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The Oz impurity had no measurable effect on the FWHM of either the broad or narrow 

component. Figure 4.11 gives the narrow peak intensity as a function of O? concentration 

using the best two Gaussian fit to estimate the broad component. The more peaked broad 

component estimate results in narrow peak intensities that are about 3.5% Lower. in either 

case, In shows a dramatic increase a t  small O2 impurity concentrations, peaking a t  around 

21% a t  0.4 mole % 01, and then has a h e a r  slowly decreasing behaviour. 

In a final series of experiments various electric field strengths were applied to the 

liquid nitrogen sampies. Typical ACAR data is shown in Figure 4.15. Once again the width 

of the various components is unaffected by the field. However, as with argon, I,, decreases 

with increasing field strength. The results using the best Gaussian fit are summarized in 

Figure 4.16a. Figure 4.16b shows the same data with the only difference being that the 

more peaked broad component was used to determine the narrow peak intensity. Pepe 

et al. (1993) performed lifetime measurements in iiquid nitrogen with an electric field ap- 

plied. Using t heir measured O-Ps intensities, and assuming no spin-conversion mechanisms 

are present, gives the narrow peak intensities shown in Figure 4.16. The  excellent agree- 

ment suggests that the more peaked curve may be a better estimate of the actuai broad 

component . 

4.4 Positron Annihilation Lifetime Spectroscopy 

PAL spectroscopy measures the time interval between a prompt y-ray, which signals 

the birth of a positron, and one of the 0.51 1 MeV annihilation 7-rays. Lifetime experiments 

commonly use 22Na as their positron source. As shown in Figure B.la, the emission of a 

positrcn transforms 22Na into an excited 22Ne which rapidly (< 5 ps) decays to the ground 

state by emitting a 1.28 MeV 7-ray. It is this y-ray that is used to  signal the positron's 

birth. z2Na is d s o  convenient since a high fraction of the decays give positrons, reducing 

the background counts, and because of its long haif-life (see Table B.2). Once in the 

sample, the positron's lifetime depends on the particular state that it annihilates from. 

Typical measurable iifetimes are -- 0.12 ns for p-Ps self annihilation, 0.2-0.5 ns for free 

positron annihilation and 1-10 ns for O-Ps annihilating by pi&-off. The main limitation of 

t hese measurements is the width of the instrumental resolution function, which is typically 

250-300 ps. Lifetimes shorter t han about one-third of this cmnot  be measured accurately. 

Despite the very narrow range of times that can be directly measured, PAL spectroscopy 
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Angle Between Annihilation Photons. 0, (mrads) 

Figure 4.15: Typical ID-ACAR data for positrons annihilating in Liquid nitrogen wit h 
an appüed static electric field. The dotted line corresponds to the best two Gaussian fit to 
the broad component. The dashed line is an arbitrary Gaussian fit that gives the expected 
electric and magnetic fieId dependence of In assurning no Ps spin-conversion procesres are 
present. 
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Electric Field Strength (kV/cm) 

Figure 4.16: The narrow peak intensity as a function of static electric field strength in 

a) liquid argon and nitrogen using the best fit Gaussians to describe the broad component, 

and b) in liquid nitrogen using a more peaked two Gaussian fit that reduces all the narrow 

peak intensities by about 3.5%. The diamonds in a) correspond to rneasurements in Iiquid 

N2 in which both an electric field and a 5.0 T magnetic field were applied. The triangles in 

b) are the narrow peak intensities irnplied by the lifetime measurements of Pepe et al. (1993) 

assuming that the p-Ps:o-Ps ratio is 1:3. 
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Figure 4.17: A schematic diagram of a conventional fast-slow coincidence positron 

Lfetirne spect rometer. 

still provides valuable insight on much shorter times because the observed Lifetimes and 

intensities are often significantly affect ed by eariier events. 

The time delay between the birth and annihilation y-rays is typically measured 

using eit her fast-slow or fast- fast coincidence systems. A conventionai fast-slow system is 

shown in Figure 4.17. The spectrometer consists of two y-ray detectors, one for the birth 

y-ray and one for the annihilation y-ray, placed on opposite sides of the positron source 

and sample arrangement. The source is u s u d y  prepared by evaporating aqueous a few 

microcuries (1-20 pCi) of "NaCl ont0 a thin metal or plastic foil and then covering it with 

the same foil. This source is then sandwiched between two identical layers of the sample 

material, each thidc enough to absorb a,ll the positrons. Weak source strengths are used to 

ensure that  only one positron is present in the sample at a tirnet. The detectors consist 

t~ 20 pCi source produces - 10' positrons per second. Annihilation rates of -. 10' o-' h p l y  that the 
sample is usuaily empty positrons and contains one positron of the time, two positrons 10'~ of the 
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of fast plastic or inorganic (BaF?) scintillators coupled to  fast PMTs. The fast channels 

meamre the time interval between the -y-rays detected in detectors A and B while the slow 

channels determine the y-ray energies. The energy windows for the single-channel analyzers 

(SCA) are set so that the slow channel gives a coincidence only when detectors -4 and B 

register a 1.28 MeV and a 0.511 MeV y-ray, respectiveiy. Signals from the PMT anodes 

are fed into constant-fraction-timing discriminators which accurat ely define the arriva1 t ime 

of each y-ray. The time to pulseheight converter (TPHC) then produces a pulse whose 

amplitude is proportional to the time i n t e r d  between the start  signal from detector A and 

the stop signal from detector B. The TPHC output puise is transferred to a multichannel 

analyzer (MCA) only if there is a coincidence in the slow channel, i .e. only if the start and 

stop signals have the proper energy values. Fast-fast coincidence systeins use more recent 

electronics in which the energy andysis is performed in the timing discriminators. This 

simplifies the system considerably (the slow channel is no longer necessary) and d o w s  for 

larger counting rates because of practicdy no pulse pile-up. The instrumental resolution of 

these spectrometers (250-300 ps FWHM) is iimited mainly by the decay of the Light centres 

in the scintillators, the transit time spread in the PMTs and the performance of the timing 

discriminat ors. 

Typical PAL spectra consist of a million or more counts coilected over several hours. 

Positrons annihilating from a state with a weil-defined time-independent annihilation rate 

A, give rise to  an exponential cornponent in the lifetime spectrum of the form I iXie- 'sr.  Ii 

rneasures the relative number of positrons that annihilate at a rate Xi, wlde Xi gives a mea- 

sure of the effective elect ron density at  the positron site. Lifetime spect ra typically consist 

of several exponentid components, a constant background B due to random coincidences 

and some scat ter dlV 

where n is the number of distinguishable lifetimes in the data. For a real lifetime spectrum 

the exponential term in (4.9) should be written as a n  exponentid convoluted wit h the in- 

st rument al resolution function. R e d  spectra also generaily cont ain a very fast 'prompt' peak 

due to positron annihilations from inside the positron source material, walls of the sample 

chamber and/or p-Ps annihilations. Computer fitting procedures (Kirkegaard et al. 1989) 

are used to remove the source and background contributions and then fit a convoluted sum 

tirne, etc. 
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Table 4.3: A summary of the known positron lifetime measurements in the condensed 

media of interest to this thesis. The lifetime spectra for these media consist of at least three 

components: a p-Ps component whose lifetime, rl, is typicdy too short to be resoived; a 

free positron lifetime, r2; and a longer O-Ps iifetirne, r3 which is easily resolved. The area 

under the O-Ps component determines the relative intensity, 13. 

T (K) r2 (ns) T3 (ns) f3 (%) Reference 

110 
9lf 5 
120f 20 
1 l2*6 

88f 8 (4.2K) 
73-87k4 

91.4-99.1f 0.5 
lO5f 2 
90, 100 
98.lf 0.2 

51 (26 atm) 
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of exponentials to  extract the relative intensities and üfetimes for an assumed nurnber of 

components. This analysis contains several sources of uncert ainty. Errors in the resolution 

function and/or the source-background subtraction can significantly affect the magnitude 

of the intensities and lifetimes, as can the choice for the value of n and the assumptions 

that go into the analysis. Components with lifetimes within a factor of about two are not 

resolvable and can result in a curve fitting analysis that can be quite ambiguous. 

The results of a.ii known lifetime measurements in the condensed rare and diatomic 

gases are summarized in Table 4.3. In most of these experiments the exponential fitting 

is relatively simple since the component corresponding to free positrons annihiiating with 

core electrons is quite distinct from the much longer lifetime resuiting from O-Ps pick- 

off annihilations from inside a localized bubble state. The p-Ps are typicdy too fast to 

be properly resolved from the other fast annihilations in the prompt peak - the p-Ps 

component is u s u d y  assumed to have a Lifetime of 0.12 ns with an intensity that is one- 

third of the measured O-Ps intensity. Details of these measurements and results are discussed 

throughout the text as required. 

4.5 Doppler-Broadening Experiments 

In addition to the angulas deviations from 180°, the motion of an e-- ef pair re- 

sults in a Doppler shift in the energy of the annihilation radiation proportional to p,, as 

described by (2.39). The subsequent broadening of the 0.511 MeViine shape can be used 

to obtain information equivalent t o  that  of the 1D-ACAR measurements described above. 

The advantages of these measurements are that they are easy to  perform, data  acquisi- 

tion rates are high and only a s m d  source strengt h (5  10 pCi) is required. The positron 

source-sarnple arrangement is similar to  that used in the Lifetime measurements with the 

annihilation radiation iine shape being measured using a high-resolution lithium-drifted or 

intrinsic Ge crysta.1. The detection efficiency is an order of magnitude greater than that 

for ID-ACAR since the sample can be placed close to the detector and coincidences are 

not required. Good statistical accuracy can usually be achieved with o d y  a few hours of 

counting. The major drawback of these iineshape measurements is the relatively poor res- 

olution. The best Ge detectors have an energy resolution of 1.0-1.5 keVat 511 keV. This 

is equivalent to an angular resolution of only 4-6 mrads which is an order of magnitude 

worse than that of ACAR measurements. This poor resolution makes Doppler broadening 
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measurements inappropriate for careful momentum density studies. To date, no Doppler- 

broadening experiments of relevance to  this work have b e n  performed. 

4.6 Slow Positron Beams 

The experimentd techniques described so far ali use radioisotopes as their positron 

source which give an initial positron energy distribution ranging from zero to hundreds of 

keV . in the more recent slow-positron beam techniques, the positrons are first thermalized 

at one place and then transported as a monochromatic beam to a sample with which it 

interacts in a controlied manner. Fast positrons axe first obtained eit her from radioisotopes 

(typically - 100 mCi of 22Naor S8Co) or from pair production from bremsstrahlung radiation 

produced in a LINAC accelerator. The fast positrons are then implanted into a solid (such 

as MgO, Cu; W) and thermaiïzed down to energies on the order of eV. These moderators 

have negative positron work functions so the positrons that  reach a surface can escape the 

bullc back into the vacuum. The therrnalized positrons emitted irom the solid surface are 

then focused and transported eit her rnagnetically or electrostaticaliy to the sample. Their 

energies are controUed by potential grids dong the beam iine. Siow positron beams with 

energy resolutions of about 0.1 eV and cross sections of 0.1 cm2 have been achieved and used 

to study a wide variety of phenornena in both atomic and surface physics. Excellent reviews 

of the techniques and experimentd studies can be found in Miils ( 1983b), Humberston and 

McDowe11(1984), Jean (1988) and Schultz and Lynn (1988). 

As previously mentioned in 53.3, there have been several important slow positron 

experiments in the rare-gas solids. In one series of experiments, Miils and GuUikson (1986) 

and Gullikson and Mills (1986,1989,1990) measured the positron and Ps reemission yields 

from solid Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe and Na surfaces as a function of the slow-positron implantation 

energy. These experiments provided a weaith of useful information. They showed that the 

Ore gap was effective at producing Ps in the raxe-gas soiids and provided measurements 

of the positron work iunction, the Ps binding energy, the Ps formation threshold as weii 

as the exciton and upper Ore gap thresholds. Estimates were also given for the positron 

mean free path and its average energy loss to phonons below the Ps formation threshold. 

In a further experiment, Gullikson et al. (1988) measured the energy dependence of the 

elastic specular reflection of positrons from the (111) surfaces of the rare-gas solids. From 

the intense first-order 'Darwin top-hat shaped' Bragg peaks, the centre and the width of 
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the lowest positron band gap at the L point of the BrilIouin-zone boundary were measured 

( s e  55.3.2). 

A final set of r e l e ~ n t  experiments are t hose of Tuomisaari et al. (199 1). They 

measured the energy distributions of Ps emitted from the heavier rare-gas solids following 

positron implantation. Their results again lead to the condusion t hat Ps is formed primarily 

in the Ore gap in these solids and were able to measure the Ps work function and binding 

energy. Using a mode1 of energetic Ps diffusion, estimates for the Ps deformation potential 

(see Appendix C), diffusion constant, energy loss rate and thermalization time were also 

given. These results indicate that Ps does thermalize rapidly as compared to its lifetime. 

Ail of these results are summarized in Table A.5 of Appendix A. 



Chapter 5 

The Broad Momentum Component 

The photon momentum distribution arising from positron annihilation in simple 

condensed gases results in data that is the sum of at ieast two momentum components. 

In solid helium and the liquid rare gases, the self-annihilation of p-Ps from a self-trapped 

bubble state results in a narrow momentum component . A narrow peak is d s o  seen in the 

heavier rare-gas solids, though in this case it is more Likely the result of p-Ps annihilations 

from inside various defects and voids. The narrow component is superimposed on top of 

a much broader momentum component due to  positron-core electron annihilations and Ps 

pick-off annihilations. The focus of t his chapter is to  study the broad component. The main 

aim is to  obtain a theoretical description for the broad components and determine whether 

or not the Gaussian fits used in Table 4.2 are reasonable. With this, the broad component 

can be separated from the narrow one wit h some confidence t hereby allowing a quantitative 

description of the changes seen in the narrow component. 

The chapter starts with a summary of the previous theoretical estimates for the 

broad component in the rare gases in $5.1. This includes a description of the positron-gas 

scattering results, which provide a good first approximation, and the results from previous 

relevant solid-state calculations. This discussion wili show t hat the existing theoretical 

calculations do not fit the experimental data  very weil. If the calculations are reasonable 

then there is Likely one or more 'intermediate' components having a FWHM between t hat of 

the broad and narrow peaks. This possibility is discussed in 85.2. In 55.3 an attempt is made 

to irnprove on the existing broad component cdcdations for the condensed rare gases. This 

requires that  realistic positron potentids be generated, which is done in 55.3.1 and Appendix 

H. These potentials can then be used t o  calculate the positron band structure and wave 

functions, which is done in $5.3.2 and 55.3.3, respectively. The positron wave funct' ions are 

then used in $5.3.4 to  calculate IPM mode1 estimates for the broad component and positron 

lifetime. The IPM results are improved upon significantly in 55.3.5 where various positron- 

core electron enhancements are applied. These calculations give t heoreticd estimates for 

the broad components that are close to the Gaussian fits used in Table 4.2 and in good 

agreement wit h the measured positron iifetimes. 
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5.1 Previous Theoretical Estimates 

5.1.1 Positron-Gas Scattering Results 

The elastic scattering of low-energy positrons on rare-gas atoms and simple moIecules 

has been the sub ject of considerable experiment ai and theoretical interest. The t heoretical 

calculations generally result in a total wave function for the system consisting of a positron 

scattering from a single atom or molecule. T hese wave functions may t hen be used in (2.41), 

(2.42) and (4.1) to obtain theoretical estimates of the iifetime and momentum distributions 

for a positron annihilating with an electron from the atom or molecule. The  ability of these 

calculations to  describe resdts for a positron immersed in condensed rnatter depends on 

the extent to which the total scattering wave function mimics the total  solid-state wave 

function inside a Wigner-Seitz c d .  As will be seen, the scattering results provide a reason- 

able first approximation to  the mornentum distribution arising from positron-core electron 

annihilation. 

Much of the theoretical effort has concentrated on positron scattering on helium 

due to the computational difficulties involved with the heavier rare gases. The  first calcula- 

tion of the electron-positron momentum distribution in helium gas was done by Drachrnan 

(1968,1969). He used a trial scat tering wave function having a forrn similar t o  (2.54) 

where BHe(it,  r2) is the ground-state wave function of the target helium atorn and qk(rp) 

is the scattering function for a positron with momentum k. The polarization and distortion 

of the helium atom by the incoming positron was approximated by the correlation function 

&(rl, PZ, rp) which was written as 

where F cont ains the short-range nonadiabatic modifications to  the adiabatic correlation 

function G. To make the computations tractable, a simple approximation was used for 

BHe(r1, r2) which is not readily extendible t o  the other rare gases. Given this approximation, 

both Qk(rp) and #ep(rl,r2,rp) were determined variationdy. The resdting total wave 

function was then inserted into (2.41) and (4.1) to give the momentum distribution shown 

in Figure 5.lb. The curve has a FWHM of 9.47 mrads, which is somewhat wider than 
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Figure 5.1: The angdar distribution of photons from the positrons annihiiating in 

a) Liquid Hî (Briscoe et ~1.1968) and b) iiquid helium. The data has been normalized 

so that the area under the gaussian fit to the broad component is 1. The theoretical 

calculation of Darewych (1979) provides a good fit to the iiquid H2 broad component. The 
broad component in heiium is well described by the caledations of Drachman (1969) and 

Humberston (1974). The McEachran et aL(1978b) calcuiation predicts a broad component 

in helium that is significantly wider than is suggested by experiment. 
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the experimental estimate of 8.8 f 0.2 mrads and results in a underestimate of the broad 

component a t  low angles. 

Humberston (1973,1974) formulated a more realistic mode1 for the low-energy positron- 

helium scattering problem. Using variational methods he cdculated a total wave function 

simila to  (5.1) except the heliurn ground-state wave function used by Drachman was re- 

placed by a more realistic five- term HyUeraas- type function. Humberston's result s, as ex- 

tended by Campeanu and Humberston ( 1975)' for the positron- heliurn scat tering lengt h. 

the low-energy s-wave phase shifts, the elastic scattering cross-section and the annihilation 

rate parameter ZeR were significantly different from those of Drachman and were in bet- 

ter agreement wit h the experimentai data. The calculated moment um distribution, shown 

as the dash-dot line in Figure 5. lb ,  haç a FWHM of 8.6 mrads and gives somewhat bet- 

ter agreement wit h experirnent. Humberston dso  performed the same calculations using 

Drachman's simpler helium wave function. These results were sirnilar t o  t hose of D rachman 

(1968) - the caicdated broad component had a FWHM of 9.6 mrads. 

McEachran et aL(1977) have formulated the elastic scattering of positrons from rare- 

gas atoms in terms of a nonvariational polarized orbital approximation. In t his case, the 

total wave function is again similar to (5.1) and (5.2) except that now there is the further 

restriction that F(r,) = gk(rp).  Furthermore, both the unperturbed ground-state tar- 

get wave function B(r,, r2, . . . ) and the correlation term G( r l ,  r,, . . . , rp )B( r l ,  r2, . . . ) are 

written as determinants to ensure proper antisymmetrization. Ok(rp) is determined by pro- 

jecting the fuU Schrodinger equation ont0 the ground state of the atom - i -e .  the equation 

( 8 ( r l ,  r?, . . . )l H - E IQk(rl, r2,. . . , rp)) is solved, where H is the Hamiltonian for the scat- 

tering problem. The main virtue of these calculations is that while t hey are sophisticated 

enough to give a reasonable description of the scattering problem, they are also cornpu- 

tationally simple enough to be extended to  the heavier rare gases. The electron-positron 

moment um distributions calculated by McEachran et ai.( 1977,l978a,l W8b, 1979,1980) are 

shown by the dotted lines in Figures 5.lb and 5.2. These curves have FWHM of about 

9.6, 14.8, 10.9, 9.8 and 8.7 mrads in heliurn through to xenon, respectively. The best fit 

Gaussians to  the Varlashkin (1971) results give a broad component FWHM of 9.0 iz 0.2 and 

8.2 f 0.2 mrads for krypton and xenon, respectively. in each case, the  calculated momen- 

tum distribution appears to  be wider than is suggested by the experimental data  and as 

a result the theory tends to  underestimate the fitted broad component a t  low angles and 

overestimate it a t  large angles. 
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Figure 5.2: The angular distribution of photons from the positrons annihilating in 

Liquid a) neon, b) argon, c) krypton and d) xenon. The data for krypton and xenon has 
been taken from Varlashkin (1971). The data has been normalized so that the area under 

the Gaussian fit to the broad component is 1. For each liquid the existing theoretical 

calculations for the broad component have aiso been plotted. In general these estimates are 

significantly wider than what is suggested by experiment and do not provide much help in 

separating the broad and n m o w  components. 
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Figure 5.Ia compares the experimental data in Liquid H2 from Briscoe et al. (1968) 

t o  the theoretical calculation of Darewych (1979). The theoretical curve was normalized to 

give the best fit to the da ta  a t  larger angles. Darewych described the positron-HZ system 

by using the wave function (5.1) without the correlation term and by assuming a simple 

one-centre expansion for the H2 wave function. This calculation gives a theoreticai estimate 

that has a FWHM of about 6.6 mrads and appears to fit the data  quite nicely. However. 

it remains uncertain how accurate this relatively simple estimate actually is. To date, no 

sirnilar calculations for positrons scattering from either N2 or O2 molecules exist. 

5.1.2 SoIid-State Calculations 

Despite a large body of positron research in condensed matter, there have been few 

studies specificdy concerned with positrons annihilating with core electrons. The few that 

have been attempted and applied to the condensed rare gases were mentioned in 52.5.4. 

However, there still remains a lack of information and understanding about positron-core 

elect ron annihilation and the associated posi t ron-elect ron enhancement factors and t heir 

moment um dependence. 

One of the first attempts to  calculate the mornentum distribution arising from 

positron core-electron annihilations was t hat of Rose and DeBenedet t i ( 1965). They ex- 

tended the Wigner-Seitz calculation, first ihstrated by Berko and Plaskett (1958), to  cal- 

culate the ID-ACAR in solid argon. Their results, as corrected by Rose and Woll (1966), 

are very similar to those of McEachran et al. (1979), as shown by the large dashed line in 

Figure 5.2. The calculated curve has a FWHM of 11.2 mrads which is significantly larger 

than the Gaussian fit FWHM of 9.2 mrads. When fit to the larger angles the Rose and 

DeBenedetti curve f d s  weU short of the Gaussian fit at srnaller angles. The calculation 

gives a positron lifetime of 1.25 ns. This is significantly longer than the rneasured value of 

0.43 rt 0.03 ns (Lui and Roberts 1962, 1963a, 1963b) in solid argon and 0.556 f 0.005 n- 

s (Spektor et al. 1971) in üquid argon. Woll and Rose (1966) used a more sophisticated 

approach in which the positron-core electron correlations were included directly in the two- 

particle positron-electron wave function. This calculation gave an  improved lifetirne result 

of 0.53 ns. However, the calculated ID-ACAR was significantly wider (FWHM = 13.3 m- 

rads) and in very poor agreement with experiment, making this approach of Little practicd 

use. 
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Salvadori and Carbotte (1969) used a method first developed by Kahana (1960, 

1963) for metais, and then extended by Carbotte (1966, 1967), to calculate the momentum 

distribution and lifetime in solid argon. Their original calculations gave a good fit t o  the 1 D- 

ACAR as weU as a reasonable lifetime resdt. However, Sharma and Majumdar (1979) and 

Bonderup et al. (1979) discovered errors in this work which, when corrected, gave a similar 

positron Lifetime (0.52 ns) but a much poorer momentum distribution. The dashed iines 

in Figure 5.2 show the Sharma and Majumdar (1979) for the heavier rare-gas solids. The 

FWHM of the cdculated curves are 15.9, 12.6, 11.6, and 9.9 mrads for solid neon, argon, 

krypton, and xenon, respectively. For each rare gas, the broad component calcuiated using 

the Saivadori and Carbotte theory is v i r tudy identical t o  Sharma and Majumdar (1979) 

simple independent pmticle mode1 cdculation shown in Figure 5.8. Despite the rather poor 

fit to the momentum distribution, the theory does predict positron iifetimes of 0.53 ns for 

solid neon and krypton and 0.57 ns for xenon. This compares reasonably weil to measured 

values of 0.43 f 0.03 ns for neon and 0.40 0.03 ns for solid xenon (Lui and Roberts 1963b). 

By adding several simplifying assumptions to  the Salvadori and Carbotte (1969) theory, 

Chiba et al. (1977) obtained a simple resuit describing the momentum dependent positron- 

bound elect ron correlation enhancement. Using this t heory, Sharma and Singh ( 1982) 

recalculated the momentum distribution in solid argon and xenon. Their results, shown 

by the dash-dot Lines in Figure 5.2, gave a somewhat narrower angular correlation curves - 

the FWHM was 11.2 and 8.8 mrads in solid argon and xenon, respectively. 

In helium and Ha, the FWHM of the narrow peaks is sufficiently different from their 

broad component t hat the peak separation is relat ively easy. The t heoretical calculations 

of the helium and H2 broad components are also of high enough quality to be useful in 

the separation of the components. However, t his is not the case for the heavier rare gases 

where the wider narrow peaks make the separation from the broad component far more 

difficuit. If it is assumed that the estimates of the broad and narrow components obtained 

from the simple-rninded Gaussian fits are reasonable, then it appears that al l  the theoretical 

estimates of the broad component are consistently too wide. These estimates should provide 

reasonable fits to the data  a t  large angles (momenta). The reason is that for large momenta, 

the momentum dependent enhancement factors due to positron-electron correlation should 

approach a constant value of about 1 to  1.5 (Bonderup et al. 1979). When the theoretical 

calculations are scaled to fit the experimental results a t  higher momenta, away from the 

narrow peak, they faU well short of the Gaussian fit to the broad component at low momenta. 
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Typ icdy  the difference between the  two estimates is a component with a FWHM of about 

4 mrads and an intensity of less than 10%. if the theoretical calculations are t hought t o  

be reasonable, then one must consider the possible existence of one or  more 'intermediate' 

cornponents having a FWHM between that of the broad and narrow peaks. However, it 

may d s o  be that the current theory describing the broad component is sirnply not yet 

adequate. More specificaily, the momentum-dependent enhancement factors calculated a t  

low momenta may not be correct. Both of t hese possibilities are discussed below. 

5.2 Possibility of Intermediate Moment um Components 

Even in relatively simple condensed media there exists a number of possible interac- 

tions and/or chemical reactions tha t  codd  result in an intermediate momentum component 

in the angular correlation curves. The  first possibility are Ps pick-off annihilations. The  

assumption that pick-off annihilations fall under the broad component is based on the idea 

that the momentum distribution from either a free positron or Ps undergoing pick-off an- 

nihilation from the bubble state should be approximately the same. This assumption can 

be checked by changing the relative fraction of Ps pick-off annihilations, either by applying 

electric or magnetic fields, by adding OZ impurity, or by undergoing a phase change between 

Liquid and solid, and then looking for changes in the ID-ACAR spectra. In all t hese cases, 

the momentum component under the narrow peak, as defined by the Gaussian fits in 54.3.1, 

remained unchanged to within experimental uncertainty. This implies t hat the shape of the 

Ps pick-off momentum component is essentidy the same as the positron component. The 

fact that the Gaussian fit t o  the 'broad' component is virtually identical in both iiquid and 

solid also shows that positron trapping in defects in soiids cannot be used to  explain a 

middle component. 

The possibility of positron and/or Ps pick-off annihilations wit h an  unat tached elec- 

tron from the positron spur might also give rise to an intermediate momentum component. 

In helium and liquid neon, excess eiectrons are known to  self-trap into bubble states very 

quickly, thereby preventing their interaction with Ps trapped in a bubble. It is possible for 

free positrons to interact with the electron bubble t o  either form Ps or  t o  simply annihilate 

wit h some intermediate moment um dis tribution. This, however, is unlikely. To unders tand 

why, it is useful t o  cornpue heiium and neon. Helium has a low polarizability which impiies 

that a positron could easily find an electron bubble. However, the  Gaussian fits and t h e u  
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reticd estimates of the broad component imply that no intermediate component is present- 

On the other hand, liquid neon, which has a possible intermediate component, has a higher 

polarizability making it less likely that a positron could find an electron bubble. Furt her- 

more, soiid neon, which has a similarly shaped 'broad' component t o  Liquid neon, has a high 

excess electron mobility ( i - e .  the excess electrons are not trapped in bubbles). This implies 

that the positron finding an electron bubble mechanism could not be used to  account for 

the middle component in solid neon o r  in the other heavier condensed rare gases which 

also have a high electron mobility. Similarly, the possibility of free positrons annihilating 

with an excess free electron giving rise t o  an intermediate component cannot account for 

the intermediate component in liquid neon. F indy ,  the relatively low spur electron density 

rnakes it unlikely that the above processes could account for the observed intensities of the 

apparent intermediate corn ponents. 

Another possible interaction with excess spur electrons is the formation of positroni- 

urn ion (Ps-)-Like states. It is most likeIy that Ps- would exist in a bubble state in liquids or 

trapped a t  a defect in solids and that it would be formed by an electron being captured by a 

Ps that is already localized. Even in the heavier rare gases with their high elect ron affinity, 

it is ükely that Ps- bubble is more stable energeticdy than a Ps bubble. Furthermore. the 

higher zero-point momentum of the Ps- bubble would resuit in an intermediate mornentum 

component. However, the formation of electron bubbles make it udikely that Ps- bubbles 

codd form in Liquid neon and therefore explain its apparent intermediate component. It 

is also unclear if Ps- could form on time scaies and in sufficient quantities t o  be observed 

experimentdy. To date, no lifetirne o r  .4CAR studies have attributed a component to 

annihilations from a Ps- state. 

A final possibility that is considered here is the formation of various positron and 

Ps bound states. Heiium is definitely unable to  bind a positron (Golden and Epstein 1974; 

Schrader 1979; Karl et a1.1984). No experimental evidence exists to support a positron-Ne 

bound state and there is good theoretical evidence against it (Golden and Epstein 1974). 

The other rare gases have negative positron affinities, implying no bound state, however 

the afiînities are s m d  enough that bound states cannot be definitely ruled out (Schrader 

1979). Karl et ab(1984) used a simple mode1 to calculate possible Ps-atom bound states 

and were unable to find any for the r u e  gas atoms. However, even if bound positron or Ps 

states did form it is uniikeiy that they would result in a momentum distribution significantly 

different from the free positron or Ps pick-off annihilations since in all cases the positrons 
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are annihilating with core electrons. Interactions between positive ions in the spur and Ps 

wouId be unlikely. If they ciid occur they would likely result in the oxidation of the Ps and 

would therefore contribute t o  the broad momentum cornponent. 

5.3 Calculation of the Broad Momentum Component 

From the discussion in $5.2 it appears that there is no single mechanism that would 

convincingly account for a middle component in each of the heavier condensed rare gases. 

This impiies that either the Gaussian fits and/or the current theoretical estimates are poor 

descriptions of the actual shape of the broad component. While it is difficult to know 

how well the Gaussian fits a c t u d y  represent the various rnomentum components, there are 

severd good reasons to expect that they are reasonable first approximations. For each rare 

gas, the same Gaussian fit provides a good fit to  the large angle data  ( i e .  6 > 4 rnrads) in 

both the liquid and solid state, in various electric and magnetic fields and O2 concentrations. 

In helium, the broad component is relatively well defined and is described quite nicely by 

the Gaussian fit. 

If the Gaussian fits are reasonable, then the current theoretical calculations for 

positrons annihilating with core electrons are not yet satisfactory. The  aim of this section 

is to use the solid-state techniques described in 52.4.1 and $2.5.2 t o  first calculate the IPM 

positron mornentum distribution and iifetime in the condensed rare gases. An attempt wil1 

then be made to use the core enhancements described in 52.5.4 to  obtain more reasonable 

estimates for the shape of the broad component and the positron lifetime. 

5.3.1 Positron Potentials 

To calculate estimates for the broad mornentum component and the positron Lifetime 

it is necessary to first calculate the electron-positron momentum density. This, in turn, 

requires estimates of the electron and positron wave functions and some description of 

the correlations between t hem. The solid-state electron wave functions are described using 

the tight binding approximation (see 52.5.3). In this approximation, the Bloch core-electron 

wave functions are written in terms of the corresponding atornic orbitals, for which relatively 

simple analytic forms already exist , localized about each lat tice site. More sophisticated 
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seif-consistent baad structure calcdations could have been used to calculate the solid-state 

electron wave functions. However, it is unlikely that this complication would produce 

significantly improved results given the crudeness of other parts of t hese calculations. The 

positron solid-state wave functions will be calculated using the techniques of 52.4.1. These 

calculations require a reasonable approximation of the crystal potential seen by a positron in 

the condensed material. This section summarizes the calculation of the positron potent ials 

for the tare gases. The d e t d s  are left to  Appendix H. 

The total potential seen by a positron may be written as 

~ ( r )  = u(r - R,) (5-3) 
V 

where the sum goes over the atomic positions in the lattice R,. The potential arising from 

a single atom is 

where vcOui(r) is the Hartree part of the electron crystal potential due to the nuclei and the 

crystalline charge density n(r). The calculation of vcOul is described in detail in Appendix 

H. v,,, is the electron-positron correlation potential describing the energy lowering due to  

the short-range pileup of electrons around the positron. It tries t o  account for the distortion 

of the positron wave function from its IPM value resulting from the electron pileup. This 

pileup also enhances the positron annihilation rate, increases the positron's effective mass 

and reduces the positron interaction beyond the screening cloud. The response of the 

electrons to the positron however depends on t heir 'character' - it is larges t for nearly free 

conduction electrons and is s m d e s t  for localized core electrons. In metals, v,,,, is generaiiy 

calculated using the local density approximation (LDA) and is determined from many-body 

calculations for a free positron in a homogenous electron gas (Arponen and Pajanne 1979a, 

lgïgb). In semiconductors, the posit ron-electron gas correlation requires a reduction factor 

to  account for the imperfect screening of the positron (Puska et al- 1989). Unfortunately, 

t hese many- body calculations for the correlation potentid break down in the condensed 

rare gases since the screening cloud around the positron is not isot ropic. 

In insulators, such as the rare-gas soiids, the pileup of electrons around the positron 

is a resuit of the polarization of the atomic orbitals. The long-range behaviour of the attrac- 

tive polarization interaction is proportional t o  - l/ t4. At s m d  distances the correlation 

potential remains finite but its ac tud  form is unknown. Several different models were tried 
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to describe the polarization effects in the rare-gas solids. The first one was successfully 

used by Schrader ( t 979) in posit ron-rare-gas atom scat tering calculations. Ln t his simple 

semiempirical model the positron-atorn correlation potential had the required long-range 

behaviour beyond a fitted cutoff parameter r, 

for r 3 r, and 

for r < r,. cr is the atomic polaxizability of the atom. Below r, the potential is simply 

equal to the value at r,, giving rise to a discontinuous derivative at r,. The results of 

positron band structure calculations below in 55.3.2 suggest t hot t his model overestimates 

the correlation potential. To overcome this, a second smooth correlation potential, due to 

Abarenkov and Antonova (1974) was also tried 

This model also contains a parameter, rl ,  that was arbitrarily varied to obtain potentials 

that gave the best fit to experimental results. The Iarger the r ,  parameter, the more the 

total potential becomes Like the b u e  Coulomb potential. Puska and Nieminen (1992) have 

already used this model with some success in their band structure calculations for the 

rare-gas solids. 

For the AP W calculations, the required muffin- tin potentials were constructed using 

a technique first suggested by Mattheiss (1964). The potential irom a single atom, v ( r ) ,  

was cdculated first. The heavier rare-gas solids are ail face-centered cubic. The sphericaily- 

symmetric contributions from neighbouring atoms in the lattice were then included by 

using the Lowdin alpha-function expansion, described in Appendix G. This resulted in a 

total potentiai V(r) that was sphericaily symmet rie inside the muffin-tin sp heres inscribed 

inside each Wigner-Seitz ceil. Outside the muffin-tin spheres, V(r) was simply set to its 

average value. These potentids were d s o  used for the Wigner-Seitz calculations. The 

pseudopotential calculations do not require the tot d potential V(r). Instead the single 

atom potential v(r) is used since the summation in (5.3) is built into the calculation. 

The total positron potentials, V(r), for each of the model correlation potentials are 

shown in Figure 5.3. The parameters used to calculate these potentials are summarized in 
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Figure 5.3: The total positron potential, V ( r ) ,  around an atom in the rare-gas solids 

using different models for the positron-core electron correlation potential. These potent ials 

were used in the APW and Wigner-Seitz caiculations. The dashed Line shows the bare 

Coulomb potential seen by the positron. The dotted iine includes the positron correlation 

potential first suggested by Schrader (1979). The solid Line corresponds to the positron 

potential that indudes the correlation potential of Abarenkov and Antonon (1974). Each 
of t hese potentials includes the contributions from the surrounding at oms. The dash-dot 

line in Figures b, c, and d show the Coulomb, Schrader, and Abarenkov potentials, v ( r ) ,  

respectively, around a single atom. 
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Table H.1. The base Coulomb potentids, shown by the dashed Lines, provide an upper Limit 

on the positron potential. The Schrader potentids, given by the dotted Lines, were cdcu- 

Iated using the parameter values from Schrader ( 1979). The results from band-structure 

calculations below indicate that  these potentials provide a Iower limit for the positron po- 

tentials. The solid lines in Figure 5.3 include the correlation potential suggested by (5.6). 

Puska and Nieminen (1992) used these potentials with a parameter d u e  of rl  = 1.70 a.u. 

for all the rare-gas solids in their positron band structure calculations. They found t hat the 

first positron band gap a t  the L point, EgVL,  was relatively insensitive to the value of T L .  

Their calculated values of EgVL were in excellent agreement wit h experiment. Ln the present 

calculations the parameter r ,  was chosen to be 2.00, 1.50, 1.60, and 2.05 a.u. for Ne, Ar, 

Kr, and Xe, respectively. These values gave potentials that feu in between the Coulomb 

and Schrader potentials and resulted in positron band structures t hat best fit the available 

experimental data. The plots for Ar, Kr, and Xe d s o  include a dash-dot Line showing the 

Coulomb, Schrader, and Abarenkov potentials around a single atom, respectively. These 

are samples of the v(r )  potentials used in the pseudopotential calculations. The difference 

between the V ( T )  and v(r) clearly demonstrates the that the surrounding atoms add a 

significant contribution to the correlation potential about any given atom in the solid. 

5.3.2 Positron Energy Levels 

Using the positron potentials it is possible to calculate both the positron band 

structure and solid-state wave functions. The band structure was calculated using the 

APW method described in $2.4.1.2. The quality of these calculations was checked by first 

calcuiating the electron band structure for solid argon using an electron potential described 

in Appendix K. The agreement with previous calculations (Mattheiss 1964) was excellent. 

Figure 5.4 shows the positron band structure for the rare-gas solids. These were 

calculated using the Abarenkov potentials shown in Figure 5.3. The positron energies are 

measured with respect to the crystal zero level, which is defined as the Coulomb potential 

far away from a single atomic sphere. This choice gives a crystal zero that is cornmon for 

both electrons and positrons. Thermaiized positrons are at  the bottom of the lowest energy 

band at  k = O. The positron chemical potential p+ is defined as the difference between 

the bottom of the lowest band and the crystal zero. For neon p+ is positive, while for the 

other rare-gases it is negative. The dectron chernical potential, p-,  is s i d a r l y  defined 
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Figure 5.4: The positron band structure for the rare-gas solids. The energies were 
calculated using the APW method and are plotted along Lines in the first Briflouin zone 
joining the points r(k = O),  L, and W and î, X, W, and K. The circles and diamonds are 
the calculated Wigner-Seitz and k = O pseudopotential energies, respectively. The crystal 
zero used here was defined by the energy zero in Figure 5.3. E ,  denotes the wcuum energy 
level . 
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Table 5.1: Results of the  positron band gap calculations in the  rare-gas soiids. p+ 

is the calculated positron energy at the bottom of the  band. E,,L is the width of the first 

band gap a t  the  L point shown in Figure 5.4 while EBmgg is the energy a t  the center of t hese 

band gaps. Results are given for the band structures derived using the Coulomb, Schrader 

and Abarenkov potentials described above. The Abarenkov results correspond to  those 

shown in Figure 5.4. The  experimental results (expt ) obtained by Gullikson et al. (1988) 

are also given for cornparison. These experimental results were measured with respect to  

the vacuum energy level. The  difference between the crystal zero used in t hese calculations 

and the mcuum level is the dipole potential step A. The  value of A given here was taken 

from the electron band structure calculations of Puska and Nieminen (1992). A l i  energies 

are in eV, 

Couloub potential 

Schrader potential 

Abarenkov potentid 
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as the  distance from the crystal zero to the top of the  etectron valence bands. A second 

important reference ievel, shown as  E, in Figure 5.4, is the  vacuum energy level - the 

energy in a vacuum outside the solid. For both positrons and elect rons, the vacuum level is 

separated from the c rys td  zero by the dipole potential step energy A = - E,. The  dipole 

step results from the distortion of the electron charge distribution at the surface. Since t his 

energy is electrostatic in origin, it has the same magnitude for positrons and electrons but 

is opposite in direction. In the  rare-gas solids, the vacuum level is below the crystal zero for 

electrons (A > 0) and above it for positrons. The dipole potential s tep can be obtained from 

elect ron band structure cdculations and/or experiment al measurement where it is defined 

as A = p, + Eu, where E, is the distance from the top of the  electron valence bands t o  

the electron Vacuum level. The A values given in Table 5.1 were taken from the electron 

band structure calculations of Puska and Nieminen (1992), who used the same c rys td  zero. 

They should be regarded as reasonable estimates a t  best. 

GuIliksoo et al. (1988) have measured the energy dependence of the elastic specular 

reflection of positrons from the (1  11) surfaces of the facecentered cubic rare-gas solids. In 

each case, they observed an intense first-order Bragg peak corresponding to the reflect ion of 

positrons from the periodic sample when the positron energy is within one of the forbidden 

energy gaps of the positron band structure. From these Bragg peaks they measured the 

centre position Es ,  and the  width EOVL of the lowest positron band gap which occurs a t  

the L point on the Briliouin-zone boundaryt (see Ashcroft and Merrnin 1976). They also 

estimated the positron work function 9+, which is defined as the  energy necessary to  remove 

a positron from the medium ( i .e.  the energy from the bottom of the positron band to  the 

vacuum level, $+ = -p+ - A). Their results, ail of which a re  measured with respect to  the 

vacuum level, are summarized in Table 5.1. 

The results of the positron band structure calculations are also summarized in Ta- 

ble 5.1. The positron band structures calculated from the Coulomb potentials consistently 

give values for p+ and Ee,, that  are too large ( i .e.  the  bands are shifted too high in ener- 

gy). The large p+ resuited in estimates of 4, that were too s m d .  Conversely, the  Schrader 

potential gave positron bands-that were shifted too low in energy. The calculated Ee,, 

values were consistently below the experimental ones, while the  calculated 4+ d u e s  were 

+ ~ h e  point ï is at the center of the Briilouin zone. The names K, L, W and X are widely used for points 
of high symmetry on the zone boundary. For an fcc lattice: r(O,O,O), K(1,1,0), L(0.5,0.5,0.5), W(1,0.5,0), 

and X(1,0,0) in units of 2n/a, where a is the lattice constant. 
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d far too large. The rl parameter in the Abarenkov potentids was chosen so that the 

calculated E B ,  corresponded t o  the experimental values to wit hin 0.05 eV. This results 

in #+ t hat are aU larger than the experimental values. The estirnates for the first band gap 

Eg,= are largest for the Coulomb potential, srnafiest for the Schrader potential, and in be- 

tween for the -4 barenkov potentials. Unfort unately, even the Coulomb potential estimates 

are too s m d  for neon and argon. This is in contrast to  Puska and Nieminen (1992) who 

had Coulomb band gap estimates that were consistently too large, Schrader estimates t hat 

were consistently too low, and band gaps calculated from the Abarenkov potential that 

were in excellent agreement with experiment. Apart from the poorer values for the band 

gaps, these results are either sirnilar t o  those of Puska and Nieminen ( 1992) or in better 

agreement wi t h experiment . 

The positron band structures in Figure 5.4 are di reasonably close to free-particle 

bands with band gaps at  the BriiIouin-zone boundary. The energy difference between the 

bottom of the bands and the center of the first band gap is 

where k, is the k vector a t  the L point and mi is the positron band effective massr given 

by 

The band effective mass is easily calculated by measuring the curvature around k = O for 

the lowest energy band in Figure 5.4. Doing this gives mi = 0.877~1 for each of the rare-gas 

solids, where rn is the free particle mass. Inserting mi into (5.7) gives free-particle like 

predictions for Eemgg - p+ t hat are in excellent agreement wit h the calculated separation 

(see Table 5.1). 

Also shown in Figure 5.4 are the Wigner-Seitz, Ewç , and the k = O pseudopotential 

energies. The Wigner-Seitz energies were calculated by simply int egrat ing (2.7) using the 

same positron potentids, with the boundary condition that the positron wave function 

be fiat on the surface of the Wigner-Seitz sphere. The pseudopotentials energies were 

calculated using the single atom potentials, v ( r ) ,  and (2.31). The APW energies at k = O 

+ ~ h e  positron effective mas rn* contains the contributions from the periodic lattice (band effective mass 
mi) and from the correiated electrons around the positron (correiation effective m a s  m:). The band effective 
mass can be calculateci fiom (5.8). Calculating the correlation effective m a s  is a difficult many-body problem 
that has not yet been solved adequately. 
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Figure 5.5: The positron ground-state energy in the condensed rare gases as a function 

of number density. 

are about 0.1 to 0.25 eV greater t han the Wigner-Seitz and pseudopotential energies. Not 

shown in Figure 5.4, are the energies of the lowest positron band calculated using the 

full pseudopotential equation (2.26). The pseudopotentid results were very similar to the 

A P  W results except that they were consistently lower in energy by an amount equal to the 

difference at k = 0. 

Finally, in Figure 5.5 the positron energy at k = O is plotted as a function of 

number density no for the condensed rare gases. The pseudopotential equations (2.31) and 

(2.32) were used for solids and liquids, respectively. The required lattice constants and 

Liquid densities were taken from Cook (1961). The Liquid structure factors were taken from 

a d a b l e  experimental data (neon: DeGraaf and Mozer (1971); argon: Yarnell et al. (1973)). 

In a.ll cases the energy is reasonably Linear as a function of no and tends towards zero as no 

goes to zero. 
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Distance r (a.u.1 

Figure 5.6: Wigner-Seitz positron wave functions for solid argon. The different Lines 

correspond to the potentials shown in Figure 5.3. The Wigner-Seitz radius is at 3.92 a.u. 

5.3.3 Positron Wave Functions 

Using the positron potentials in Figure 5.3 it is also possible to calculate estimates 

for the solid-state positron wave functions in the rare-gas solids. It is expected that these 

wave functions will also be reasonable approximations to the posit con wave functions around 

the atoms in the rare-gas Liquids as weU. Using solid-state wave functions to approximate 

positron wave functions in the liquid should be valid so long as the long-range disorder in a 

liquid does not play an important role in determining the positron's annihilation character- 

istics. Since these characteristics depend mainly on the ovrrlap of the positron and electron 

wave functions around each atomic site this is expected to be the case. The fact that the 

broad component in each rare-gas liquid is the same, to within experimental uncertainty, 

as in the corresponding soiid lends support to this approach. 

As a first approximation, the Wigner-Seitz method con be used to  calculate the k = O 

positron wave function around each atom in the lattice. This approach involved integrating 

the radial Schrodinger equation subject to the boundary condition that the resulting wave 
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Distance r (a.u.) 

Figure 5.7: Positron wave functions along various directions inside the Wigner-Seitz 

celi in solid argon. 

function be Bat a t  the surface of the Wigner-Seitz sphere. The results for solid argon are 

shown in Figure 5.7. The dashed, dotted and solid Lnes correspond to the solution to (2.7) 

using the Coulomb, Schrader and Abarenkov potentials shown in Figure 5.3, respectively. 

Each wave function is normalized to one over the unit ceU. Notice that the effect of the 

correlation potentiais is to cause the positron wave function to extend slightly more into 

the centre of the atom as compared to the wave function calculated using the Coulomb 

potential. The wave function calcuiated using the Coulomb potential is identicai to the 

one calculated by WOU and Rose (1966). The Wigner-Seitz positron wave functions for the 

ot her rare gases are similar. 

To gauge the quality of the Wigner-Seitz results, positron wave functions were also 

caiculated using the pseiidopot ential met hod. This involved firs t calculating the energy 

and angle independent positron core factor, U ( r )  in (2.18), by again integrating the radial 

Schrodinger equation. This is the very same as the Wigner-Seitz approach except t hat now 

the boundary condition must be satisfied at the muffin-tin radius instead of the Wigner-Seitz 

radius. The resulting core wave functions are s i d a r  to the Wigner-Seitz wave functions. 
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Now it is possible t o  use (2.30) to  calculate the k = O pseudo-wave functions in various 

crystal directions. The pseudopotentid for the rare gases is very weak, compared to the 

origind potentials. The pseudo-wave functions in each cryst al direct ion were t herefore 

relatively flat and the total  positron wave functions each resembled the original core wave 

function. Total positron wave functions in the [100], [110], and [ I l  11 directions in the 

fcc solid argon, calculated using the Abarenkov potential, are shown in Figure 5.7. The 

spherical average of the solid-state wave functions in a fcc lattice can be obtained from the 

averaging formula (Ray and Trickey 1981) 

The  sphericdy averaged wave function is virtually identicd to both iEr out t o  the Wigner- 

Seitz radius and to the Wigner-Seitz wave function shown in Figure 5.6. The results for the 

other rare gases are again similar. Given that the positron wave functions are reasonably 

similar t hroughout the Wigner-Seitz c d ,  the sphericdy averaged wave function will be 

used to  calculate the positron's annihilation characteris tics. 

5-3-4 P M  Results 

Given reasonable positron wave functions, the tight binding mode1 described in 

52.5.3 can be used to  calculate the posit ron-core elect ron annihilation characteristics. As a 

first approximation, the electron- positron correlations WU sirnpiy be ignored - i.e. g(r, ni) = 

1 in (2.45) and (2.47). The rare-gas core electron wave functions were calculated using the 

same high quality "double-zeta" analytic fits to  the Hartree-Fock elect ron wave function- 

s that were used to calculate the Coulomb potentials (Clementi and Roetti 1974). The 

positron wave functions were calculated using the Coulomb potentids shown in Figure 5.3. 

The calculated EPM broad component momentum distributions are shown as dotted lines 

in Figure 5.8. A.ll of the curves have been acbitrarily normalized to  provide a reasonable 

fit t o  the data  a t  larger angles ( i .e.  8, > 4.0 mrads) away from the narrow peak. Only 

one cdculated broad component is shown for each rare gas since the shape of the curve is 

insensitive to the rare-gas density. In fact, the broad component cdcda t ed  for the lowest- 

density liquid is virtuaüy indistinguishable from that  cdculated for the solid. The  FWHM 

are 15.3, 10.7,9.7, and 9.2 mrads for neon, argon, krypton, and xenon, respectively. While 

these curves remain somewhat wider t han  the Gaussian estimates to the broad momentum 

distributions they are narrower that the  IPM results of Sharma and Majumdar (1979), 
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Figure 5.8: The broad momentum components in the rare-gas soiids calculated using 

the independent-particle model. The dashed lines are the IPM calculation of Sharma and 

Majumdar (1979). The P M  results of Sharma and Singh (1982) are nearly identicai to the 

dashed lines and are thereïore not shown here. The dotted lines are the I P M  calculations 

from this work obtained using the bare Coulomb potential. These lines represent the actual 

IPM results as no electron-positron correlations are included. 
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Figure 5.9: The IPM positron Lifetimes in the condensed rare gases as a function of 
number density. 
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shown by the dashed Lines in Figure 5.8. The shape of the broad component also appears to  

be reasonably insensitive to the exact shape of the positron potential used to calculate the 

positron wave functions. Repeating the IPM calculations using the Abarenkov potentials, 

instead of the Coulomb potentials, t o  calculate the positron wave functions gives broad 

cornponents that have nearly the same shape as the dotted lines in Figure 5.8. These are 

not t rue IP M calculations since the Abarenkov potentials include some correlation effects 

- they account for the distortion t o  the positron wave function caused by the core-electron 

polarization. However, they do show t hat the differences between the IPM results of Shar- 

ma and Majumdar (1979) and this work cannot be explâined by differences in either the 

rare-gas densities or the positron-rare-gas potentials. 

Figure 5.9 summarizes the IPM positron lifetime calcuiations in the condensed rare 

gases. The resuits for the rare-gas solids are slightiy less than t hose of Sharma and Ma- 

jumdar (1979) who calcuiated IPM positron Lifetimes of 1.51, 1.86, 2.40, and 3.15 ns for 

solid neon, argon, krypton, and xenon, respectively. These results confirrn what is already 

weil known - that while the IPM gives a reasonable first approximation to the shape of 

the broad momentum component, it fails to predict the positron lifetime. In this case, the 

IPM estimates are 3-6 times the rneasured positron lifetimes. Also notice that the positron 

lifetimes, in contrast to the broad momentum component, are  very sensitive to changes in 

the rare-gas density. For the rare-gas solids, a change of 1% in the lattice constant causes 

a change of about 5% in the IPM positron lifetime. This result is consistent with those of 

Daniuk et al. (1991) who studied the rare-gas core annihilations in a variety of simple and 

transition metals. The thermal expansion or contraction of a lattice sirnply changes the 

overlap between the positron and the core electrons causing a proportional change in the 

positron lifetime. The effect is even more pronounced in the rare-gas liquids. 

5.3.5 Effects of Positron-Core ELectron Enhancernents 

To date, most positron studies have simply ignored the positron-core electron corre- 

lations, or a t  best, applied a small, constant, momentum-independent enhancement factor. 

For the very tightly bound, inner core eiectrons (ie. those with a momentum p 2 15 mrads) 

t his is probably reasonable. Equation (2.59) estirnates an average enhancement factor of 

~,,,, - 1- 1.5 for positron-inner core electron an~ihilations. However, the IPM calculations 

above imply average core electron enhancement factors of 3-6 in the condensed rare gases. 
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Table 5.2: The average positron-core dectron enhancements calculated using (2.53) 
and the IPM lifetime calculations of this work. These compare quite weil wit h the average 

enhancements deduced by Sha.rma and Majumdar (1979). Aiso shown are the predictions 

of (5.10). r," is the value of the  arbitrary cutoff parameter introduced into the Jarlborg and 

Singh enhancement theory. r, is the muffin-tin radius beyond which the electron density 

was assumed to be constant. 

Ne Ar Kr Xe 

Ycom (2.53) 3.1 4.6 - 5.8 
y,,, (Sharma and Majumdar 1979) 3.5 4.3 - 6.8 

~ c o r r  (5.10) 3.9 6.3 7.1 8.0 

Cutoff parameter, r," (a.u.) 
r,  (a.u.) 

Daniuk et al. (1989,1991,1992) have studied positron a n d d a t i o n s  wit h the ionic rare-gas 

cores of metals. They observed that  a t  the beginning of each series of met d s  (Na to  -41, K 

to  Zn, Rb to  Cd) the average core electron enhancement factor for low-momentum outer 

core electrons (ie. p < 15 mrads) was significantly larger than for the high-momentum re- 

gions. Sob ( 1985a,b) studied the  enhancement factors from the ionic rare-gas cores of aikali 

rnetds. He deduced a simple relationship to describe the many-body interactions between 

a positron and core electrons with rnomenta less than 15 mrads based on the polarizability, 

a, of the rare-gas core: 

y,,,, = 1 + 1.988 in(8.309(a + 0.131)) (5.10) 

where CI is in cm3. The average positron-core electron enhancement factors calculated 

using (5.10), and shown in Table 5.2, are all significantly higher than those suggested (2.59) 

and doser t o  t hose deduced from lifetime experiments. While t hese average enhancement 

resuits have no momentum dependence, and therefore no effect on the ID-ACAR, the fact 

that they are much higher than the expected high momentum value of 1-1.5 implies that 

the a c t u d  enhancement factors must have a significant momentum dependence for core 

electrons with momenta below 15 mrads. It is this Iow-angle momentum dependence of 

the enhancement factors that is expected to improve the broad momentum component 

calculations. 

Most positron-electron correlation enhancement schemes take into account the ef- 

fects of the density enhancement of the electrons at  the positron site. However, they often 
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ignore the distortion of the positron wave function from its IPM value that results from the 

interaction of the positron wit h this electron screening cioud. Ln the  condensed rare gases, 

the electron density enhancement is due to the polarization of core electrons. Its effect 

on the positron wave function was accounted for by adding a polarization potential to the 

Coulomb potentid in the positron SchrGdinger equation, as was done in $5-3.1. Therefore, 

in the following calculations the more realistic Abarenkov potentids are used to calculate 

korrelated' positron wave functions, Pym. The attractive polarization potentid results in 

positron wave functions that extend slightly further into the center of the atom as compared 

to the IPM wave functions. This gives a slight increase in the electron-positron overlap, 

and therefore the momentum density, as compared to  the EPM. While inserting the cor- 

related positron wave functions into (2.50) made almost no change to  the calcdated IPM 

1D-ACAR curves, it did reduce the positron lifetimes estimate by as much as 20% [rom the 

IPM values. However, these lifetirne estimates are stiil far higher than the experimental 

lifetimes and require that a proper accounting be made of the electron density enhancement 

at  the positron site. 

The simplest positron-electron correlation enhancement scheme that can be applied 

to the rare-gas solids was developed by Chiba et al. (1977). They extended the theory of 

Salvadori and Carbotte (1969) and obtained two very simple equations, given by (2.57), de- 

scribing the momentum dependent enhancements - one for localized and another for Bloch 

elect ron states. Figure 5.10 shows the effective rnomentum dependent enhancements, as 

defined by (2.52), obtained by inserting (2.57) into (2.55). Notice t hat these enhancements 

aU have a significant momentum dependence. Below 15 mrads the enhancement predict- 

ed for Bloch electrons (2.57b), which is always greater than that predicted for localized 

electrons, is significantly greater t han the generally assumed factor of 1-1.5. The effective 

enhancement factor is typ icdy  about 4 a t  low angles, declining t o  about 2-2.5 by 15 m- 

rads, and falling to below 1.5 a t  larger angles. Apart from a normalization factor, the two 

enhancement formulae resuit in nearly identical estimates for the ID-ACAR. Furthermore, 

these enhanced ID-ACAR curves, which are not shown, provide only a rnodest improvernent 

over the IPM results shown Figure 5.8. These results are consistent with those observed by 

Shaxma and Singh (1982) whose enhanced ID-ACAR curves were also nearly identical to 

their IPM results. 

While the Chiba enhancements have little effect on the ID-ACAR they do have a 

significant effect on the predicted positron lifetimes. Equation (2.57a) predicts positron 
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Figure 5.10: The momentum dependent positron-core electron correlation enhance- 

ments for the rare-gas solids. These enhancements were calculated by simply dividing the 

enhanced total momentum density by the IPM mornentum density as described by (2.52). 

The dashed and dotted Lines were calculated using the enhancement formulae of Chiba 

et al. (1977) (equations (2.57a) and (2.57b), respectively) to describe the positron-core 

electron correlations. The solid Lines were calculated using the Jarlborg and Singh (1987) 

enhancement scheme with an additional arbitrary cutoff parameter, r,O. The effect of the 

cutoff parameter can be seen in a)  where the Jarlborg and Singh enhancement has been 

calculated usina cutoff values of 2.4. 2.8. and 3.2 a.u. 
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Lifetirnes of 0.85, 1.02, 1.06, and 1.46 2s for annihilations with localized electron states in 

solid neon, argon, krypton, and xenon a t  their normal boiling points, respectively. These 

predictions are still significant ly higher t han the experiment d resdts. As expected, the 

larger enhancement predicted by (2.5%) results in shorter positron lifetimes of 0.44, 0.51, 

0.54, and 0.74 ns for annihilations with Bloch electron states in solid neon, argon, krypton, 

and xenon, respectively. While t hese predictions are in much bet ter agreement wit h t hose 

deduced from iifetime experiments, they remain unsatisfactory. 

In an attempt to find better agreement with experiment a modified forrn of the 

positron-electron correlation enhancements proposed by Jarlborg and Singh (1987) were 

applied to  the rare-gas soiids. The enhancements are described by (2.61) in terms of the 

elect ron-gas parameter r,  (r), described by (2.60). The calculation of the moment um density 

is straightforward - (2.61) is inserted into (2.43) which is, in turn, inserted into (2.41). The 

enhancement is calculated at  each point in the integration of (2.41) using the sarne elec- 

tron densities that were used to calculate the solid-state potentials (see (H.2)  in Appendix 

H). Unfortunately, doing this calculation resdts  in 1D-ACAR spectra that significantly 

overestimates the broad component at  low rnornenta and the positron annihilation rate. 

This overestimate is a result of the simplicity of these calculations. The electron densities 

used to  calculate the enhancements are derived from the superposition of atomic potentials. 

The eiect ron density in the interstitial regions is t herefore unrealistically s m d ,  giving rise 

to unrealistically large enhancements. It is expected that proper self-consistent solid-state 

band structure calculations would give somewhat larger elect ron densit ies in the interstitial 

regions and therefore more realistic enhancements. To cope with this problem, an arbitrary 

cutoff parameter, rf ,  was introduced. For r, < r: the enhancement is sirnply defined by 

(2.61). However, for r, > r," the enhancement was assumed to  be constant and equal to 

the value a t  TT ( i - e .  ~ ( 7 : ) ) .  This is equivalent to assuming that the electron density has a 

constant value of 

outside muffin-tin spheres of radius ro centered axound each lattice site. 

The cutoff parameter was adjusted to give the best possible fit to  bot h the positron 

lifetimes and the ID-ACAR spectra at  larger angles away from the narrow peak. Table 5.2 

shows the r,O values used in these caiculations. AIso shown is the actual distance, ro, from 

each lattice site at which the cutoff puameter  takes effect. These r, values are about 70- 
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Figure 5.11: The broad momentum components in the rare-gas solids calculated using 
the the Jarlborg and Singh (1987) enhancement scheme to mode1 the positron- core electron 
correlations. The solid lines are the best Gaussian fits to the data while the dotted Lines 
are the previously discussed P M  cdcdations from this work. 
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Figure 5.12: The positron lifetimes in the condensed rare gases as a function of number 
density caiculated using the Jarlborg and Singh (1987) enhancement scheme to mode1 the 
posit ron-core elect ron correlations. 
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80% of the full muffin-tin radii (Le .  haü of the nearest neighbour distance in face-centered 

cubic lattices). The effective enhancement to  the cdculated momentum density is shown 

in Figure 5.10. The Jarlborg and Singh enhancements give a momentum density that is 

significantly narrower and higher than either the IPM or Chiba enhanced results. The 

behaviour of these enhancements is similar to those calculated by Daniuk et al. (1989), 

who applied the enhancement scheme of Rubaszek et al. (L984a, 1984b) to  the ionic core 

electrons in the alkali metals. The oscillations in the effective enhancements that occur 

beyond 10 mrads are unimportant since the momentum density has become negiigible at 

t hese large angles. Integrating the enhanced momentum density using (4.2) gives the angular 

correlation spectra shown by the dashed Lines in Figure 5-11. In each case, the calculated 

broad components provide a good fit t o  the data at larger angles and f d s  just below the 

Gaussian estimate of the broad component at  srnalier angles. Not shown is the LD-ACAR 

curve cdculated for Liquid heîium. Using a cutoff parameter of T," = 2.8 a.u. and treating 

the Liquid as if it were a solid of equal density gives a broad component that is v i r tudy 

identical to the Gaussian fit defined in Table 4.2 and is as good or better than any of 

the more sophisticated t heoretical calculations. Figure 5.12 shows the positron Lifetimes 

calculated using the Jarlborg and Singh enhancement scheme. The circles represent the 

best and rnost reliable experimental iifetime results taken from Table 4.3. 



Chapter 6 

The Narrow Momentum Component 

When positrons enter into condensed insulating media some fraction will form Ps 

during the slowing down process. In many insulating Liquids the repulsive interaction be- 

tween the medium and the electron in Ps causes it to  self-trap into a bubble state. The 

self-annihilation of p-Ps from this bubble state gives rise to  the narrow component observed 

in the angular correlation spectra. In contrast t o  the broad cornponent, the application of 

magnetic and electric fields and the deliberate addition of O2 irnpurity had a significan- 

t ,  and sometimes dramatic, effect on the narrow peak intensity. The implication is that 

these physical and chernical processes can have a significant effect on the Ps annihilation 

characteristics. The main aim of this chapter is to  gain some insight into these effects. 

The chapter starts with calculation of Ps-rare gas atom potentials which are then 

used to calculate the energy of free Ps in condensed helium, neon and argon in $6.1. These 

calculations are useful to predict whether the free or localized bubble state is preferred 

thermodynamicdy. In 56.2 the zero-field Ps formation fraction is analyzed in terms of the 

Ore gap and spur Ps formation models. In 56.3 the spherical square-well bubble rnodel 

described in $3.4.2 is used to determine if the Ps bubble state is energeticaily favourabte 

and to obtain theoretical estimates for the bubble radii and the shape of the narrow peak. 

Sections 6.4 and 6.5 discuss the effects of the applied magnetic and electric fields on the Ps 

yields. The magnet ic field results in liquid argon suggest t hat anot her quenching mechanism 

is cornpeting with the magnetic field. It is most iikely that spin-exchange collisions are 

occurring with either O2 irnpurity or with excess spur electrons. The effects of O2 irnpurity 

on the Ps yields in iiquid argon and N2 are discussed in $6.6. Findy,  in 56.7 the Ps spin- 

exchange mode1 developed in $3.5.3 is applied to  liquid argon in an effort to  explain the 

anomalous magnetic field quenching that was observed. 

6.1 Positronium Potentials and Delocalized Energies 

It is useful t o  begin by calculating the bot tom of the band energy for free, thermal- 

ized Ps. These results can be inserted into (3.27) t o  predict whether or not Ps bubble states 
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are energetically favourable. When bubble states are preferred, the free Ps energy cari be 

used in (3.28) as a n  estimate of the depth of the square-weil potential seen by the Ps. 

Any calculation of the free Ps energy first requires a reasonable potential t o  describe 

the Ps interactions with the condensed medium. Following Nieminen et al. (1980) and 

Tuomisaari et al. (1986), each of whom tried several simple potentials, a Ps and an isolated 

gaç atom are assumed to interact via a parameterized Lennard-Jones two body potential 

The total Ps potential is a superposition of spher icdy symmetric potentials about each 

atomic site. 

The parameters c and o can be fixed by requiring the potential have the proper 

long-range behaviour and that  it correspond to  a preselected scattering length. At large 

distances the potential approaches the London Limit and has the asymptot ic condition 

where the a's and 1's are the polarizabilities and ionization potentials of the two atoms. 

Given that the proportionality constant can be determinedo (6.2) fixes the product 4€06 in 

(6.1) since Vat(r) - -4w6/r6 for large distances. Barker and Brandsen (1968) calculated 

the asymptotic form for the Ps-He potential to  be (in atomic units) 

Using this as a reference, along with the rare-gas atom polarizabilities and ionization po- 

tentials in Table A.1, a Ps atom polarizability of 5.33A3 ( 3 6 a . ~ . ~ )  and an ionization energy 

of 6.8eV a proportionality constant of 1.99a.u. can be calculated for (6.2). This fixes 

the product 4e06 t o  19.3, 36.1, 137.7, 200.8 and 31 1.7 a.u. for He, Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe, 

respectively. This leaves only one adjustable parameter for the Lennard-Jones potentiai. 

Given a potential, it is possible to calculate the Ps-atom scattering length associated 

with it. The scattering length is defined as the s-wave (1=0) phase shift, &.(k), in the low 

energy limit 
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Figure 6.1: The dependence of the Ps-atom scattering length for helium, neon and 

argon on the Lennard-Jones parameter o defined by (6.1). A preselected scattering length 
fixes the value of o. Using this with the asymptotic condition (6.2) fuily specifies the Ps-rare 

gas atom pair potential. 

Table 6.1: The Lennard-Jones positronium-rare gas potential parameters. For helium, 

the most recent scattering lengf h value of 0.75 f 0.05 measured by Rytsola et al. (1984b) 

was used to determine the Lennard-Jones parameters. The only known value for the Ps- 
Ne scattering length is a theoretical estimate of 0.87A (Iakubov and Khrapak 1978) which 

corresponds to to a a of 1.47A and an c of 0.27eV. 

Ps-atom scattering length (A) 0.75 0.87 0.79 
(4 1.27 1.47 1.60 

(eV ) O .35 0.37 0.62 
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Number density (atoms/a.~.~) 

Figure 6.2: The cdculated energy of a free Ps in condensed helium, neon and argon 

as a function of the number density. 

The phase shift was cdculated by solving the radial Schrodinger equation using the Wumerov 

technique with the following boundary conditions 

Figure 6.1 plots the calculated scattering lengths as a function of the Lennard- Jones param- 

eter u ( i e .  where the potential crosses over from being repulsive to attractive). The most 

recent theoretical and experimental estimates for the Ps-He scattering Length range from 

0.50 to 0.80 A (Hautojarvi et aL 1976; Smith et al. 1977; Rytsola et al. 1984). Therefore, 

a varies from 0.99 to 1.34 A and r from 1.53 to  0.25eV. The o d y  known value for Ps-Ne 

scattering length is a theoretical estirnate of 0.87A by Iakubov and Khrapak (1978). This 

corresponds to a u of 1.47A and an r of 0.27ev. In argon, the Ps scat tering lengt h estimates 

range from 0.53 to 0.79A (Tuornisaari et al. 1986) which gives a u between 1.44 and 1.60A 

and an r between 1.17 and 0.62eV. Table 6.1 summarizes the Lennard-Jones parameters 

used in t hese calculations. 

Figure 6.2 shows the bottom of the band Ps energy in condensed helium, neon 
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and argon calculated using the psuedopotentid method described in $2.4.1.3. In these 

calculations the strong r-l2 repulsion in the Lennard-Jones potentids led to a numerical 

divergence in the B ( k )  term in (2.31) and (2.32). Since the effect of this term is s m d  it 

was simply ignored. Notice that at  low densities the energy curves ail tend to their opticd 

limit 

At higher densities, the multiple scattering from the rare gas atoms and the decreasing free 

volume leading to a nonlinear density dependence for the energy. The low density portion 

of the curves for heiium and argon are in good agreement with the previous calcdations by 

Nieminen et  al. (1980) and Tuomisaari et al. (1986). 

One important resuit of these calculations is that delocalized Ps is not expected to 

form in a perfect neon or argon lattice. The free energy shown in Figure 6.2 is greater than 

the Ps binàing energy of 4.5eV in neon and 2.8eV in argon (Gullikson et al. 1988). Any Ps 

that formed in these soiids would quickly break up again in subsequent collisions. However. 

the angular correiation experiments in soiid neon and argon impiy that Ps does exist in 

these solids. Both solids had a small narrow peak extending above the assumed broad 

component corresponding to p-Ps annihilating from a localized state. As with positrons, it 

is unlikely that Ps could self-trap in these solids even if it was energeticdy favourable to 

do so because it is unlikely that required ionic rearrangements could occur with Ps lifetimc. 

It is therefore most reasonable to assume that either delocdized Ps forms and t hen quickly 

finds a suitable vacancy-type defect or that the Ps forms inside a pre-existing defect. 

6.2 Zero-Field Posit ronium Format ion 

Table 6.2 summarizes the ID-ACAR narrow peak parameters rneasured in zero elec- 

tric and rnagnetic field. These results were obtained by subtracting the broad components 

defined by the Gaussian fits in Table 4.2 from the total ID-ACAR curves. The theoretical 

estimates for the helium broad component are of good quality and the components are 

distinct enough that broad and narrow can be separated with good confidence. However, 

for the other condensed gases the separation of the components is sornewhat more sub jec- 

tive and less precise process. The Gaussian fits were therefore used for simplicity. While 

this choice for the broad cornponent may affect the quantitative results, the calculations in 
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Table 6.2: A summary of the measured narrow peak parameters, The narrow peak 

was obtained by subtracting the Gaussian fits to broad component described in Table 4.2 

from the total 1D-ACAR curves. 8, is the FWHM of the narrow peak. 1, is the narrow 

peak intensity - Le. the fraction of area of the total curve that is under the narrow peak. 

T (K)  8, (mrads) in (%) 

55.3.5 suggest t hat the Gaussian fits are good enough that the qualitative conclusions will 

not be affected. 

The narrow peak results for liquid heiium are in excellent agreement with the results 

of previous authors shown in Table 4.1. A rough check on the validity of the asumption 

that the narrow peak in the anguiar correlation curves is due to p-Ps annihilations can be 

made by comparing f,, to the O-Ps intensity, 13, measured in iifetime experiments. Since 

p-Ps and O-Ps form in a 1:3 ratio it follows that in the absence of any quenching or spin 

conversion mechanisms that 1, in Tables 4.1 and 6.2 should be one third of the I3 value 

in Table 4.3. In helium, the narrow peak intensity of 5.1% compares nicely wit h the long 

iifetime O-Ps intensity of - 15%. 

The narrow peak parameters for liquid neon and argon are also in good agreement 

with previous resdts. The narrow peak intensity of 5.1% in iiquid neon is consistent with 

the upper bound of the Ore gap formation model, Fm,, in Table 6.3 estimated using (3.19) 

and the data in Table A.5. This impiies that nearly aii of the positrons that touch down 

inside the Ore gap f o m  Ps - i.e. very few positrons scatter below the Ps formation threshold 

energy. No lifetime measurements exist for liquid neon so it is unknown if In and I3 are 

in a 1:3 ratio. Magnetic field results described below suggest they are. However, this is 

certainiy not the case for the other liquids shown in Tables 4.1, 6.2 and 4.3. Especiaily 

interesting is Liquid argon where 1, = 7.3% and f3 = 7.0% are nearly the same. The narrow 
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peak intensity, taken by itself, implies a total Ps formation fraction of about 29% (41,), 

which significantly exceeds the predicted Ore gap maximum of 20%. Similady, the long 

üfetirne intensity, taken in isolation, would predict a narrow peak of only 2.3% and a total 

Ps intensity of about 9% (i1,). The discrepancy between these rneasurements is the result 

of varioos quenching and/or spin conversion mechanisms occurring in Liquid argon that do 

not occur in iiquid helium and neon. 

Varlaskin (1971) meksured naxrow peak intensities of 8.2% and 11.8% in liquid 

krypton and xenon, respectively. Unfortunately, there are no Lifetime rneasurements in 

these iiquids. As in Liquid argon these intensities suggest a t o td  Ps intensity that exceeds 

the estimated maximum for the Ore gap formation fraction. It is iikely that the same 

quenching and/or spin conversion mechaaisms a t  work in liquid argon are also present in 

t hese liquids. 

The narrow peak in soiid neon and argon is seen here for the first time. The increase 

in the narrow peak with magnetic fieId described below confirms that the peaks are real. 

The large r i a t i o n s  in 8, and In and the inconsistency of the results between different 

samples are likely a consequence of differences in the uncontrolled growing conditions which 

would result in significant ly different defect concentrations and sizes. Varlaskin's ( 1971) 

angular-correlation experiment in solid argon did not show a narrow component. In fact, 

his total ID-ACAR is v i r tudy identical to the broad component used in Table 4.2. It is 

likely that his sarnples were grown more carefully and had a minimum of defects. 

The results in liquid nitrogen are interesting and can be used to highlight the d- 

ifficulties that can arise when a reasonable broad component subtraction is not available. 

The lack of an angu1a.r correlation measurement in solid nitrogen makes it difficult to es- 

tablish an upper bound for the broad component in the low angle region of the 1D-ACAR 

for liquid Na. Using the best fit Gaussian for the broad component gives a narrow peak 

intensity of about 8.6%. Lifetime experiments measure a long-lived component intensity 

of about 15.2%. The lack of a 1:3 ratio for In : i3 makes it reasonable to expect that  

quenching and/or spin conversion mechanisms are at work in liquid N2 as weU. However, if 

the arbitraxy and more peaked dashed line in Figure 4.12 is used as the broad component 

then the narrow peak intensity falls to 5.1%. This result now impiies that no quenching 

or spin-conversion mechanisms are present. This ambiguity does not exist in liquid argon. 

The ID-ACAR in solid argon defines an upper bound for the broad component in liquid 
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Table 6.3: A summary of the Ore gap formation fraction calculations. Er and Eu are 

the lower and upper Ore gap boundary energies, respectively. Er is the inelastic excitation 

threshold energy. Fmin and Fm, are the lower and upper Ore gap estimates for the Ps 

formation fraction estimated using (3.19). 

El (eV ) E, (eV E u  (eV) L i n  (%) Fm= (%) 

argon that makes it impossible to  significantly reduce the current in result. 

In the rare-gas Liquids it is iikely that Ps is largely formed via the Ore gap mechanis- 

m. After their last ionizing coilision, positrons in the monoatomic rare gases have relatively 

few modes of thermalization. Positrons falling below the inelastic excitation threshold must 

thermalize by phonon scattering in solids or by long-wavelengt h density fluctuation scat- 

tering in Iiquids. These thermalization processes are inefficient and imply that positrons 

falling within the Ore gap are effectively 'hung up' there with a high probability of form- 

ing Ps. Positrons falling below or bypassing the Ore gap continue to thermalize but only 

very slowly. GuiIikson and Miils (1986) have estimated that below the inelastic excitation 

threshold the average positron energy loss per collision, 6E in Table A.5, is only 6 k 0.2 

meV in solid Ar and 3 k 1 meV in solid Kr and Xe. These values are a reasonable fraction 

of the maximum phonon energy, EPh,,, in Table A.5, and so it is reasonable to conclude 

t hat acoust ic-p honon generat ion is the primary energy-loss mechanism. Simple est imates 

for the positron thermalization times, done in Appendix C, show that they are about the 

same or greater than the measured positron lifetimes. This means that the positrons may 

not be thermalized prior t o  annihilating and so a relatively low spur Ps formation fraction 

is expected. This could be true even if there were significant numbers of spur electrons 

inside the positron spur. In iiquid and solid helium, and liquid neon there is the added 

complication that the spur electrons are known to self-trap into their own 'bubble' states 

within a few picoseconds. This means that  thermalized positrons would have to find an 

electron in a bubble in order to form spur Ps. 

Unlike positrons, Ps  thermaüzation in the liquid rare gases is expected to be on the 
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order of tens of picoseconds and the same or  faster in molecular media. Khrapak (1995) 

has estimated that Ps will begin t o  t rap a t  large density ff uctuations, lose its excess kinetic 

energy (from the binding energy) in elastic coliisions with the w d s  of the  fluctuations and 

then be captured in a bubble state dl within about seconds in the  liquid rare gases. 

These results are comparable to  those of Tuomisaari et al. (1991) shown in Appendix C. 

These times are short compared to  Ps  Lifetimes so it is expected that observable changes t o  

the narrow peak intensity, due to spin-conversion collisions with spur electrons or impurities 

for example, must occur once the Ps is in the bubbb state. 

By contrast, positron spur Ps formation is likely to be significant in most rnolecular 

media. In t hese media, positrons generally have several adàit ional t hermalizat ion mech- 

anisms available below the last ionization energy. in most cases, the inelastic scattering 

threshold a c t u d y  fails below the Ore gap. For example, in N2 low-energy positron cou- 

sions do not generate many triple s ta te  excitations due to the absence of exchange forces 

and the smallness of the  spin-orbit coupling for a slow particle that is repelled from the 

nuclei. Gullikson and Mills (1990) have shown that the pcsitron inelastic t hreshold in solid 

NÎ corresponds t o  the v = O vibrational level of the atlC; band a t  8.385 f 0.010 eV . Since 

this f d s  below the Ps formation threshold of 11.3 eV it implies that many positrons can s- 

catter out of the Ore gap relatively easily without forming Ps. Below the inelastic threshold, 

positrons in Na on average lose about 30 i 5 meV per collision (GuUikson and Mills 1990). 

This is consistent wit h opt icd p honon excitation being the primary energy-Ioss mechanism. 

This implies t hat positrons faKng below the Ore gap wiil therrnalize much quicker than in 

the condensed rare gases. The electron mobility in liquid N2 is low likely due to the for- 

mation of very temporary anion states (see (3.47)). The eiectrons therefore also thermalize 

quickly which means that  the positron spur survives and that spur Ps formation in liquids 

is reasonable to expect. 

6.3 Positronium Bubble Model Results 

The bubble model discussed in $3.4.2 is a simple theoretical model used to describe 

Ps in an equiübrium bubble. It is a good approximation a t  the liquid densities of interest 

here where the Ps  binding energy to the bubble is large. Within this model, the bubble 

radius and potential-weli depth uniquely determine the two rneasurable quantities from 

positron experiments - the  narrow peak FWHM and the positron overlap probabsty with 
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Table 6.4: Bubble radü estimated from calculation and experiment for simple üquids 

at  their normal boiling point. The t heoretical estimates were calculated by minimizing 
(3.35) with respect t o  the bubble radius. The surface tension parameters required for the 

calculations c m  be found in Tables A.3 and A.4. The potential weil-dept hs for the finite 

potential-well model were measured from Figure 6.2. 

hfinite potential-weil mode1 F i ~ t e  potential-weU mode1 

From energy From measured Potential From energy From measured 
minimization narrow peak weil dept h rninimization narrow peak 

(4) (A)  (eV 1 (A)  (A) 
He 18.8 21.0 f 1.3 0.76 17.7 18.8 k 1.3 

the sarnple from Lifetime experiments, or vice versa. As a first approximation an infinite 

potentiai-well dept h was assumed. A theoretical estimate of the bubble radius was obtained 

using (3.36). Equation (3.43) and the FWHM of the narrow component shown in Table 6.2 

were used to get an experimental estimate of the bubble radius. The results are shown in 

Table 6.4, The results from other authors for liquid Kr, Xe and H2 have been included in 

the table for completeness. In view of the approximations involved and the uncertainties 

in some of the parameters, the agreement between the experimentaliy deduced bubble sizes 

and the predicted values is quite good. 

The more realistic finite potential weil mode1 has also been used t a  analyze the data 

for liquid helium, neon and argon. Figure 6.3 is a semi-log plot of the equilibrium bubble 

radius as function of the depth of the spherical square-well potential. Each curve begins at  

the point where the square-wd model predicts the Ps first binds to  t he  bubble - i .e.  where 

the bubble energy calculated from (3.35) is equal to the weU depth and the Ps binding energy 

to the bubble is zero. These weil depths correspond to significantly higher temperature, 

lower density fluids where a transition region exists in which both delocalized and localized 

bubble states are populated. The simple bubble model cannot describe this transition 

region. The more sophisticated models used to describe the onset of Ps bubble formation 

are mentioned in 53.4.2. As the weU depth in Figure 6.3 increases beyond the starting point 
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Well Depth (eV) 

Figure 6.3: A semi-log plot of the Ps bubble radius as a function of the square-weil 
potential depth for simple iiquids. The starting point for each curve is where the bubble 
energy is equal to the weli dept h - i -e .  the Ps binding energy to the bubble is zero. Beyond 
t his starting point, the Ps binding energy to the bubble increases as the well dept h increases. 
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Well Depth (eV) 

Figure 6.4: A log-log plot of the overlap of Ps in a bubble, as defined by (3.38), for 

several simple Liquids a t  their normal boiling point. 

both the equilibrium bubble radius and energy show only a weak dependence on the weil 

depth. This implies that Ps is becoming more strongly bound to the bub ble as the w d  depth 

increases and that the bubble s tate  becomes more strongly favoured thermodynamicdy over 

the delocalized state. Table 6.4 shows the finite well dept hs corresponding to the delocalized 

Ps energies calculated for helium, neon and argon in 36.1. Notice that the finite weli model 

predicts equilibrium bubble radii that are about 1A smaller than the infinite weli model 

predictions. The radii deduced from the experimental FWHM are also slightly s m d e r  than 

those deduced using the infinite w d  mode1 and result in a better agreement between theory 

and experiment. AU of the results in Table 6.4 and Figure 6.3 assumed a zero Ps scattering 

length. Inserting the scattering lengths from Table 6.1 into the cdculations increases the 

theoreticdy predicted bubble radius by about two-thirds of the scat tering lengt h ( i .  e. 0.5 

to 0.6A for heüum, neon and argon). The experirnental estirnates of the bubble radius are 

also increased by an amount equal t o  the scattering length. 

Figure 6.4 shows a log-log plot of the overlap between Ps in a bubble and the medi- 

um, calculated using (3.38), as a function of the potential-wd depth for several liquids. In 
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contrast t o  the bubble radius and energy, the calculated Ps overlap has a strong dependence 

on the well depth. For an infinite well depth, the predicted overlap probability and pick-off 

annihilation rate are obviously zero. Even a t  finite weil depths shown in Table 6.4 the pre- 

dicted overlap probability is still about an order of magnitude smaller than that predicted 

by lifetime experiments. For example, in Liquid helium Hautojarvi et al. (1976) had to  use 

a shallower weU depth of 0.25eV and a smaller bubble radius of 13.8A in order t o  obtain the 

Ps wave function overlap needed to  fit their measured o-Ps Lifetimes- The reasons for this 

discrepancy are not fully resolved. It arises in part from the assumption that the potential 

is a square well with a discontinuous density change at the bubble surface. A more realistic 

smooth and continuous density profile would increase the overlap, and therefore the pick- 

off annihilation rate, while having Little effect on the other bubble pararneters which are 

reasonably insensitive to  the exact shape of the potential. However, the  density functional 

calcuiations of Nieminen et al. (1980) suggest that the density profile for Ps bubble in liquid 

helium a t  the densities considered here is actually well represented by a step function. 

The discrepancy could also result from the fact that in the bubble rnodel the Ps is 

treated as a point particle with n o  account being taken for its finite extent or its polarizabil- 

ity. The model simply predicts the overlap of the centre-of-mass of the Ps atom with the 

medium. However, this is not correct for lifetirne measurements since they actuaUy measure 

the positron overlap with the medium. Ps is a very disturbable a tom - its polarizability 

being 8 times that of hydrogen. This implies t hat the overlap of the positron in Ps wit h the 

medium is greater than the centre-of-mass calculation would suggest. An overlap calcula- 

tion including Ps polarization effects is expected t o  yield more consistent results. Chen and 

Stott (1992) have started preliminary calculations. The main result from their work is that 

the distribution for the electron in Ps  in a bubble is more localized that  the distribution for 

the positron, as expected, 

Figure 6.5 shows a representative sample of narrow momentum components mea- 

sured in helium, neon, argon and N2 under a variety of conditions. Figure 6.5a shows 

narrow components for liquid helium with several different magnetic fields applied. The 

dashed lines are the momentum distributions predicted using the infinite square well rnodel 

(3.42). The solid lines are the prediction of the finite potential-well model calculated using 

(3.45) and the well depths in Table 6.4. For each narrow peak, the theoretical prediction 

has been arbitrarily normalized to give the best fit to the data. Notice that  the infinite 

potential-well model always predicts a slightly wider, less peaked narrow component. The 
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Figure 6.5: The narrow momentum component in a) liquid helium, b) liquid and 

solid neon, c) Liquid argon, and d) liquid N2 obtained by subtracting the Gaussian fit to the 

broad component described in Table 4.2 from the total ID-ACAR spectra. Data haç been 

plotted for a variety of conditions - with and without magnetic and electric fields applied 

and with O? impurity - to show that the bubble mode1 remains a reasonable description 

in all of these conditions. 
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upper two da ta  sets in Figure 6.5b are narrow components in liquid neon. The Lower two 

da ta  sets are representative narrow peaks in solid neon. For solid neon a weil depth of 6 

eV was used in the finite potential-well mode1 calcdation. The specific surface energy in 

the solid, O,: was also scaled using a resdt  quoted by Cohen and Jortner (1969) 

where 01 is the liquid surface tension and p, and pl are the soiid and üquid densities, 

respectively. The increases to the weil depth and the surface energy bot h had the effect 

of increasing the width of the predicted narrow component. Figure 6 . 5 ~  shows narrow 

components for liquid argon a t  various O2 impurity levels, while Figure 6.5d shows similar 

resdts  for liquid N2 wit h various static electric fields applied. 

In general, the narrow peaks predicted by bot6 the infinite and the finite potentid- 

weil models are in good agreement with the experimental results for the Liquids except, 

perhaps, a t  large angles. This is not very serious for several reasons. First , the accuracy of 

the data  a t  large angles is low since as the narrow component approaches zero it depends 

cr i t icdy on the choice of broad component. Second, a narrow component in excess of 

theory a t  larger angles impiies more p-Ps annihilations occurring at  higher rnomenta than 

predicted by the equilibrium bubble model. These higher mornentum annihilations are to  

be expected, and are likely the result of: annihilations that occur before the bubble is f d y  

expanded; residual atoms left inside the bubble; and Ps annihilations from excited states of 

the bubble system. 

The narrow peak results in solid neon and argon are not described as well by the 

bubble model. This is again consistent with the idea that the Ps is not annihilating from 

self-trapped bubble states but from pre-existing defects. In contrast to the Liquids, there 

was a large variation in the measured narrow peak FWHM for different soiid samples. The 

narrow peak FWHM in solid neon suggests that  the Ps is annihiiating from voids that  range 

from about 6 to  8 A in radius. In solid argon the voids ranged from about 5 to  10 A in 

radius. 
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6.4 Magnetic Field Effects 

Some of the most interesting results in this thesis were obtained from the magnetic- 

quenching ID-ACAR experiments in condensed helium, neon, argon and N2. Figures 4.3, 

4.5 and 4.6 show the results of these experirnents for iiquid helium, Liquid neon and solid 

neon, respectively. Ml of these narrow components are weil described by the bubble model. 

Figure 4.4 plots the narrow peak intensities as a function of the magnetic field intensity. 

Also shown are the theoretical predictions of (3.56) which gives a virtuaUy identical result 

to the MUS (1975) expression (3.60). For these calculations, the internd contact density K 

was set to 1 which should be a reasonable first approximation for Ps in a bubble. The nature 

of the experimental apparatus, with a positron source both above and below the sample. 

implies a net positron spin polarization of zero ( i .e .  P = O). For Liquid heiium, experimental 

values were used for the required annihilation rates in (3.56). Despite the limited number 

of data points the fit between the data and theory is very good. This implies that there are 

no other quenching mechanisms present in iiquid helium apart from the rnagnetic field. 

There exists no lifetime data for liquid neon. The pick-off annihilation rate was 

therefore varied to get the best fit to the narrow peak intensity data. Figure 4.4 shows 

that an O-Ps Lifetime, r3, of between 4.8ns and 6.5ns in (3.56) would give a reasonable fit 

to the data. These estimates are consistent with those for the other rare-gas liquids. If the 

fitted Lifetime value is reasonable then the magnetic field is once again the only quenching 

mechanism present. Figure 4.4 aiso shows a sparse set of data for a single solid neon sample. 

While the narrow peak intensities in solid Ne and Ar were very inconsistent between different 

sarnples the change in 1, as a function of magnetic field behaved very well for any given 

sample. Once again the data is fit quite well using the experimental long-lived O-Ps lifetime 

of 4.8ns. This result quite nicely confirms that Ps was formed in solid Ne. 

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the results of the magnetic-quenching experiments for 

Liquid and solid Ar. Figure 4.9 shows quite clearly that udike He and Ne the narrow 

peak intensities for liquid argon f d  weil short of what is predicted by (3.56) when the 

experimental lifetimes are used. This is consistent with the fact that the zero-field narrow 

peak intensity for iiquid argon is much larger than one third of the Long-lived intensity 

measured by Lifetime experiments. Both results imply that some ot her quenching and/or 

spin conversion mechanism must be at work in Liquid axgon. Reasonable possibilities wouid 
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be Ps spin-conversion collisions with impurities having unpaired electrons, such as OZ, or 

with various spur species, such as secondary electrons, interacting with the Ps a t  the bubble 

surface. Once again, this problem cannot be an artifact of the broad component subtraction. 

The broad component used in argon was basicdy the ID-ACAR c u v e  in solid Ar which 

represents the upper limit on the broad component. A broad component that was lower in 

the low momentum region is possible but it would oniy increase the zero-field narrow peak 

intensity and make the relative increase in 1, as a function of magnetic field even s rnder .  

The magnetic-quenching results shown in Figure 4.12 for liquid N2 are again ambigu- 

ous. Using the best fit Gaussian to  describe the broad component gives a zero-field narrow 

peak intensity that is about 8.6% and rises to 13.4% at high magnetic fields in Figure 4.13a. 

As in Liquid argon, this rise is significantly lower than the doubling expected if the mag- 

netic field was the o d y  quenching mechanism present. Figure 4.13b plots the same thing, 

however this time the dashed fine in Figure 4.12 was used as the broad component. This 

estimate reduces the narrow peak intensity by 3.5% and results in a theoreticai prediction 

that corresponds nicely with the data. While t his second estimate for the broad component 

is completely arbit rary it does demonst rate the importance of having a reasonable estimate 

for the broad component. The proper interpretation of the Liquid ?Tl magnetic field results 

are in doubt - it is unclear if there are other quenching mechanisms present or not. 

6.5 Electric-Field Effects 

Figures 4.7 and 4.15 show the ID-ACAR results for liquid argon and LU2 with various 

applied electric field strengths. In Figure 4.16 the narrow peak intensity is plotted as a 

function of the static electric field strength. The expected effect of the electric field was to 

sweep both secondary electrons and the positron out of the positron spur and away from 

each other. Increasing electric field shodd therefore decrease spur Ps formation as well as 

reduce the possibility of Ps spin-conversion with spur electrons. 

In liquid argon there is a small decrease in In with electric field strength, that rnay 

or may not be significant given the size of the error estimates. Given that appreciable spur 

Ps formation is unlikely in liquid argon, the reduction of about 1% in In is most probably 

due to  a reduction in the interactions with spur electrons. 



In Figure 4.16a the liquid N2 n w o w  peak intensity was cdculated using the best fit 

Gaussian broad component. For üquid N2 t here is a significant decrease in 1, wit h increasing 

fidd. AIso shown are three da ta  points for liquid N2 in a high magnetic field. Figure 4.l6b 

replots the same results this time using the more peaked broad component estimate. It ais0 

shows the narrow peak intensities implied by the lifetime measurernents of Pepe et d(1993) 

assuming the that the p-Ps:o-Ps ratio of 1:3 ( i .e .  their ï3 resd ts  were simply divided by 

3). The correspondence between the two data  sets is remarkable. These results and those 

of Lifetime experiments (Pepe et al. 1993) show that the Ps intensity decreases in Liquid NÎ 

with increasing electric field. This would be expected if spur Ps formation was significant. 

6.6 Effects of O2 Impurity 

To study the effects of O2 impurity on the Ps yield, a series of experiments were 

performed in which s r n d  quantities of O2 were deliberately added to the liquid Ar and N2 

samples. As with the magnetic and electric fields experiments the addition of Oz had no 

measurable effect on the shape of the broad component or on the FWHM of the narrow 

peak. It did, however, have a dramatic effect on the narrow peak intensities as can be seen 

in Figures 4.10, 4.11 and 4.14. 

In both Ar and N2, the narrow peak intensity increases rapidly for small O3 concen- 

trations, reaches a maximum at  about 0.5 mole% and then has a linear decreasing behaviour. 

The main effects of the O2 impurity are to change the positron and electron t hermalization 

rates and to cause Ps spin conversions. In argon, low O2 concentrations shodd not have 

much effect on the amount of Ore gap Ps formed. Positrons falling in energy between the 

lower Ore gap boundary and the inelastic threshold will still rernain hung up in the Ore 

gap. lonizing collisions with O2 may also add to the Ore gap Ps formation ( i . e .  the O? 

creates a second Ore gap), t hough this is not expected to be  significant . As the O2 concen- 

tration increases, the Ore gap Ps formation will decrease somewhat as positrons are able 

to thermalize through the Ore gap faster since O2 has ineIastic modes that are weil below 

the Ore gap. For positrons that do fd below the main Ore gap, the main effect of the O2 

is to  d o w  the positron to thermalize more rapidly. Furthermore, as the O2 concentration 

increases, spur electrons also thermalize more quickly and both the free ion yield and the 

size of the spur is reduced, as shown in Table 3.1. The implication is t hat spur Ps can now 

readily form in liquid Ar, which wodd account for some of the  dramatic increase in the 
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narrow peak intensity seen in Figure 4.11. The fast positron thermalization time in Liquid 

N2 impLies that the increase in its narrow peak intensity is due mostly to an increase in the 

Ps spin conversion rate. However, some of the increase will be due to an increase in the Ps 

formation fraction. 

The increase in Ps yield is confirmed by the Lifetime experiments of Spektor and Paul 

(1971) in Iiquid Ar and Na. Their results also show an increase in ï3 for low O2 impurity 

concentrations ( L e .  the increase seen in the 1D-ACAR experiments is not simply O-Ps + 

p-Ps conversion). Here, I3 in argon increased from 7.0% in pure argon to 14.6% at 8.0 torr 

02. f3 only increased from 13.9% in pure Liquid Na to 14.3% at 5.0 torr of O2 and was 

approaching a limit a t  higher O2 concentrations. Increaçing 1, and ï3 implies increasing Ps 

formation fractions. However, some of the increase in the narrow peak intensities is also 

due to elastic and inelastic Ps spin-conversions wit h the 02. 

The maximum and then gradud decrease in 1, versus O2 is due, in part, to the 

reduction in free ion yield that occurs with increasing O2 concentration. That is, as O2 

concent ration increases elect rons begin to t hermalize doser and closer to t heir parent ions 

such that fewer spur electrons escape recombination. lncreasing O2 concentration effective- 

ly coilapses the positron spur thereby reducing the spur Ps formation. This may also help 

explain the ID-ACAR results observed in pure liquid 0 2 .  The curve seems to consist simply 

of a broad component with no narrow peak (Stewart et al. 1990). The most reasonable ex- 

planation is t hat the low-energy excitations in O2 ailow bot h the positrons and the electrons 

to thermalize extremely fast. The positrons slow down so fast t hat t hey pass right t hrough 

the Ore gap forming Little or no Ps ( i .e .  y, ) yp, in (3.18)). The electrons slow down so 

quickly that t hey do not escape the Coulomb field of t heir ion. This is confirmed in Table 3.1 

which shows a free ion yield and an average initial electron-ion separation that decreases 

significantly wit h increasing O2 concentration. In pure 0, the free ion yield is two orders 

of magnitude lower than in pure Liquid Ar. This impiies t hat the spur electrons thermalize 

and recombine so quickiy in O2 that there are simply none left for spur Ps formation. 

6.7 Spin-Exchange Model Calculat ions 

The results of the previous sections show that some kind of Ps quenching or spin- 

conversion mechanism is occurring in Liquid argon. It is expected that this is also true for 
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Liquid krypton and xenon. The ambiguity in the choice of broad component makes it unclear 

if it is true for iiquid N2 a s  well. The most Likeiy quenching mechanisms are spin-exchange 

collisions wit h either O2 impurity or with excess spur electrons. In what foiiows, the mode1 

developed in 93.5.3 to described spin-exchange coilisions in a magnetic field wiü be applied 

to the iiquid argon results. 

The results of $6.6 have already shown that s m d  amounts of O? impurity can have 

a dramatic effect on the narrow peak intensity. Despite the experimental precautions to 

avoid Oz impurity, it is possible that smail arnounts of Q2 were present in the system. 

O2 and other impurities wodd have iittle effect on the helium and neon samples as they 

are iikely to have frozen out ont0 the w d s  of the 1.3 m long support tubing leading to 

the sample chamber. Since the 02, or any other impurity, concentration is constant over 

time the spin-exchange conversion rates in (3.71) and (3.72) become time independent and 

proportiond to  (3.67). Numerical analysis shows that the field dependence of the yij is 

weak and has virtuaily no effect on the calculations other than to complicate thern. If the 

field dependence is also ignored then the conversion rates in (3.72) reduce to a single time 

and field-independent constant, y. Finaily, if it is assumed that the p-Ps annihilations are 

fast compared to the spin-conversion rate ( i e .  A: > y )  then (3.71) reduce to 

and can be solved analytically to give 

These equations are the same as those derived by Bisi et al. (1981) except that the effects 

of positron polarization P are also induded here. The narrow peak intensity is now easily 

estimated by inserting t hese results into (3.56). 
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Figure 6.6: This plot shows the intensity of the narrow peak as a function of magnetic 

field in Liquid argon. The dashed line corresponds to the narrow peak intensity predicted 

by inserting (6.9) into (3.56) and using a pick-off annihilation rate and spin-conversion 

rate predicted by (6.10) and (6.11) (A,, = 0.45x108/s, y = 1.02x108/s). The solid line 

corresponds to the choice of A, = 0.92x108/s and -y = 0.55x108/s. 

In zero rnagnetic field the longest-lived component, r,, in the lifetime spectrum has 

a decay rate 

Similarly, it is straightforward to show that to first order the ratio of the zero-field narrow 

peak intensity to the long lifetirne component intensity is 

In(0) 1A;+47 - = -  
[do) 3 A, + 7 

where the positron polarization was again set to  zero. Inserting the experimental d u e s  

for liquid argon (r3 = 6.5 ns, &(O) = %3%, and I3 = 7.0%) into (6.10) and (6.11) gives a 

pick-off annihilation rate of A,, = 0.45x108/s and a spin-conversion rate of 7 = 1.02x108/s. 

These results have üttle dependence on the internal contact density, K ,  so it was again set 

to 1 for Ps in a bubble. Inserting (6.9) and these estimates into (3.56) gives the dashed Line 
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shown in Figure 6.6. Obviously (6.11) over estimates the spin-conversion rate and results in 

an O-Ps quenching that is far too large. The soüd Line in Figure 6.6 is simply an arbitrary 

fit to the data obtained by varying A,. and subject to (6.10). The best fit was achieved 

using A, = (0.92 f 0.05)x108/s and y = (0.55 I 0.05)x108/s. At t his conversion rate about 

50% of the Ps self-annihilates as p-Ps which implies a total Ps fraction of just under 15%. 



Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

Angular correlation experiments were performed in several simple condensed insu- 

lating media in order to study the effects of m i o u s  physicd and chernical processes on Ps 

yields, Ln order to accomplish this, it was necessary to have a reasonable separation of 

the broad positron mornentum cornponent from the more nasrow p-Ps component. Pre- 

vious gas scattering calculations give a first approximation to the broad component but 

these predictions are not adequate. Most studies in condensed matter have not worried 

about the annihilations with core electrons. Those that have studied the materials of in- 

terest to this thesis do not provide satisfactory fits to the experimentd data  either. The 

possible existence of an intermediate momentum component due to  some other annihila- 

tion process is unlikely. Therefore an attempt was made to calculate improved positron 

momentum distributions and Lifetime predictions for the heavier condensed rare gases. To 

start this calculation realistic positron-rare gas potentials were generated. The potential- 

s t hat included the A barenkov polarization potential generated positron band structures 

that best fit the available experimental data. These potentials were then used to calcu- 

late positron wave functions using the pseudopotential method. Ignoring the positron-core 

electron correlations these wave functions were used to calculate IPM approximations for 

the broad momentum component and the positron iifetimes. As expected, these results 

did not provide an adequate theoretical description. To improve the calculations, a semi- 

phenomenologicd form of the Jarlborg and Singh enhancement scheme was used to include 

the positron-core electron correlation effects. These results, for the first time, provided a 

reasonable description of the broad components in the condensed rare gases and very good 

predictions for the positron lifetimes. 

The angular-correlation measurements in liquid heüum, neon, argon and N I  wit h 

no magnetic field applied a.il show the narrow momentum component due to the self- 

annihilation of p-Ps from Iocalized bubble states. A comparison of the free Ps energy 

to  the energy of the bubble state shows that the Ps bubble is strongly favoured thermo- 

dynamically. The shape of the experimental narrow component is described quite weil by 

the spherical square-weil bubble mode1 in al l  cases. The mode1 also predicts the bubble 
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radii deduced from the FWHM of the narrow peak with good accuracy. However, it was 

suggested that the usual bubble model does not correctiy predict the Ps overlap with the 

medium needed for calculations of the Ps pick-off annihilation rate. Instead a more sophis- 

ticated model is needed that includes the effects of Ps polarization so that the overlap of the 

positron in Ps is calculated instead of the Ps centre-of-mass overlap. Sucb a model might 

be able to  simultaneously describe angular correlation and positron lifetime results. 

Angular-correlation experirnents with applied magnetic fields in condensed helium. 

neon, argon and N2 were done for the first time. In iiquid heiium the increases in the 

narrow peak due to the mking of Ps states foiiowed theoretical predictions. The lack of 

a positron Lifetime measurement in liquid neon mahes it impossible to predict the narrow 

peak  increase as a function of magnetic field. However, a fit to the experimental results 

suggest a long-iived O-Ps iifetime of between 4.8 and 6.5 ns. 

By contrast, the magnetic field effect in iiquid argon was surprisingly s m d .  It was 

postulated that another quenching mechanism, spin-exchange conversions between p-Ps and 

O-Ps due to either free electrons in the positron spur or due t o  0. impurity, was competing 

with the rnagnetic field. A theoretical model describing the behaviour of Ps in a rnagnetic 

field that includes the effects of time-dependent spin-exchange collisions was developed. 

After several simpiifying assumptions, including making the spin-exchange conversion rates 

constant in time, the model reduces to the one generally used in positron physics. This 

simplified model, which is appropriate for describing the effects of O2 irnpurity with a 

constant concentration, predicts a spin-conversion rate of 7 = (0.55 f 0.05)x108/s. An 

application of the more sophisticated model, which would be applicable to  Ps spin-exchange 

conversions on spur electrons whose density decreases exponentially with time, has yet to 

be  completed. 

The free Ps energy calculations suggest that free Ps  is uniikely in solid neon and 

argon since the free energy is greater than the binding energy. However, the magnetic 

field experiments confirm that Ps does exist in these solids. It is reasonable to expect 

that the Ps either quickly traps a t  a defect, which it would see as a potentid well, or 

actudy forms inside of one. This is consistent with the large variation in the narrow peak 

intensities observed between samples of solid neon and argon. The variation is the result of 

the relatively uncontroiled crystd growing conditions resulting in solids with various defect 

concent rations and sizes. 
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The electric field and O2 impurity experiments in tiquid argon and N2 provide usefd 

insight into the Ps formation process and help to resolve the controversy over whether the 

Ore gap or the spur formation model is correct in condensed media. In the condensed rare 

gases it is expected that the Ore gap is the predominate Ps formation mechanism. This is 

expected to be the case for any large band-gap insulator where the positron t hermalization 

is slow. In these materiais, positrons that touch-down inside the Ore gap during their 

thermalization are likely to  be hung up there until they form Ps. Positrons that f d  below 

the Ore gap may simply thermalize too slowly to form significant Ps with spur electrons. 

The spur formation model is expected to become important in condensed media where the 

positron thermalization is faster, such as in Lquid N2- This is especially true if the inelastic 

scattering threshold f d s  below the lower Ore gap boundary. In this case, positrons can 

quickly scatter below the Ore gap and üttle Ore gap Ps is formed. Once below the Ore gap 

the positrons can quickly thermalize and some fraction wiU form Ps with spur electrons. 

This simple qualitative picture is consistent with the elect ric fields results. The electric field 

wu, in part, sweep the free electrons out of the positron spur making it more difficult to 

form spur Ps. Liquid N2 showed a significant decrease in Ps with electric field. The effect in 

üquid argon was much srnder .  The electric field should also decrease the possibility of Ps 

spin-exchange collisions. The smaii decrease in Ps yield with electric field observed in Liquid 

argon suggests that either spin-exchange coiIisions with spur electrons is not significant or 

that the electric field was not successful in separating the Ps  and electrons. 

The O2 impurity resuits also confirm the idea that the relative importance of the 

two Ps formation modeis is based largely on the positron thermalization time. The O2 

has two main effects: it increases both the positron and electron therrnalization rates; and 

d o w s  Ps spin-exchange collisions. For both Liquid argon and Na, s m d  concentrations of O2 

increase both 1, and I3 which impiies an increasing Ps yield. Since Oz helps the positrons to 

scatter out of the Ore gap, the initial increkse in In must be due, in part, to increasing spur 

Ps formation. The maximum and gradua1 decrease in 1, versus 0 2  concentration results 

from the O2 causing electrons t o  thermalize faster and closer to  their parent ions so that 

fewer spur electrons escape recombination. The decreasing spur electron density results in 

a decrease in the spur Ps formation. 
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Appendix A 

Properties of the Condensed Gases 

This appendix gives a brief summary of the usehl physical properties of the con- 

densed rare gases and the diatomic HZ, Na and 02. More thorough discussions on the rare 

gases can be found in several books (Cook 1961; Klein and Venables 1976, 1977; Schwenter 

et al. 1985) and w d  known reviews (Dobbs and Jones 2957; Poliack 1964). 

In their atomic state the rare gases are characterized by their completely filled 

electronic shells. This highly stable configuration is the primary reason for their inert 

properties. It also accounts for their very high first ionization energies, Eion. Since rare gas 

atoms possess no permanent dipole moment the average charge distribution is sphericdy 

symmetric, in the absence of an electric field. The response of an atom to an electric field 

is described by the atomic polarizability, a,,. Table A.1 lists some of the atornic properties 

of the rare gases. Table A.2 lists similar properties for the diatomic gases. 

The rare gases form relatively simple liquids and solids because the principle binding 

force between atoms is the weak van der Waals force. The iiquid properties are summarized 

in Tables A.3 and A.4. The heavier rare-gas solids all form face-centred cubic lattices (solid 

helium is hexagonal-close packed but only forms at pressures greater than 25 atm.). They 

are excellent examples of tight binàing sobds wit h charge distributions t hat are only weakly 

perturbed from the atornic state. Table A.5 summarizes some of the soiid-state properties 

of the heavier rare gases. 
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Table A.l: A summary of the useful atomic rare-gas properties. Ex is the energy of 

the lowest excited state accessible from the ground state via a electric dipole transition. 

The lower Ore gap estimate is obtained by assuming that Ps formation does not compete 

effectively with inelastic excitations. The upper Ore gap estimate is obtained by assuming 

that the excitation cross-section is negiigible compared to  that for Ps formation above the 

excitation threshold. The threshold energies and theoretical estimate of the Ore gap Ps 
yieid is from Schrader and Svetic (1982a). The rest of the Ps yield information is from 

Charlton et  al. (1992). 

Atomic number, Z 
Mass (amu) 

Atomic polarizability, a ( A 3 )  

Threshold energies (eV ) 
First ionizat ion energy, Eion 
Excitation energy, Ex 
Lowes t exci t ion energy 
Ps threshold, Eio, - 6.8eV 

Ps fraction 
Lower Ore estimate 
Upper Ore estimate 
Theoretical estimate 
Observation 

Positron scat tering lengt h (A)  
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Table A.2: A summary of the useful diatornic-gas properties. The lowest excited state 

that the positron can generate must have the same spin multiplicity as the ground state 

and requires an energy Ex. The threshold energies and Ps fraction information is taken 

from Schrader and Svetic (1982a). 

Mass (amu) 

Threshold energies (eV ) 
Firs t ionization energy, Eion 
Excitation energy, E, 
Lowest excitation energy 
PS threshold, Eion - 6-8 
Dissociation energy (eV ) 

Ps fraction 
Lower Ore estirnate 
Upper Ore estimate 
Observation 

Energy loss per collision (meV) 
Elas t ic 
Rotational excitation 
Vibrat ional e x i t  ation 

Elect ron affinit y (eV ) 

Table A.3: A summary of the useful rare-gas liquid properties. 

He4 Ne Ar Kr Xe 
-- 

Normal boiling point ( K )  4.215 27.07 87.27 119.8 1 165.06 
Density at n.b.p. (g/cm3) 0.1249 1.207 1.3998 2.413 3.057 

Surface tension ( x N/m) [309] 0.096 4.47 12.42 15 -49 17.46 

Spur electron properties 
Affinity at n.b.p., EAe (eV) [271] -1.05 -0.67 0.20 0.45 0.61 
Mobility, pe(cm2/V - s) [IO11 0.020 0.0016 475 1900 2200 
Total ion yield, G&, [101] 4.5 6.0 6.6 
Free ion yield, Gi; [101] 2.7 4 -0 4.4 
Thermalization time, t th  (ps) - 1 [209] 900 [267] 4400 [267] 6500 [267] 
Themalization distance, b (A) [IO11 > 2470 > 2030 > 1340 
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Table A.4: A summary of the useful diatornic Liquid properties. 

H2 N2 0 2  

Surface tension at n.b.p. ( x 10-3 N/m) 1.91 8.8 

Spur electron properties 
Mobility, pe(cm2/V . s) 0.017 [IO11 0.0027 [226] 
Tot ai ion yield, G&, 2.9 [226] 154 [IO41 
Free ion yield, Ga 0.0034 [226] 0.013 [104] 
Thermalization time, t t h  (ps) [263] - 0.2 - 2  

Therrnalization distance, b (A)  55 [226] 110 [104, 1011 
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Tab le  A.5: A summary of the useful rare-gas solid and solid ."12 properties. The 

elect ron properties were d taken from Schwentner et a(. (1985). E, is the exciton formation 

threshold. Ea is the electron afhity.  Ephbmu are the maximum phonon energies. The 

positron properties were taken from the slow positron beam experiments of Gullikson and 

Mills (1986,1989, 1990). Ee,, defines the centre of the lowest positron band gap dong  

the (111) direction. Eep is the with of that band gap. 4, is the positron work function or 

affinity. A+ is an estirnate of the positron mean free path. EpS,., is the Ps binding energy 

while &, is its work function. dE is the measured average positron energy loss per coilision 

below the elastic scat tering t hreshold energy EelVth and the Ps formation t hreshold EpSvb- 

Triple point (K)  
Density a t  t.p. (g/cm3) 
Bulk rnodulus (IO9 N/m2) 
Lattice constant (A)  
Nearest neighbour distance (A)  

Spur electron properties 
Mobility, p. (cm2/V . s)' 

Posit ronic properties 
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Positron Propert ies 

Table B. 1 lists some of the physical properties of the positron and compares them to 

those of the electron. The g-factor anomaly a is given by g = 2(1 +- a) = 2 where g and p 

are the g-factor and magnetic moment, respectively, and ps = & is the Bohr magneton. 

The results are identical to  wit hin the accuracies achieved so far, as expected from CPT 

invariance. 

The most cornmon way of injecting positrons into a sarnpie is to use a radioactive 

source. The energy spectrum of the emitted positrons is continuous and typical for t hat 

of ,O-decay, with a kinetic energy end point E,, of about half to one MeV. The average 

initial positron energy E,,, is typ icdy about 0.4Em,. Most radioisotopes are produced by 

bombarding stable nuclei with protons or deuterium. 6 4 C ~  and 652n can also be produced 

quite effectively in a nuclear reactor due t o  the high thermal neutron capture cross-sections 

of stable 6 3 C ~  and (j4Zn. For positron lifetime experiments 22Na is a common choice for a 

number of reasons: the prompt y-ray (emitted by the nucleus - 5 ps after the positron) is 

required as a 'start' signal for timing purposes; the high fraction of positron decays reduces 

the background counts; and the  long half-life is convenient. For anguiar correlation and 

doppler-broadening experiments the prompt y-ray is not required and so other sources are 

aiso commonly used. Figure B. 1 shows the decay modes for 22Na, and for 6 4 C ~ ,  which was 

used in the angular-correlation experiments in t his work. 

In 52.5.1 the annihiiation of a slow, free electron-positron pair was discussed. It was 

mentioned that the pair t yp icdy  annihilates from either a spin-singlet state ( ' S o )  with an 

even number of photons or from a spin-triplet state (=Si) with an odd number of photons. 

This is a result of the CP invariance of electromagnetic interactions. The charge-conjugation 

operator c interchanges the particles and antiparticles when applied to a systern and has 

eigenvalues C cailed the charge parity. The spatial-inversion operator P has eigenvalues 

P = (- 1IL Pi c d e d  the spatial parity, where L is the total orbital momentum and 9 is 

the interna1 parity. For a particle-antiparticle pair Pi = - 1. Since the systern consists of 

an even number of spin ! particles c and P cornmute: 2 = CP = PC. 2 has the effect 

of interchanging the electron and positron spins and has eigenvalues C = CP = ( - ~ ) ~ + l  
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Table B.l: The physical properties of a positron and a cornparison to those of an 

electron. The values in coIumn 2 are the 'best' experimentdy rneasured results and, as 

shown in column 3, are the same as the electron's to within the accuracies achieved so far. 
Experimentd uncertainties are given in bracket S. 

Property Ref. 

Mass 

Charge 

]e-l/m- Charge-to-mass ratio 1.7588047(49) x 10IL 4 le+llm- 1 < f 1.3 x IO-? [168] 

g-fact or anomaly 0.0011596321879(43) f - 1 = 0.4(7.5) x IO-' [297] 

g- fac tor 2.0023193043758(86) 5 - 1 = 0.5(2.1) x 10-'* (2971 

Table B .2: Annihilation properties of some common positron sources. 

Isotope Half-life Posit rom per E,, Eave Prompt y Ref. 
decay(%) (MeV) (MeV) energy(MeV) 
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c d e d  the spin parity, where S is the total spin angular momentum. The charge parity for 

an elect ron-positron pair becomes 

From the uncertainty principle one can deduce that for a 27 annihilation the electron- 

positron pair must be within - l O - I 3  m of each other which amounts to contact on the 

atomic scale. The short range of the annihilation interaction means t hat slow electron- 

positron pairs can annihilate a t  a reasonable rate only if they are in a relative s-state 

(L = O). For higher orbitds the electron and positron wave function overlap is negligible. 

The pair therefore annihilates from either a lS0(S = O )  or  a 3Si(S = 1) state. A photon 

has a negative charge parity so for a system of n photons C = ( -  1)". The conservation of 

charge parity, which foilows from CP invariance, forces the singlet s ta te  to annihilate into 

an even number of photons and the triplet state into an odd nurnber of photons. The total 

spin-averaged elect ron-posit ron pair annihilation rate is 

from which it follows that 

where the cross-sections for 47 and higher annihilation processes are negligible compared 

to  2y and 3y annihilations. It is for these reasons that p-Ps self-annihilates into 27 while 

O- Ps must self-annihilate into 37. 

Section 2.5.1 also discussed the angtiiar and energy distributions for the 27 anni- 

hilation photons. The motion of the electron-positron pair was described in terms of a 

laboratory frame X, where the pair moved with velocity v = v, i + v,Û,, and a centre-of- 

mass frame X', in which the pair is stationary. The photons in X have frequencies w* and 

wave vectors kI which are, in generd, different from those in X'. However, the phase of 

each photon remains invariant between reference frames 

Using (B.4) and the usual Lorentz t ransformations for (ct , x) and (w* / c ,  k*) gives 
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where k* and k;, which have mgles eI and 8; relative to  v, have also been separated 

into components p a r d e l  k,, and perpendicular kT* to  v. For photons lk* 1 = w*/e and 

[kkl = w;/c from which it follows immediately that 

which simply expresses the relativistic Doppler shift (Jackson 1975). From (B.6a) it follows 

direct ty t hat 

where the total energy in X, Etoc = -yE:,, = 2m,c2 - Eb + El + Epl includes the binding 

energy and the kinetic energy of the electron-positron pair. Assurning v < c and ignoring 

s m d  differences in the emission angles in each frarne (Le .  0; z a+) gives (2.39) which 

expresses the Doppler shift . Using (B,6b), elementary trigonomet ric ident ities and again 

ignoring srnall differences in the emission angles it foiiows t hat 

which is the same as (2.40) and expresses the angular deviation of the y-rays from 180" in 

the laboratory frame. 

Equation (2.41) in $2.5.2 gives the probability of a 27 annihilation event in a con- 

densed matter system for photons having total momentum p. This result is basic to most 

positron annihilation studies. The following provides a cursory description of its derivation. 

One of the most complete theoretical treatments of positrons annihilating in an arbitrary 

system of electrons and externai fields is that of Chang Lee (1958). In t hat work, a series 

of canonicd t ransforrnations were applied t o  a Harniltonian consisting of terms describing 

the influence of an external field on the particles (H~) ,  the Coulomb interaction between 

particles (H,), and the interaction between the particles and the radiation field (HI).  Under 

these transformations H' separates into one part which conserves the number of particles, 

and can be treated together with Ha and HI, and second part which deals with the creation 

and annihilation of electron-positron pairs in which the effects of the external field and the 

Coulomb interaction enter only through the wave functions of the  system. 

The part of H responsible for 27 annihilations, H~,, is of second order. The reason 

is that each interaction of an electron or  a positron with the radiation field c m  create only 
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one photon. The 27 annihilation of an electron-positron pair is therefore a second-order 

process that  must proceed via an intermediate state II)' as shown in the Feynman diagrams 

in Table 2.1. In the intermediate state, either the electron or  the positron has emitted 

a photon with p = m.e and is recoiling with approximately the same rnornenturnt . The 

recoiling virtual partide then annihilates with its partner producing a second photon. Since 

Ê' is a perturbation t o  ÉIo + ÉI1 the probabiüty, per unit volume in rnornenturn space, of 

going from an initial s ta te  li) ( n  electrons, one positron) t o  any of the possible final states 

1 f )  (n - Z electrons, 2 photons) with total photon-pair moment um hq is 

where 

Slow electron-positron pairs have an energy Ei « EI which implies that the energy de- 

nominator in (B.9b) is essent idy constant and so the completeness relation can be used to  

sum over the intermediate states. 

Using second-quantization notation, Ferrell (1956) showed that fi;, is proportional 

where a,, and b,, are the  plane wave annihilation operators, in momentum representation, 

for the elect ron and positron, respectively, and the 6-function conserves moment um. These 

annihilation operators can be written in terms of their corresponding position fieId operators 

444 4Jx) 

where V is the normalization volume and x represents both spatial and spin coordinates. 

Inserting (B.11) into f B.lO) and summing over ql and q, gives 

t ~ h e  eneigy of II) is EI m.c2 so it can exkt ody for At < z= IO-" S. In this t h e  the virtual 
partide travels Ar 5 )& IO-'= m. which impües that the annülilating e-- e+ pair is 'in contact' on 
an atomic scaie. 
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which 

w here 

priate 

c m  be inserted into (B.9a) to give 

the completeness equation has b e n  used to sum over the final states and an appro- 

choice for the multiplying constmt has been made. Equation (B.13) is simply the 

probability per unit time per unit volume in momentum space that an electron-positron 

annihilation produces two photons with total momentum hq. A simple evaluation of (B. 13) 

results in the foilowing expression in configuration space 

where Q(rt . . . r ~ ,  rp) is an initial one positron, N electron wave function t hat is properly an- 

tisymmet ric in d the electron coordinates averaged over spin direct ions. Chang Lee ( 1958) 

showed that if the many-body wave function is written as the product of a positron wave 

function B,(r,) and a Slater determinant of N one electron wave functions IePi(re) then 

(B.14) reduces to the IPM result given by (2.50), assuming that the annihilation did not 

change the wave functions of the remaining N - l electrons. When *(ri . . . r ~ ,  r,) is written 

in terms of a two-particle electron-posi t ron wave function Oe,,i(ïe,  rp ) the momenturn densi- 

ty is given by (2.411, which was Our starting point for the discussion of positron annihilation 

in condensed matter. 
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Figure B.l:  Decay modes for ZZNa and 6 4 C ~ .  a) The Z2Na state exists 2.842 MeV above 

the 22Ne ground state. When 22Na P-decays a virt ual state, consisting of the original nucleus 

plus a vittuai electron-positron pair, is produced at 1.52 MeV(2m.c2 below the 3+ state). 

The electron is absorbed by a proton producing **Ne while the positron and a neutrino 

are emitted. The rnajority of P-decays are to the first excited state of 22 Ne, in which case 

the positron and neutrino share 0.54 MeV and a 1.27 MeV y-ray is emit ted about 5 ps after 

the positron. In positron iifetime experiments this y-ray is used to mark the birth of the 

positron. About 10% of the decays go by electron capture and do not produce a positron. 

b) The /3+-decay of 6 4 C ~  is similar to that of 22Na except that now the virtual state is below 

the first excited state of 64Ni so no prompt y-ray is produced. A significant fraction of the 

decays proceed by electron capture and P--decay and therefore do not produce positrons. 
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Thermalization Times in the Condensed Rare Gases 

In 52.3 the question was raised of whether or not a positron was fuiiy t hermaiized 

prior t o  annihilation in condensed insdating materials. In di condensed media, inelastic 

scattering brings the original high-energy positron down to tens of eV in a few picoseconds. 

This will be shown t o  be the case below. In metals, inelastic scattering is efficient ail the 

way down to a fraction of an eV. However, in the condensed rare gases the large band 

gaps ensure that  inelastic processes have a threshold a t  - 5-10 eV . Once positrons fail 

below t his t hreshold t hey can only t hermalize by the  rat her inefficient phonon scat tering in 

soiids or by static and long-wavelength density fluctuations in Liquids. The main concern is 

therefore whet her or  not a positron with several eV of kinetic energy can t hermalize prior 

to annihilation. This question has not been satisfactorily answered in insulating materids. 

The condensed rare gases, with their large band gaps and lack of optical-phonon or 

vibrational modes, are expected to  provide the most severe test of positron thermaiization. 

Therrnalization times for bot h electrons and Ps have been estimated experimentally. Sowa- 

d a  et al. (1982a, 1982b) measured the time for electrons with an average kinetic energy of - 10 eV to  reach t hermd energies in the heavier condensed rare gases. The t hermaüzation 

times, given in Table C.1, are on the order of nanoseconds - a time t hat is significantly 

longer than in other insulatorst. Despite having an  electron mobility similar to that for 

argon, the thermaiization time in methane is a factor of 50 srnaller - a direct result of the 

possibility of exciting rnolecular vibrational and rotational modes in methane. ,4 further 

decrease to  less than a picosecond is found as the molecular complexity increases. They also 

noticed that long-range order did not play an important role in the exchange of energy or 

momentum between dectrons and the condensed rare gas matrices - that particle density 

aione appears t o  be the decisive factor. Tuornisaari et al. (1991) measured the energy dis- 

tributions of Ps  emitted from the rare-gas soiids following positron implantation. Fitting 

the results of simulations t o  their data they deduced t hat Ps was typically formed with ~II 

i 0 n n  and Silver (1971) and Smejtek e l  al. (1973) have injected hot electrons into liquid Be, H2 and N2 
and iound that these electrons slow down to - 1 eVon the order of a picosecond. Liquid He, Ne and H2 
have low electron rnobiiities and fast thermalization times due to electron bubble formation, while in liquid 
N2 it is due to the formation of a temporary anion state. 
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Table C.l: Thermalization times for eiectrons with an average initial kinetic energy 

of - 10 eV in weakly scattering heavier condensed rare gases. Sowada et al. ( 1982a, 1982b) 
measured the transient conductivity resulting from a high energy radiation pulse. Since 

the eiectron mobility is inversely proportional to the square root cf the thermal electron 

velocity, the slowing down of eiectrons increases the drift mobility and the conductivity. The 

thermalization time was defined as the rise time of the conductivity signai from 10 to 90%. 

These measurements are in agreement with values estimated from deformation-potential 

theory (see below) for the interactions of electrons wit h acoustic phonons. The result for 

met hane is an estimate based on the same t heory. 

Medium T ( K )  Thermalization times (ps) 

Ar ( 4  82 500 2::; 
Ar (1) 85 900 f 200 

average initial kinetic energy less than one eV and that it thermalized in less than 10 ps. 

Their results, shown in Table C.4, are consistent with those of Kubica and Stewart (1973) 

who showed that free Ps slowed down to as low as 102; K in single crystal quartz. For the 

case of positrons in solid argon, Rose and DeBenedetti (1965) remarked that t here was no 

evidence to indicate they were not thermalized. In the foUowing, positron thermalization 

times wiU be estimated to try to determine whether they are more Like those of electrons 

or Ps. 

in general, the time t for a particle of mass rn to slow down from an initial energy 

T, to a final energy TI is given by (Brandt and Arista 1982) 

where S = -dT/dx is the stopping power which gives the energy loss of a particle per unit 

distance travelled. Equation (C.l)  is based on the continuous-slowing-down approximation 

(csda) in which energy loses are assumed to occur almost continuousIy in s m d  bits through 

interactions with the medium. This is obviously a somewhat different description of the 

slowing-down process than that given in 52.3. The uncertainties associated with the csda 

can be found in the abundant Literature on slowing down of electrons in radiation physics 
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and chemist ry. 

The stopping power describing the energy transfer from high-energy electrons and 

positrons t o  bound atomic electrons has been calculated using the Bethe-Bloch type formu- 

las derived from the Mailer and Bhabha cross sections for electron-electron and positron- 

electron scattering, respectively (Rohrlich and Carlson 1954). It can be written as 

where B*(T) is the stopping number, T is the  particle's kinetic energy, u is its speed. 

B = v/c, g is the density of the medium in g/cm3 and Z/A is the ratio of the atomic 

number to atomic weight. The stopping number is given by 

where 

for electron, while for positrons 

where T = T/(m,c2). I is the mean excitation and ionization energy of the  medium and 6 is 

a density-effect correetioni . The slowing-down time is obtained by insert ing S.,+ into (C. 1 ) 

and then integrating numericdy. Brandt and Arista (1982) have done this and obtained 

a fit to (C.l) which provides a reasonable estimate of the slowing-down tirne, assuming 

TJ < Ti, 

Equation (C.2), and therefore (C.5), is only valid for projectile energies significantly larger 

t han the ionization energy of the target electrons, due t o  the Born approximation on which 

the Bethe theory is based. For most condensed media (C.5) is valid down t o  - 1 keV and 

is typicdy used down t o  a few hundred eV. Table C.2 gives the time for positrons with 

initial E,, = 0.65 MeV to  slow down to 1 keVin the condensed rare gases. This is the 

maximum kinetic energy for a positron emitted from 6 4 C ~  m d  is therfore an upper Lirnit on 
- - 

t~eltrer and Berger (1984) iist values for I and 6 for a aide range of materiais. 6 = O for projectile 
energies below severd tens of MeV in the rare gases. 
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Table C .2: Kgh-energy positron t hermalization times in the condensed rare gases. 

The thermalization times were estimated using (C.4b), (C.5) and (C.6) for positrons with 

initial energies Em, = 0.65 MeV . Equation (C.4b) was integrated down to  Tl = 1 keV wit h 
the required ionization potential, 1, being taken from Seltzer and Berger (1984). Equation 

(C.6) was integrated ail the way down to  the soiid band gap energy E,, (see Table A.5, 
the band gap energy for helium is 24.6eV ). The other binding energies required in (C.6) 

were taken from Schwentner et al. ( 1985). Below the lowest exciton formation threshold Ex 
positrons can only thermalize by phonon or density fluctuation scattering and Ps formation. 

The energy 1eveIs in liquids will be siightly different than those given below, however, the 

results are insensitive to  s m d  changes in the binding energies. The main difference between 

solid and Liquid targets felt by the positron is the density (see Tables A.2 and A.3). tUI 
energies are in eVand times in picoseconds. 

T (K) 1 t (C.4b) t (C.5) t (C.6) 

Ne (s) 
Ne (1) 

the slowing-down times. Positrons starting wit h E,,, = 0.28 MeV have slowing-down times 

that are 2-3 times shorter than those in Table C.2. The slowing-down times calculated 

from (C.4b) and (C.5) are in reasonable agreement and, except for helium, are always less 

than 10 ps. This is very short compared t o  the positron iifetime (-0.4 ns) so that virtually 

all positrons survive down to  below a keV. 

A second approach to finding the slowing-down time, which is useful below a keV, is 

based on the semiempirical expressions of Gryziiski (1965a, 1965 b, 1965c) which describe 

the inelastic scattering cross sections of projectiles on target atoms. Valkealahti and Niem- 

inen (1983, 1984) have used these cross sections in Monte Carlo simulations of positrons 

siowing down in metals with some success. From Gryziiiski's excitation function for the 

inelastic scattering of positrons and electrons one can derive an expression for the mass 

stopping power similar to (C.2) except that  now the stopping nurnber 

1 - - 1  3/2 4 
B T )  . z x i + l  ( I n ~ , + ~ ~ n ( 2 . 7 + ~ r i ~ ) )  
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where ni is the number of electrons in the ith shell, xi = T/EbBi  and is the binding 

energy of the electrons in the ith s h d .  Equation (C.6) does not account for those inelastic 

collisions which have an energy loss lower than the binding energy. The difference between 

(C.2) and (C.6) is therefore a crude measure of the energy losses due to excitations (excitons. 

e te. ) t .  Table C.2 gives the thermalization tirnes calculated using (C.6) for energies down to 

the lowest binding energy. As expected, these times are a little longer due almost entirely 

to the lower stopping powers, as the time for a positron to slow down from 1 keV to EgaP is 

negligible. 

In soiids, the final approach to thermal equilibrium for either a positron. or an 

energetic Ps, is determined by phonon scattering. The generd form of the positron-phonon 

interaction is weii known (McMullen 1985) and simple approximations typicdy describe it 

in t e m s  of the deformation-potential approximation. in t his approximation, the medium 

is treated as an elastic continuum by assuming that only the long-wavelength longitudinal- 

acoustic-phonons are important. The overail positron-phonon coupiing st rengt h is described 

in terms of one parameter, the deformation potential Ed, which gives the change in positron 

energy per unit dilation of the crystal. Using this model, the energy-loss rate d T / d t  of 

positrons, and Ps, to phonon scattering in a crystal wit h one atom per unit cell has been 

given as (Conwell 1967; Tuomisaari et al. 1989) 

where the approximation T = h 2 k 2 / 2 m  is used. The acoustic phonons are treated in the 

Debye model and thus have energies Tw, = fisq, where s is the speed of sound, and a cutoff 

a t  the Debye wavevector q, = ( 6 ~ ~ / f ' l , ) ' / ~ ,  where R. is the unit ceii volume. The Debye 

wavevector corresponds to the s hortest wavelengt h phonon t hat can propagate wit hin the 

crystal. q,, is the smder  of 2k and q,. Using (C.7) the phonon stopping power is easily 

ob t ained 

for k > qJ2, while for k < q , /2  

i ~ o k e  et ai. (1976) have caiculated ratios of the number of excitations to the nurnber of ionkations 
of 0.21, 0.10 and 0.06 for high-energy electrons passing through liquid Ar, Kr and Xe, respectively. The 
dXerence between ((2.2) and ((3.6) is similar to these results. They &O measured an average energy loss 
per ionization of 23.6 f 0.3 and 15.6 f 0.03 eV for electrons in Liquid Ar and Xe, respectively. 
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These equations are easily integrated to give the stopping times 

where T, = ( I i2 /2m)(qD/2)2  and T D  < T,, and 

ske (Li.) 
t p h = & ~ ~ 2 g  

b r  TJ < T,. Equations (C.8a) and (C.9a) neglect Umklapp scattering, which is possi- 

ble above T,, and may therefore underestimate the stopping power and overestimate the 

stopping time, respectively. 

In generai, the equations described above are valid only for solids. Basak and Co- 

hen (1979) have developed a semiphenornenological theory of electron mobility in Liquid 

insulators. In their model, an excess electron is in quasi-free state in the conduction band 

of the liquid and is occasiondy scattered by a deformation potential produced by long- 

wavelengt h fluctuations of the Liquid density. Their results reproduce the electron mobility 

results in Ruid argon quite nicely over a wide range of fluid densities. The results of Sowa- 

da et al. (1982a, 1982b) indicate that the deformation-potential approach is e q u d y  weii 

applicable to the raregas iiquids near the triple point as weil as to solids despite the loss 

of long-range order. Furthermore, they have shown that this approach is applicable in the 

condensed rare gases despite the usual condition for application of the basic theoretical 

equations being that the electron (positron, Ps) kinetic energy be less than the deformation 

potential. Based on this, the deformation-potentiai mode1 will be applied to both Liquids 

and soiids, with the idea that in liquids & describes the coupiing between the positron and 

long-wavelength density Buct uations. 

The deformation potential required in (C.8) and (C.9) is a parameter that is either 

obtained from experiment or estimated from theory. In metds, Ed is typicdy on the 

order of -2EF/3,  where EF is the Fermi energy (Bergersen et al. 1974). In semiconductors 

and polar materials optical phonons also contribute and so & is usually somewhat larger 

in absolute value (10-20 eV). To date, there are no estimates of Ed for positrons in the 

condensed rare gases. The deformation potential is defined as 

which is easily calculated using (2.31) and (2.32) from Stott's pseudopotentid theory. The 

estimates for Ed, in Table C.3, are considerably lower than are typically found in metals 
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Table C.3: Low-energy positron thermalization times in the condensed rare gases. The 

initial energies Ti were taken to be approximately equal to the lower Ore gap boundary. The 
final energy TI was arbit rarily set to 0.1 eV . Ail energies are in eV and times in nanoseconds. 

T (K) q~ (A-1) Tt % E d  t (C.9a) t (C.9b) 
He4 (1) 4.2 1 .O4 18 1.03 0.13 5 .9 0-35 

Ne (s) 24.6 1.38 17 1-80 -0.43 1.8 0.41 
Ne (1) 27- 1 1 .29 17 1.57 -0.40 2 -4 0.40 

Ar (s) 83.8 1.13 11 1-21 1.23 0.3 0.05 
Ar (1) 87.3 1 .O8 11 1.10 0.81 0.7 O. 10 

Kr (s) 116.0 1.01 10 0.96 1.59 0.4 0 .O4 

Xe (s) 161.4 0 -94 8 0.83 1.77 0.4 0 .O5 

resulting in reduced stopping powers and therefore increased thermaiization times. Notice 

t hat the estimated t hermaiization tirnes for helium and neon exceed the measured positron 

Lifetime. in argon, krypton and xenon the predicted t hermalization times are comparable 

to the positron lifetime. 

The deformation potential for energetic Ps in the heavier rare-gas soLds has recently 

been estimated by Tuomisaari et al. (1991). They measured the energy distributions of Ps 

emitted from rare-gas solids ioliowing positron implantation. By fitting a mode1 of hot Ps 

losing energy as it diffuses back to the surface to their data  they calculated the deformation 

potential Ed for epithermal Ps. Their results are given in Table C.1. Ps formed in the 

Ore gap process is expected to have an initial kinetic energy less than its binding energy. 

Tuomisaari et al. (1991) found that Ps was typicdy formed with an average initial kinetic 

energy less t han 1 eV . Using t heir estimates for Ed and the initial energy in (C.9b) gives 

times of less than 5 ps, which is very short compared to the Ps Lfetime. Using these 

deformation potentials, even if the Ps is assumed to start with an initial energy equd to its 

own binding energy, the thermalization times are still Iess than about 10 ps. It is therefore 

reasonable to condude that Ps does reach thermal equiiibrium long before it annihilates. 
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Table C.4: Positronium thermalization tirnes in the condensed rare gases. These 

resuits are taken from Tuomisaari et al. (1991) who measured the energy distributions of 

Ps emitted from solid Ar, Kr and Xe (30-40 K) foilowing positron implantation at incident 

energies of 0.1-2 keV. Using a mode1 of hot Ps losing energy as it diffuses back to the 

surface, they deduced the average Ps kinetic energy a t  formation Tave,ps, the average Ps 

band energy Ti, the deformation potential Ed for epithermd Ps, the thermalization time 

(calculated using (C.9b) with an effective mass of 2ma, since the Ps energy is below the 

Umklapp scattering threshold) and a range of rnean free times t , ,  between collision during 

slowing down. The thermalization and the mean free times presented below are a factor of 

2 srnailer than those calculated by Tuomisaari et al. (1991) who mistakenly used equations 

derived in Tuomisaari et al. (1989) for crystals with 2 atoms per unit ceU. 
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Extended Self-Trapped Positron States 

ln this appendix, the possibility of a positron existing in an extended self-trapped 

state is considered. Leung et al. (1976) have developed a simple rnodel to predict if the 

self-trapping of positrons by lattice distortions can occur. The mode1 does not however 

provide an adequate description of the self-trapped state. What foilows is a brief summary 

of their mode1 iollowed by its application to the rare-gas solids. 

As was done in the previous appendix, the lattice is treated as an elastic continuum 

which interacts with the positron via a deformation potential, Ed. The discrete nature of t he 

Iattice is partially accounted for by restricting the wavevectors of the acoustic phonons to be 

greater than the Debye wavevector, q,. The energy functional for the positron self-trapped 

in a dilation A(r) in the continuum is 

where B is the b d k  modulus, 0, is the positron wave function and mp is its effective 

rnass. By minirnizing (D.1) with respect to A(r) gives an expression for A(r) which can 

be substituted back into (D.1) to  obtain a variational energy as a functional of Q, atone. 

Using a trial positron wave function of the form 

gives the variational energy as 

where ,LI is a variational parameter. A minimum in (D.3) for ,# > O implies that a self- 

trapped state is possible. A minimum variational energy a t  ,LI = O describes a completely 

delocalized positron state. 

Using the data  in Tables A.5 and C.3 the coupling constants ( E d / B )  for solid Ne, 

Ar, Kr and Xe were calculated to be 27, 89, 116 and 139 eV A3, respectively. Using these 

results, the value of p corresponding to  the minimum of (D.3) for the rare-gas solids was 
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calculated. Using m, = m. the minimum energy occured at 0 = O in all cases. This 

describes a completely delocdized positron and implies that self-trapping does not occur. 

The coupiing constants would have to be several times higher before extended self- t rapping 

would even begin to occur, 
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Positronium Spin-Exchange Cross-Sections 

The purpose of this appendix is to  calculate the relative spin-exchange cross-sections 

for Ps coiliding with species having either one or two unpaired electrons. Both of these 

situations have been discussed to  some extent by Ferrell (1958) and Wallace (1960). To 

begin, consider an elastic coliision between Ps and a species having only one unpaired 

electron, such as a spur electron. The cross-sections for transitions between Ps states are 

expressed in terms of the amplitude for a direct elastic collision Dl ,  where no electron 

interchange occurs, and El which is the amplitude for collisions with electron exchanges. 

Symbolicdy these transition matrix elements may be written as 

where qps is the spatial part of the Ps ground s tate  wave function, 0 is the spatial part of the 

unpaired electron species and VI is an interaction potential between them. The subscripts 

( 1, e)  on the electron coordinates are used to simply clarify the interactions. The Ps spin 

wave functions are given by (3.4), while those for # are simply I T )  and II). Coilisions with 

the Si Ps triplet state give 

where the Pauli principle introduces a negative sign with the exchange of same spin elec- 

trons. Similar results hold for the Si1 state. Collisions with the Si state gives 

Similar equations hold for 11) + S,' and for coUisions with the singlet p-Ps state S;. The 

cross-sections for transitions between Ps states are obtained by squaring the appropriate 
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amplitudes and averaging over each unpaired electron states. Doing this gives 

Xotice that the amount of p-Ps - O-Ps is compensated by the the conversion of O-Ps - 
p-Ps. If the conversion rate, which is proportional to the cross-section ( L e .  E:) ,  is sig- 

nificantly faster than A;, or significantly slower than A;, then the ratio of p-Ps to O-Ps 

is expected to remain - ! : :. However, if the conversion rate is comparable to the an- 

nihilation rates then the p-Ps fraction increases as some of it is able to annihilate before 

converting. The ratio of the quenching to scat tering cross-sections for p-Ps and O-Ps are 

res pectively. 

The above results are easily modified to account for spin-exchange conversions in a 

magnetic field. In this case, the Ps eigenstates are given by Si,, 1 -) = &(a +) - B  1 L f )) 
and I+) = &(PIT +) + a 11 +)) where a = (1 - y ) / J W  and 4 = (1 + y ) / J m  with 

y defined by (3.53). The relative cross-sections for transitions between Ps states are now 

These results were first derived by Bisi et al. (1981, 1987) who used them in rate equations 

to describe the spin-exchange conversions of Ps on paramagnetic molecules and ions in 

aqueous solutions. In this work, they are used to describe the spin-exchange conversion 

rates in a magnetic field for Ps collisions on spur electrons. 

Finally, we are interested in elastic and inelastic spin-exchange collisions of Ps with 

the oxygen molecule. The O2 ground state, denoted by X3C;, is a triplet state with two 

unpaired electrons. For elastic collisions DI and E2 are similar to (E.1) except that now 



d(rl ,  r2) is the spatial part for a species with two unpaired elect rons. As before, cross- 

sections for the conversion between Ps states is calculated by squaring the amplitudes 

obtained for collisions between each of the four Ps spin states and the three Oz triplet 

spin states and then averaging over the O2 states (Wallace 1960). The elastic scattering 

cross-sections are 

In t his case, the ratio of the quenching to scattering cross-sections for p-Ps and O-Ps are 

respectively. 

Assuming that the Ps has enough kinetic energy, spin-exchange coilisions which 

leave 0 2  in an excited state are also possible. The two lowest excited states of 0 2  are the 

singlet states aLAg and b' C: which lie 0.977 eV and 1.627 eV above X3C;? respectively. 

Equation (E.7) has omitted those amplitudes which leave O2 in a singlet spin state. Kaki- 

moto et al. (1987,1990) have shown that in low-density O2 gas these inelastic spin-exchange 

coilisions are aiso important. In this case, the transition matrix elements are 

where 4, and & are the spatial parts of the al  Ag and blC: wave lunctions, respectively. 

The inelastic scattering cross-sections ( i .e .  those which leave Oz in a spin singlet state) are 

Equation (E.10) is correct for X3C; -r blC:. However, for aLA, A-doubling gives two 

dosely spaced levels which means that each cross-section in (E.10) shodd be mdtipiied 
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by two for X3C; -. aLA,. Kakimoto et al. (1990) have experimentdy estimated the 

cross-sections for inelastic and elastic O-Ps + p-Ps conversions in low-density 0 2  gas to 

be - 5 x 1O-l' cm2 and (1.0 f 0.3) x 10-l9 cm2, respectively. Generally, one wodd expect 

the elastic cross-section to be on the order of atomic dimensions ( Le. 10-l6 cm2) with the 

quenching cross-sections being an order of magnitude or so lower. However, this does not 

appear to be the case for Oz whose elastic cross-section is significant ly lower t han expected. 

To date, no theoretical estimates exist for either of these cross-sections. 
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The ID-ACAR Experimental Resolution 

The main contribution to  the experiment ai resolution function, R(Bz ), cornes from 

the finite widths of the collimating slits in front of the two detectors. Assuming a point 

source and convoluting two slits of widt h w gives t his contribution to the geometrical reso- 

lution, g1(8,). The result is a unit area triangle with a FWHM equal to  the angle subtended 

by the detector slits 

where 8, = w/ L is the angular width of the slits and L = 12.70 m is the sample to  detector 

distance. 

A second contribution to the  geomet rical resolution, g2(& ), arises from the finite 

sample thickness and the positron implantation profile. T h e  sample thickness t is defined 

by the width of the coliimating slits nearest to the sample. The experimental setup used 

two positron sources, typicaliy separated by 2-3 mm, placed on either side of the defined 

sample and shielded from view of the detectors. The positron implantation profile from each 

source was exponential, as described by (2.1). The sum of these exponentials results in a 

positron intensity seen by the detectors t hat is reasonably constant . Assuming infinitely 

thin detector slits and a constant positron intensity the response function due to  a finite 

sample t hickness is simply a rectangle of base width 29, and height 1/(28,), where 19, = t /  L. 

The total geometric resolution is a convolution of g1(9,) and g2(Bz) the result of which 

is well approximated by a Gaussian function (see (4.7)) with unit area and a FWHM of 

e, = Je: + (20~12. 

The total resolution function is obtained by convoluting the geomet ric resolution 

with a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, which is assumed t o  describe the positrons' thermal 

motion. The Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, f(B,,T) where 8, n p,/(m.c), is also a unit 

area Gaussian with a FWHM 6, = 242 in 2 mm ksT/(moc).  The effective positron mass is 

approximated by simply letting m' = m.. The resuit of convoluting the two Gaussions is 
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another unit area Gaussian having a FWHM 

where dR, O,, and 8, are all in milliradians. 



Appendix G 

The Lowdin Alp ha-Funct ion Expansion 

In the building the crystal potentids in $5.3.1 it was necessary to  include the effects 

of the neighbouring atomic potentials and charge densities. This is accomplished using 

a technique, described by Lowdin (1956), in which a function associated with one centre 

ORss is expanded in terms of sphericd harmonics Yi, of m o t  her centre Oreo. Consider a 

point P which has coordinates ( T ,  8, #) and (R,  O, a) with respect to origins Or8* and ClRe4, 

respectively, where the polar kxis of the two coordinate systems has b e n  chosen dong the 

same line but with opposite direction for the sake of symmetry. It imrnediately follows that 

R2 = a2 + rZ - 2arcos8,O = i$ 

RcosO + rcose  = a ,RsinO = r s i n 8  

where a is the distance between origins. Now we want to expand a function centred at 

O R ~ S  

in terms of sphericai harmonics centred a t  Orse 

where the a(1mlLM)  are the expansion coefficients. Multiplying both sides of (G.3) by 

q,.(8,&) and integrating over dRd4 gives 

the expansion coefficients which have been tabulated by Lowdin (1956). 

For the purpose of constructing the crystal potentids a very simple form of (G.3) can 

be used. There are two reasons for this. First, the functions to  be expanded are spherically 

symmetric sa that L = M = O which means (G.2) becomes 
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Secondly, o d y  the sphericdy syrnmetric contributions from the neighbouring atoms can 

be included in the central muffin-tin. This meaas that only the  1 = rn = O terms survive in 

sum in (G.3) and so 

From (G.1) we see that R does not depend on 4 so integration over this variable simply gives 

27r. The remaining integration over 8 can be done using (G.1) and a chaage of variables 

(sin 8dO = R d R / ( a r ) )  which gives 

This result gives the spherically symmetric contribution at r as measured from Ore,, due to 

the function fo (R)  centred at ORe+ where the two origins are separated by distance a. 
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Calculat ion of the Solid-State Pot ent ials 

The APW calculations require that the soiid-state potentials be approximated by 

muffin-tin potentials of the form described by (2.13). The potential is assumed to be spher- 

i c d y  symmetric inside the muffin-tin spheres centred at each atomic site and is constant 

between the spheres. The APW method gives accurate solutions to  the Schrodinger e- 

quation for this approximate potential. The quaLity of the results, however, depends on 

how closely this potential approximates the actual crystal potentiai. In present work, the 

muffin-tin potentials were constructed using a technique first suggested by Mat t heiss ( 1964). 

This technique provides a sufficiently accurate mode1 of the actual potential and which has 

been used successfdiy in many applications, including electronic calculations in the rare-gas 

solids. 

The correctness of the APW calculations was tested by caiculating electron poten- 

tiais and band structure in the rare-gas solids and t hen comparing t hem t o  previous results. 

The total potentid seen by an electron in a crystal can be written as 

where Vki(r) is the Coulomb potential due to  the nuclei and the crystalline charge density 

n( r) and V,, is the exchange-correlat ion potential. A part icularly simple approximation for 

VcOul and n(r) is obtained by superimposing atomic potentials and charge densities 

where Ru runs over a.ü occupied atornic sites, and vc,,l and n, are the atornic Coulomb 

potential and electron density, respectiveIy. In the inner region of each muffin-tin sphere the 

potential and charge density are predominantly atornic in character and therefore spher- 

i c d y  symmetric. However, in the outer portion of a muffin-tin the contributions from 

neighbouring atorns become important and remove the required sphericai symmetry. To 

overcome this difficulty Mattheiuss (1964) used the Lowdin dpha-function expansion, d e  

scribed in Appendix G, which included only the spherically symmetric contributions from 

the neighbouring atoms. Within a particular muffin- tin sphere, Say the j th one, the Coulomb 
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potentid can be written as 

where p = r - R, and ai = IR, - R, 1 is the distance between the centres of the vLh and jth 

muffin- tin spheres. Using (G -7) v~,,~i(a~, p) is 

which descri bes the  spher icdy symmetric contributions to the Coulomb potential a t  p, as 

measured from R, , due t o  the atom at  Ru. In the rare-gas solids the occupied atomic wave 

functions are well localized and the lattice spacings are large enough that  the Coulomb 

potentiais do not overlap appreciably. As a result, only the nearest neighbours contribute 

significantly to sum in (H.3). 

The atomic Coulomb potential required in (H.3) has the form 

where the first term describes the Coulomb attraction between an electron and a nucleus 

of charge Z and Uo(r) accounts for the repulsion between an electron and the unperturbed 

electron densities of the atom. Uo(r) is obtained from Poisson's equation 

a numericai solution of which c m  be found in Loucks (1967). For 

sphericaily symmetric and can be written as 

where the sum is over the fdied subshells only. The wave functions 

usuaily obtained from Hartree-Fock self-consistent-field calculations. 

calculations and a tabulation of the results for al1 the elements can 

and Skiilman 

et al. (1971). 

Hartree-Fock 

(H.6)  

fiiled subshells nat is 

required in (H.7) are 

A discussion of these 

be found in Herman 

(1963). Similar relativistic calculations have been performed by Liberrnan 

In the present cdculations, high quality udouble-zeta" analytic fits t o  the 

wave functions were used. The radial wave functions become 
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where the cap are variationdy determined coefficients and a and P are optimized param- 

eters. Values for c , ~ ,  O! aad ,8 have been tabulated by Clementi and Roetti (1974) for 

The electron exchange-correlation potential is u s u d y  calculated using the local 

density approximation (LDA), i.e. Vxc(n(r)) only depends on the crystalline charge density 

at  the given point r. A sphericdy symmetric charge density for inside the muffin-tin spheres 

can be constructed from na, using the Lowdin alpha-function expansion in a way completely 

analogous to  that used for the Coulomb potential in (H.3). Again, the s m d  chârge density 

overlap and the large Lattice spacing of the rare-gas solids requires that only the effects of 

the nearest neighbours be included. The most cornmon exchange potential is Slater's free 

electron-exchange approximation (Slater 1% 1) 

Vxc(n(p)) is spherically symmetric inside the muffin-tin spheres and can be added to (H.3) 

to give V,(p) inside the spheres. This Slater approximation is known to overestimate the 

exchange effect, especially in the low density tails of atomic functions. However, the quality 

of the results are more than sufficient for the purpose of checking the correctness of the 

AP W calculations. 

The total potential seen by a positron in a crystai is 

where VcOul is given by (H.2). V,,,, is the total electron-positron correlation potential 

describing the energy lowering due to  the short-range pileup of elect rons around the positron. 

In this case, the correlation potentid may be written as 

(H.  11) 

where R, again runs over a l l  occupied atomic sites. This allows OC,,, and vco, to be 

combined to give a single atom potential vp 

(H. 12) 

Now the t o t d  potential in (H.12) can be calculated using an equation sirnilar to  (H.3). 

The electron-positron correlations in insulators arises largely from the  polarization 

of the atomic orbitals. The long-range behaviour of this attractive polarization interaction is 
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proportionai to 1/r4 for charged partides and to l / r 6  for neutral atoms. At s m d  distances 

this correlation remains finite but its actual form is unknown, In practice, this is not 

important since the repulsive Coulomb potential dominates at s m d  distances. Two different 

models were used to try to describe the polarization interaction. The first is due to Schrader 

(1979) who suggested a simple scmi-empirical model described by (5.5). The r, in this model 

is a cutoff parameter which Schrader determined by fitting calculated positron scattering 

lengths for H and He and the cdculated Ps affinity to H to their measured values. For the 

other rare-gas atoms he used an interpolation scheme based on their ionization potentials 

to determine T,. Despite the rather unphysical discontinuity in the derivative of v,,,,,~ 

at r, these potentials were used quite successfully in positron-rare-gas atom scattering 

calculations. Values for both a and r,  can be found in Table H.1. A second smooth 

correlation potential, first used by Abarenkov and Antonova (1974), was also tried (see 

(5.6)). Puska and Nieminen (1992) successiuiiy used (5.6) wit h r ,  = 0.90 .& to calculate the 

positron band structure in the rare-gas soiids. in the current calculations r l  was chosen to 

provide the best fit for positron band-st ruct ure calcdations to experiment al data. 

Ln APW calculations, the total potential outside the muffin- tin spheres is assumed to 

be a constant V. equal to average value of the potential in this region. For the rare-gas solids 

the potential in the interstitial regions is quite flat making it relativeiy easy to determine 

Vo. A rather straightforward technique is to simply impose a grid over the region between 

a sphere and its Wigner-Seitz ceil boundary and then use (H.2) ,  and similar expressions 

involving either V,, or V,.,, to calculate the average of the potentials found at each grid 

point. Another common technique is to simply calculate the spherical average of the total 

potential between the muffin-tin and the Wigner-Seitz radius 
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Table H. 1: Parameters used in the calculation of the elect ron and posit ron-rare-gas 

solid potentials. The parameters r .  and r ,  were used in (5.5) and (5.6), respectively. The 
values for the polarizabiiity and the parameter r. are taken from Schrader ( 1979). The r ,  

parameters below gave the best fit between calculated positron band structures and the 

experimental data of Guilikson et al. (1988). 

~ a t t i c e  constant, a ( A )  4.43 5.3 I 5.65 6.13 

Atornic polarizability, a( A3) 0.3946 1.639 2.48 1 4.044 

Schrader cutoff parameter, r o ( A )  1.01 1.18 L .25 1-34 

Abarenkov parameter, r , ( a )  1 .O58 0.794 0.847 1 .O85 
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